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Abstract 
It is extremely important for current rnodeling efforts that the two and three dimensional 

structure of the atmospheric constituents be known. It is equally important that these 

constituent profiles be known globally with high temporal resolution. Optical 

instruments onboard satellite platforms can provide measurements that make this 

knowledge possible. 

This work presents a tomographic technique to use line of sight brighmess 

measurements of the atmosphere made by an orbiting optical instrument to detexmine 

the two dimensional volume emission profile that has k e n  remotely sensed. The basic 

technique was originally developed to deblur Fabry-Perot images and is closely related 

to the processes used in medical imaging. Although the tomographic technique was 

originally developed as a statistical analysis it is s h o w  that it is the viewing geometry 

that is the fundamental characteristic with respect to algorithm performance. 

Further, it is shown that the tornographic technique is capable of resolving structures in 

the atmospheric volume emission profile that are as small as 300 km along the satellite 

track with 1 km vertical resolution. It is found that this holds for a wide range of 

realistic operational conditions that include significant observational noise. 

The Swedish based Odin spacecrafi, scheduled for launch in early 2000, will fly in a 

sun-synchronous dusk-dawn orbit and will include the Canadian OSIRIS instrument. 

OSiRIS is able to measure the oxygen intî-ared atmospheric band simultaneously at 

multiple tangent altitudes at two separate wavelengths. These measurements are related 

to the mesospheric ozone profile and are ideal inputs for the tornographic technique. It is 

shown that there is no degradation in the algorithm performance even though the 

oxygen infkared atmospheric band emissions are absorbed. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 The Requirement for Atrnosphetic Tomography 

Before the advent of rocket and satellite investigations of the upper atmosphere it was 

generally assumed that the constituent profiles depended only on altitude above the 

surface of the earth, Le. the upper atmosphere was homogenous with respect to altitude. 

However, it was recognized fiom both clouds and weather patterns that this 

homogeneity could not extend to the troposphere. The early rocket observations showed 

that the radial homogeneity assumption was not applicable to the upper atmosphere, 

although it was believed that the atrnosphere could still be localized with respect to 

latitude. However, as the atmospheric constituent profiles depend on the solar input 

there will necessarily be variations with Latitude. Thus, even the general background 

knowledge of the atmosphere requires a full three dimensional measurement capability. 
I 

Other atmospheric phenomena such as gravity waves, aurora and tidal motions al1 result 

in two and three dimensional structures that may have both Iarge and small scale sizes. 

Satellites provide the opportunity to make global atmospheric measurements over a total 

time scale that is short compared to that for a network of ground based observatories. 

However, satellites cannot fly for an extended p e n d  of tirne at altitudes k low 300 km 

so that even measurements in the lower thermosphere must be made through remote 

sensing. Passive remote sensing implies that information is collected along paths 

through the atmosphere. These paths, although confined to a plane, cover a two 

dimensional space. If two and three dimensional information is to be retrieved from 

these line of sight measurements then it is necessary to develop analysis techniques that 

do not assume horizontal homogeneity, Le. the atmosphere has structure in dimensions 

other than the vertical (see Appendix A). Tomogaphic methods. where tomography is 

the representation of a three dimensional object by rneans of its two dimensional cross 

sections, are such techniques and have been extensively applied in the field of medical 

imaging but are still in their infancy for atmospheric investigations. The present work is 



an attempt to develop a tornographic technique that is appropriate for shidying 

atmospheric structures that c m  be measured through natural atmospheric emissions, i.e. 

the airglow, the aurora and the Rayleigh scanered sunlight. 

1.2 Tomography from Odln/OSIRlS 

The Odin spacecraft, scheduled for launch in early 2000, will provide a unique 

opponunity to make integrated atmosphenc emission rate measurements that c m  be 

used as inputs for a two dimensional tomographic recovery of atmospheric structure. 

The OSIRIS instrument on Odin includes three separate infrared imagers that will make 

line of sight measurements, simultaneously at multiple tangent altitudes, of the oxygen 

infrared atmospheric band, Rayleigh scattered sunlight and the MeineI OH bands. The 

purpose of the work in this thesis is to develop a procedure that c m  recover two 

dimensional structure in the measured atmospheric emission. 

Each optical measurement made from a satellite platform is essentially an integral of the 

volume emission rate along the line of sight. Measurements of this type are fundamental 

inputs to tomographic recovery techniques that determine the rwo dimensional 

distribution of a field that is sampied by line integrals. The developed technique 

involves the discretization of the line of sight inte,orals, and the allocation of volume 

emission rates to points in a discrete two dimensional grid that is representative of the 

atmosphere. The result is a discrete solution that is consistent with the measurements. 

The technique that is investigated in this thesis is an iterative Multiplicative Algebraic 

Reconstruction Technique (MART). This technique is one that is denved from a 

,Maximum Probability (MP) technique and is similar to the Maximum Likelihood 

Expectation Maxim ization (MLEM) technique that is used in Emission Cornputed 

Tornography (ECT) in medical imaging. 

1.3 The General Problem 

Most two dimensional tornographic problems can be reduced to the solution of a field 

f (x. j-)  from the knowledge of a set of line integrals through that field. A sample field 



where f (x. y )  = O outside the shaded region, and is some other value within the shaded 

region, is shown in Figure 1.1. The rays Li, Lz, L3 and Lq constitute a set of discrete 

paths, through the given point in the top lefi corner, along which line integrals of the 

field can be taken. If the line integrals c m  be deterrnined at every point within the field, 

which is continuous and square integrable, and the angular separation between the rays 

approaches zero then these line integrals reduce to the Radon transfom. The inverse 

transform is the solution for the continuous field. However, if the line integrals are taken 

at discrete angular intervals (as in Figure 1.1) by a measuring instrument the solution for 

the field by means of the inverse Radon transforrn becomes difficult, although not 

impossible. These difficulties are due to the discrete nature of both the sampling and the 

recovery grid as weIl as noise due to the measuring instrument and the statistical nature 

of the field. 

Figure 2.1: Description of the p&s along whiclt line integrals can be calcu fated. 

Vanous techniques have been developed in medical imaging and geophysics to recover 

the field f ( x q y )  frorn the measured line integrals. These techniques include 

discretization of the inverse Radon Transform and Algebraic Reconstruction Techniques 

(ARTS). The former is primarily used when the signal to noise levels are quite high and 



Multiplicative ARTS (MARTs) are usually employed when the signal to noise levels are 

low. The techniques used in the medical imaging field rely on the fact that al1 of the line 

integrals are available over 180". Although the measured line integrals are not 

continuous in angle, and are not available for every point. the set of integrals does cover 

the entire space. 

1.4 The Particular Problem 

The application of tomographic retrieval techniques for satellite measurements of the 

atmosphere has limitations that are not experienced with most ground based geometries, 

especially those in the medical imaging field; measurements of a patient may be made 

along any convenient line of sight. The geometrical constraints that are imposed by a 

satellite borne limb-looking imager are iliustrated in Figure 1.2. The line inte=grals are 

the measurements of the volume emission profile along the shown rays. The solid nature 

of the Earth, and its associated albedo, limits the look directions that intersect it. Thus 

line integrals over the required 180" are not available. Three possible lines of sight that 

can provide line inte-pls are s h o w  in Figure 1.2, the rays and Lf are tangent to the 

solid earth and represent boundary rays. 

Figure 1.2: The jirst and fast line integrals made from a satellire borne imager that 
do not intersect the solid earîh. 

The angle 8 between the boundary rays (Figure 1.2) is a function of the altitude above 

the surface of the Earth. The angle between these boundary rays for points that are 



below an altitude of 1 15 km are s h o w  in Figure 1.3. As these angles are al1 much less 

than 180" (the required value for an accurate inverse Radon transforrn) a different 

technique is required to recover the two dimensional volume emission field contained 

within the earth's atmosphere. 

Variation of Angle Between Boundary 
Rays As A Function Of Altitude 

120 - 
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Angle Beiw .en Boundary Rays (degrees) 

Figure 1.3: The change in the angle between the bounhry rays for fine integrals for 
altitudes less than 115 km above the sutface of the earth. 

Previous work by Lloyd and Llewellyn [1989] and McDade and Llewellyn [1991a. 

1 99 1 b. 1 9931 provides a basis for such a two dimensional tornographic technique. The 

technique. called the Maximum Probability (MP) technique, was originally developed to 

deblur Fabry-Perot images and closely resembles the Maximum Likelihood Expectation 

,Maximization (iMLEM) Multiplicative Algebraic Reconstruction Technique (MART) 

that is currently used in Emission Computed Tomography (ECT) in medical imaging. 

The MLEM-MART is cornmonly used in those situations where the signal to noise 

associated with the line integral measurements is poor. 

An extensive background to the tomographic retrievals that have k e n  attempted in both 

geophysics and medical imaging is presented in Chapter 2. This chapter also highlights 



the importance of the line integral (measurement geometry) to the chosen technique. 

The details of a single line integral measurement of the airglow by a sateiiite borne 

optical instrument are given in Chapter 3. A complete discussion of the measurements 

that are applicable for the developed tomographic technique is given in Chapter 4. The 

development of the current tomo~mphic technique, and its similarity with the 

techniques used in other fields, is discussed in Chapter 5. 

The seometry constraints that are imposed by the satellite borne imaging system are 

presented in Chapters 6 and 7. The particular geometry for limb observations is 

discussed in Chapter 6 and the optimization of the developed tomographic technique to 

use the satellite geometry in such a way that it yields solutions that converge both 

rapidly and accurately is presented in Chapter 7. The test procedures and the results of 

the performance tests for the current algorithm are given in Chapters 8, 9 and 10. These 

tests include: the effects of image rate and satellite nod (Chapter 8); the resolution of 

horizontal structure (Chapter 9); the modifications to the algorithm that are required to 

recover the oxygen infrared atmospheric band emission at 1 . 2 7 ~  that is attenuated 

throuzh self absorption along the line of sight (Chapter IO). These modifications are 

especially important as Odin/OSIRIS is expected to make measurements as early as 

February 2000. 

Finally a summary of the results and findings of the present work and some 

recommendations for future work are presented in Chapter I I .  It is concluded that the 

developed technique is an accurate robust method that wiil permit the recovery of two 

dimensional structure in the atmospheric emissions measured from a satellite borne 

instrument. This technique, and the Odin/OSiRIS instrument, will recover both small 

and large scale structure in the oxygen infrared atmospheric band and so determine the 

two dimensional ozone profile above 40 km altitude. 



CHAPTER II 

AN INTRODUCTION TO TOMOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUES 

2.1 Introduction 

As noted previously tomography (from the Greek tomos, to slice) is the representation 

of a three dimensional object by means of its two dimensional cross sections. For most 

tomographic applications this requires the solution of a system of equations that consist 

of many line inte-1s that are represented in a discrete fashion. Tomographic techniques 

are not new, they have been used for many years in the field of medical imaging, 

although their application to the atmosphere is in its infancy. Techniques that have been 

employed are the Radon and Cormack transform mettiods, Algebraic Reconstruction 

Techniques (ARTS), Multiplicative Algebraic Reconstruction Techniques (MARTs) and 

the Maximum Likelihood Expectation Maximization Technique (MLEM); this last is 

just a special form of MART. The preferred method is very dependent upon the problem 

and no one rnethod has k e n  shown to be generally supenor to any other. There has been 

some work on the tornographic recovery of geophysical quantities from rneasurements 

made from rocket and satellite platforms and it is this work that is the basis for the work 

presented in this thesis. 

2.2 Some Tomographic Techniques 

In general tomo,g-aphic techniques have an associated geometry and mathematics that is 

quite involved. The background to four of the existing techniques is presented below. 

2.2.1 The Abel Transform 

The Abel transform is a technique that is used to recover a radially symmetric field from 

line integals through the field. This transform rnethod does not provide a tme two 

dimensional recovery as it requires radial symmetry; this implies that the field is only a 

function of r ,  the radial distance. The line integrals are defined by paths that are tangent 

at distances ro from the origin according to equation 2.1. 



A sample set of rays for the line integrals in an Abel transform is s h o w  in Figure 2.1. 

The complete Abel transform requires that the tangent distance between successive rays 

be infinitesimally srnaIl. If this condition is met then the inverse Abel transform, given 

by equation 2.2, 

only requires the derivative of the Abel transform and an integral from the required 

radial distance out to infinity. This technique is suitable for the recovery of a one 

dimensional field corn discrete data provided that the measurements give a reasonabie 

estimate of the Abel transforrn derivative. However, special care must be taken with the 

singularity at r = ro when the integral is evaluated numerically. 

i Earth 

Figure 2.1: Sample rays for the line integrals in the Abel transform for aîmosphen'c 
rneasurements. 

2.2.2 The Cormack Transform 

The Cormack transform (Cormack, 1963; 1964) was first introduced in radiology for the 

recovery of two dimensional fields, although it can be applied to the atmosphere. The 

Cormack geometry for atmospheric measurements is shown in Figure 2.2. If the radial 



distance between the tangent points in a single set and the angular distance between the 

successive sets of parallel rays (black and red solid lines in Figure 2.2) are 

infinitesimally small, and the sets of line integrals are taken over 360°, then these 

measurements are a complete Cormack transform. The line integrals along the Lines of 

sight (Figure 2.2) are given by equation 2.3, 

where the path is indicated by L(I,B) ,  and g(r,@) is the measured field in polar 

coordinates. in equation 2.3 1 is the perpendicular distance from the ray to the origin and 

0 is the angle of 1 from an arbitrary a i s .  A complete set of f ( 1 , ~ )  is a Cormack 

transforrn. It should be noted that the variable naming convention used here is not 

consistent with the original work of Cormack. The changes were made in order to 

maintain consistency with the Radon transforrn variables (Section 2.2.3). 

Figure 2.2: The geornetry for the line integrals in the Cormack @ansform. For each 
set of rays (red and bhck) the angle 0 is constant and 1 is  varied. 

The Fourier transfonri of the field g(r,#)  is given by equation 2.4 with each of the 

g,, ( r )  coeficients defined by equation 2.5. 



If the field g(r.#) is zero outside a normalized unit circle Cormack showed that the 

transfomi f (1.0). which if represented by a Fourier series (with coefficients given by 

equation 2.6) has the inverse g n ( r )  given by equation 2.7. in both equations T,K) is 

the Tschebycheff polynomial of the first kind of degree n. 

It has been shown (Solomon et al., 1984) that, after differentiation under the inte-pl 

and integration by parts, the inverse g , ( r )  c m  be represented by equation 2.8 with the 

field no Ionger constrained to the unit circle. 

The initial constraint was used by Cormack simply to ensure the square integrabilty of 

the field g(r .@) .  In equation 2.8 the relationship between the Cormack and Abel 

inversions is readily apparent. As the Tschebycheff polynomial of degree O is equai to 1 

equation 2.8 reduces to equation 2.9, 

which is equivatent to equation 2.2 (the inverse Abel transform). 



2.2.3 The Radon Transform 

The two dimensional Radon transform is used to transform a field f (r ,#) ,  into a 

formulation that is based on line integrals through the field. n i e  line integrals are 

dependent on two variables, an angle 8 from the positive x-axis and a distance 1 from the 

origin. The line integral is taken perpendicular to the vector I along the path shown in 

Figure 2.3, the field f (r. #) is assumed to be non-zero inside the white area and zero 

elsewhere. The exact definition of the Radon transform for any combination ( i , ~ )  is 

[ ~ f ~ 1 . ~ ) = ~ ~ ( ~ ~ , 8 t t a n - ' ( j i / ) ) l ;  if IcO and 
-I: 

where the integral is taken along the path shown in Figure 2.3 with z = O at the 

intersection of the path and the vector 1. For the purpose of the present work it is 

assumed that the mathematical constraints such as the existence of this integral and the 

square integrabilty of f (r,q$) are met. 
T 

Figure 2.3: Demilion of the ray for the fine integraf in the Radon îransfonn. 

In the Radon transfomi the combination (1.0) can have any value and, therefore. each 

point (r .4)  can be characterized by a complete set of line integrals through it. This 



cornplete set encloses any point (r,4) over an angular range of 180". An incomplete 

discrete set of rays, for which the line integrals may be taken, through a point (r.4) is 

shown in Figure 2.4. The  six rays (blue lines) extend over an angufar range of 180" 

around (r .4) and the vectors 1 are highlighted in red. Again the field f (r ,#)  is assurned 

to be non-zero within the white area and zero elsewhere. 

Figure 2.4: An incornpiete set of line integral rays (6 in total) thaî charactenZe a 
given point (r , O)  . The line integrals are taken aiong the Mue rays wlrile 
the red lines, beginning at the origin, indicuîe the vectors I. 

If the function [ ~ f  11.6) in equation 2.10 is known for a range of 8 (O to r) and a 

rufficient range of I (-E to 0 to completely cover the field. f (r,#). then the inverse 

Radon transform can be defined by equation 2.1 1. 

where p = [ ~ f  11.0) and p,(l,9) is the partial derivative with respect to the first 

variable I. This is derived from the alternate definition of the inverse Radon transfonn 

(equation 2- 12) 



where B is the back projection operator defined by equation 2.13, 

Hf is the Hilbert transform with respect to the first variable, and DI is the fint partial 

derivative with respect to the first variable. 

Equation 2.11 implies that the field f ( r , ) )  can be recovered if the Radon transfom, 

and the partial denvative of the fint variable of the Radon transform and the improper 

integral in equation 2.1 1 al1 exist. The i n t e p l  is improper as the denominator may 

equal zero. Many applications that use tomognphy to recover the field f (r, +) make 

measurements of the Radon transform and then simply apply the inverse transform. 

Other applications measure the Radon transform and attempt to recover the field 

through other techniques. 

2.2.3.1 Solutions for the Inverse Radon Transform Method 

The inverse Radon transform techniques that have been described in the literature ( e.g. 

Herman. 1980) al1 require a nearly complete set of relatively noise-free measurements 

that represent the Radon transform. A complete description of the techniques that are 

used to solve inverse Radon uansforrn probiems when the data is discrete and contains 

noise has been given by Herman [l980] and Senero and Boccacci [1998]. For 

completeness a brief discussion of some of these methods is included here. 

There is a very simplistic discrete back projection operation to recover structures within 

a field f ( r .@)  if there is a complete, or nearly complete, Radon transform. This method 

simply considers al1 measurements (line integrals) that intersect a discrete grid ce11 and 

sums the product of the path length through the grid cell and the measurements. This 

summation i s an adequate representation of the Back Projection operator (equation 



2.13). However, the method gives a dimensionally incorrect estimate of the field that 

requires multiplicative normalization and yields solutions that are usuaily a very blurred 

representation of the tnie field. 

The more commonly used methods for the solution of the inverse Radon transform are 

convolutions that may require Fourier transforms. in these methods the Hilbert 

transform and the partiai derivative seen in equation 2.12 are approximated by a 

convolution with a single function. One example of the convolution method is the 

Filtered Back Projection (FBP) in which a two dimensional Fourier transfonn of the 

Radon transform is made. A ramp filter 14 and a suitable low pass filter. to remove the 

high frequency noise that is inherent in discrete measurements, are applied to the result. 

An inverse Fourier uansform is then applied to recover the filtered projections and the 

back projection operator (equation 2.13) is applied to recover the field, f ( r , ) ) .  within a 

multiplicative normalization factor. It should be noted that this method is identical to 

applying the back projection operator to the convolution of the Radon transforrn with a 

well chosen regularization function, that has the same ramp and low pass filter 

characteristics as the functions in the FBP method. This approach is called the 

Convolut ion Back Projection (CBP) method. 

2.2.4 The Maximum Likelihood Expectation Maximization (ML EM) 
Technique 

The .MLEM technique is used to estimate the vector x (indexed by j') that is a solution to 

the discrete linear equation Ax = b when the measurements b (indexed by i) contain 

noise. The matrix A, with elements a,, is geometry dependent. The problem may be 

restated as -salve for x such that b - E 5 Ax 5 b + E '. The technique used (De Pierro, 

1991) is to maximize the log likelihood function 



which it has been shown converges, afier iteration, to the maximum likelihood solution 

(Csiszar and Tusnady, 1984). The term xl denotes the current iterative estimate of xi 

and x:-' indicates the next iterative value and the summations over i, j and j' are over 

ail possible values. The maximization is achieved by setting the first partial derivative 

with respect to A-:-' equal to zero as in equation 2.15. 

This equation (2.15) can be solved for x:-l to give 

d f (s' , x k " )  
= C a .q' 

w here 

Each terrn in the sum c m  be interpreted as a weighting filter function term with respect 

to the observation i. The MLEM technique is in fact a Multiplicative Algebraic 

Reconstruction Technique (MART) where the estimate of x is adjusted through 

cornparison of the measurements and the iterative estimate of the rneasurements. 

b,aijx, k 

k-1 -ai; 
X, x a i , . x j .  

2.3 Some Tomographie Applications 

= O .  

As noted previously tornographic reconstniction has been extensively used in the field 

of medical imaging aithough there have k e n  applications in mining and some initial 

attempts to apply tornographic techniques to the determination of atmosphenc 

constituents. Medical imaging applications include Photon Emission Tomopphy 

(PET). Single Photon Emission Computerized Tomography (SPECT) and transmission 



Computed T~rno~mphy  (CT) as in CAT scans. The two main algorithms that have k e n  

used include the Convolution Back Projection (CBP), and its derivatives. and the 

Algebraic Reconstruction Techniques, and their derivatives, that include the 

,Multiplicative Algebraic Reconstruction Techniques, or MARTs, and the Maximum 

Li kelihood Expectation Maximization (MLEM) technique. 

2.3.1 Mediwl lmaging Applications 

The ECT and x-ray transmission Ci' techniques that are used in medical imaging 

involve the solution of a problem that contains measured line intepls ,  or incomplete 

Radon transfomis, of the forrn O, = f (x. y, zbs where Oi refers to a measurement 
p ~ h  i 

alonp the i" path through the unknown field f(x, y, r ) .  

2.3.1.1 X-Ray Tomography Discrete Inverse Radon Transform Technique 

In CT, or x-ray tomopphy, discrete versions of the inverse Radon transforrn are 

usually applied. The Radon transform measurements typically have a very high signal to 

noise ratio and can be taken at suff~cient resolution to approximate the complete set of 

( i d  values that is required for the inverse Radon transform. The geometry for the 

measurements used in x-ray (CT) tomography is illustrated in Figure 2.5. Typically a 

patient is illurninated by a h e a r  x-ray transmitter that sends x-rays through the patient 

dong Iines perpendicular to the transmitter bank. The x-rays are received at a series of 

detectors that are parallel to the transmitter bank; it is the attenuation of these x-rays by 

the patient that is important. in this way the Radon transforrn (the line integral of the x- 

ray attenuation coefficients) is simultaneously measured for al1 relevant 1 values for any 

given angle 8. In order to complete the Radon transform measurements the transmitter 

and receiver banks must be rotated and the measurements performed at the new angle. It 

is obvious that if the measurements along the detector/transmitter banks are continuous 



and the angle of rotation of the banks is also continuous these measurements are the 

complete Radon transform. 

Figure 2.5: Geometry used for x-ray transmission (CT) Tomography. 

A complete discussion of the techniques used in x-ray transmission tomography has 

been presented by Bertero and Boccacci [1998] and Herman [1980]. 

2.3.1.2 High Noise Level Algebraic Reconstruction Techniques for ECT 

For some tomographie retrievals it has been necessary to develop techniques that are not 

seriously degraded by high noise levels associated with PET. in this method a patient is 

injected with a positron emitter that is deposited in proportion to the glucose uptake 

mechanisrn in the human brain. Thus a map of the resulting positron emissions is a map 

of the glucose consumption in the brain. The positron emissions are monitored through 

the detection of photon pairs that result from positron annihilation. The photon pairs 

travel in nearly opposite directions so that a detector ring, placed around the head of the 

patient. records the coincidences associated with the photon pairs. This is s h o w  in 

Figure 2.6 where the straight lines indicate the paths of the photon pairs from positron 

annihilation. The two points marked with circles along one of the rays are important. in 

the PET method the simple detection of the coincident photon pair dms not uniquely 

define the position of the positron annihilation. It is equally probable, in the absence of 



photon attenuation, that the photon pair originated at either marked point. As each 

detector is opposite more than one other detector (as seen in Figure 2.6) many line 

integrals can be measured although the Radon transform is discrete due to the physical 

size of the detectors. Only if the detector banks were continuous could coincidences be 

measured along al1 rays for al1 values (1.0). 

Figure 2.6: Geometry used with PET reconstruction of positron decay inside a 
human patient. 

The tomographic methods used with PET differ from those used with x-ray CT because 

of the lower s i g a l  to noise levels in the PET measurements. As the signal quality does 

not allow the discrete inverse Radon transform methods (Section 2.2.3.1) Shepp and 

Vardi [ 19821 and Vardi and Shepp [1985] have developed a statistical technique that 

accounts for the high noise levels and the incornplete data set. This technique uses the 

statistical nature of the photon pair detection and gives a good recovery of the 

distribution of positron emitters. The technique is described as the Maximum 

Li kel i hood Expectation Maximization (MLEM) technique (Section 2.2.4) and uses an 

i tcrat ive procedure to recover a discrete two dimensional positron emission intensity 

field iL (indexed by b) from the coincidence measurements n' (indexed by d).  

For PET the MLEM technique yields 



w here 

is the total number of coincidences detected in detector pair d (the measurements). The 

summation in the denominator of equation 2.18 is the estimate of the measurements 

from the previous estimate of A. If 

is the total number of coincidences from b that are detected and p(b.d) is the 

probability of detecting a coincidence at b in detector pair d then 

is the expected value of the coïncidences detected in b that originated from d,  and the 

problem has been reduced to estimating the mean n(b.*) given n(a,d). 

2.3.1.3 Advances and Problerns in PET 

The MLEM technique (Shepp and Vardi, 1982) is the nom against which most new 

iterative techniques in the field of medical imaging are compared. One new iterative 

technique, based upon LMLEM calted the Image Space Reconstruction Algorithm 

(ISRA), has been developed by Daube-Witherspoon and Mueht lehner [ 19861. This 

technique is computationally faster than the MLEM technique although it does require 

back projections of both the measurements and their current estimates at each step in the 

iteration. The basic iterative equation (2.22) developed by these researchers is 

where the numerator is the discretely back projected data (Section 2.2.3.1) and the 

denominator is the discretely back projected estimates for the cunent iteration. This 



technique has k e n  shown to give comparable results to those from the LZLEM 

technique and achieves its efficiency as the numerator only needs to be calculated once. 

The results from the MLEM technique are characterized by edge effects and noise 

artifacts that are apparent in al1 unconstrained Maximum Likelihood (ML) solutions 

(Snyder et al., 1987). h an attempt to limit these artifacts Snyder et al. proposed a 

modification to the existing MLEM technique. These authors suggested amending 

equation 2.18 with different probabilities in the numentor and denominator. The actual 

expression is 

where p, (b ,d)  is referred to as the kernel of the measurements. In this method some 

averaging mechanism, other than the standard back projection seen in the Shepp and 

Vardi MLEM, is applied to the observations. In their work Snyder er al. employed a trial 

and error approach to determine a set of p, (b,d) that reduced both the noise anifacts 

and edge effects. 

In the original work of Shepp and Vardi the MLEM technique was unconstrained and an 

attempt to add constraints to the ML approach has been reponed by Levitan and Herman 

[1987]. These authors called their method the Maximum A Posteriori ( M M )  ML 

technique. in this technique a penalty function is added to the log likelihood function 

(equation 2.14) that requires the final solution to have a deterrnined, but variable, degree 

of smoothness (or similarity) between neighbouring points in the recovery grid. This 

method reduces to the MLEM approach when the penalty term, a simple constant, is set 

equal to zero. Again Levitan and Herrnan used a trial and error approach to the penalty 

term in order to develop solutions with the required smoothness and accuracy. 

Green [ 19901 has also developed a penalized ML technique that constrains the degee of 

smoothness of the final solution. in his work Green employed the One Step Late (OSL) 

approach in which partial derivatives of the previous estimate are included in the 



iterative step. Once again a trial and error approach was used to determine a set of 

conditions for which the methd converged faster and with fewer artifacts than the usual 

MLEM technique. 

~Many other modifications to the MLEM technique for ECT have been made during this 

decade. These include: corrections to the model used to forward project the estimates 

that account for both signal attenuation (Blankespoor et al., 1996) and scatter (Welch 

and Gullberg. 1997); irnproved initial estimates (Pan et al., 1997); and grid ce11 shape 

and size considerations (Matej and Lewitt, 1996). Other information that can improve 

the fonvard projection model has also k e n  incorporated into the Maximum Likelihood 

approach, in particular Magnetic Resonance data has been used by Lipinski er al, Cl9971 

to improve the MLEM recovery from Positron Emission Tomography data. 

However. advances in the fieId of medical imaging have not been restricted to the 

MLEM algorithm. Other iterative techniques have also been investigated. These 

include: a Grouped-Coordinate Ascent (GCA) algorithm (Fessler et al., 1997) that 

requires less computation than the MLEM technique; a Weighted h a s t  Squares (WLS) 

approach (Anderson et al., 1997); and regularization methods (Chinn et al., 1997) that 

transform the original equations into a set of less ill-posed equations. In general it can 

be stated that the solution must be tailored to each particular problem. 

2.3.2 Satellite Remote Sensing Tomography Applications 

In the field of atmosphenc remote sensing from satellite platforms a tomographic 

approach has been used on a number of occasions. One of the earliest atternpts (Roble 

and Hays, 1972) used stellar occultation data to retneve molecular oxygen and ozone 

vertical number density profiles. In that work the Abel transforrn (Section 2.2.1) was 

used with two different numerical schemes. The first considered an exponentially 

decaying concentration and the second considered a more complex profile that was 

similar to the expected result. 



A later attempt to perform a two dimensional recovery of the 6300 A 01, 5577 fi O1 and 

2800 A Mg' volume emission rates from the Visible Airglow Experiment on the 

Atmospheric Explorer spacecraft was reported by Fesen and Hays [ 19821. These authors 

used a simple onion peel technique that divided the atmosphere into angular regions that 

are consistent with single limb scans. This technique is really a series of one 

dimensional inversions that are incorporated into a two-dimensional result. The 

problems associated with this technique are presented in Appendix A. 

The first true two-dimensional recovery was reported in 1984 (Solomon er al.) using 

data from the same Visible Airglow Experiment. The actual technique used was a 

numerical solution to  the Cormack transform (Section 2.2.2). In a series of papers 

Solomon et al. (1984 and 1985) showed that their self-described ad hoc approach, in 

which they combined nadir and limb measurements within the inverse Cormack 

transforrn, was a consistent and reliable way to obtain the altitude profile of isolated 

features. 

The first use of an iterative approach to the two dimensional tornographic recovery of 

atmospheric constituents from measurements made with a satellite borne instrument was 

reported by Yee et al, [1987]. These authors used a minimum cross entropy approach to 

retneve the two dimensional profile. In this approach there was no ad hoc smoothing of 

the observations or results because of noise limitations. The Yee et al. technique was 

tested on the same 6300 A O1 data used by Fesen and Hays [1982] and Solomon et al. 

[I984] and was shown to yield a stable iterative algorithm that was suitable for the 

inversion of airglow data. 

2.3.3 Ground Based lonospheric Remote Sensing Applications 

There have been ongoing efforts to recover two dimensional electron density profiles in 

the ionosphere. Pryse er al. [1993] have used a tomographic imaging technique to show 

the development of a mid-iatitude electron density trough from measurements of phase 

coherent signals at 150 MHz and 400 MHz transmitted by the Navy Navigational 



Satellite System (NNSS) and simultaneously detected at several receivers along a 

meridional chain. The retrieval algorithm used was the Simultaneous Iterative 

Reconstruction Technique (SIRT) that was first proposed by Gilbert [1972] and 

described in detail by Austen et al. [1988]. With this technique Pryse et al. was able to 

identify a trough-like structure that had the characteristics of a mid-latitude trough. 

Kersley et al. [ 19931 have also used a MART technique, described by Raymund et al. 

[1990], to recover two dimensional electron density profiles fiom similar NNSS and 

oround receiver data. in this case Kersley et al. used a standard ionosphere as the initial b 

ouess for the MART technique and verified their results with European incoherent 3 

scatter (EISCAT) ionospheric radar measurements. Raymund et al. (1 9931 have also 

published similar EISCAT verified results. 

The methods described by the ground based tomographic researchers al1 suffer fiom a 

lack of near horizontal paths through the atmosphere and so limit the ability to recover 

vertical structure. In an atternpt to improve on this situation Heaton et al. [1995] have 

adapted the technique of Kersley et al. 119931 by incorporating additional information 

from ionosondes, for the bottomside electron density profiles, and incoherent scatter 

radar measurements, for the topside profiles, in order to obtain a more accurate initial 

ouess. The results obtained by Heaton et al. were also verified with independent a 

EISCAT measurements. Similar work in ionospheric tomography has been reported by 

Mitchell et al. [ 19973 and Nygren et al. [ 19971. 

2.4 Background Conclusions 

In this background chapter many of the advances in tomographic analysis have been 

identified. The main concIusion that can be drawn From these advances and their 

applications is that while many techniques are availabie it is important to tailor the 

selected technique to the particular problem. Each problem has its associated limitations 

that are dependent specificaIly on the geometry and the measurements. In this thesis the 

investigation concentrates on the applicability of a particda tomographic technique to 

airglow observations. 



A SINGLE MODEL OBSERVATION 

The tomographic techniques that have been discussed in Chapter 2 provide a retrieval of 

a two dimensional field from knowledge of line integrals through that field. The 

atmospheric tomography discussed in this thesis also uses a knowledge of line integrals, 

made by an optical instrument onboard a satellite platforrn, to recover the two 

dimensional volume emission rate profile of the atmosphere. A model for these line 

integrals, referred to as observations or measurements, is required to simulate the 

observed brightness for both algorithm test purposes and to provide estimates of the 

actual observations within the tomographic algorithm. The adopted modeiing procedure, 

which is identical for both purposes, uses a discrete two dimensional volume emission 

profile for the atmospheric source function. This source function is sampled by an 

optical instrument with a non-stationary, finite, instrument field of view to simulate a 

single observation or measurement. This chapter includes an extensive discussion of the 

required parameters that pertain to the instrument, the satellite and the volume emission 

_srid, and how these parameters are used in the observation mode1 to generate a 

simdated brightness measurement. 

3.2 Coordinat8 Systems Required to Define a Mode1 Obsentatlon 

Three coordinate system definitions are used in the simulation of an observation. Two 

of these coordinate systems are based on the orbit of the satellite and are described as 

the ascending node (asc) and the satellite (sat) systems. The third coordinate system is 

based on the model instrument and is called the instrument (inst) system. These three 

coordinate systems. and the set of transformations between them. provide a ba i s  for a 

rnodeied observation. 

The ascending node coordinate system (defined by the satellite orbit) is a fixed Earth 



centred three dimensional Cartesian space. The x-mis of this system points towards the 

ascending node equator crossing and the z-axis is rotated 90° fiom the x-axis, within the 

orbit plane, in the direction of satellite motion. This coordinate system is illustrated in 

Figure 3.1. Al1 satellite motion is in the .r-; plane of this system and at any time the 

instantaneous satellite position is given by equation 3.1, 

where R, ,  is the radial distance of the satellite from the ongin (centre of the Earth) and 

a is the angle of the satellite (dong its track) from an arbitfary ascending node crossing. 

This coordinate system is effectively fixed in space so that the Earth rotates below the 

satellite and each ascending node crossing is at a different longitude. Thus the angle a 

can increase beyond 3600 as the orbit number increases beyond the arbitrary bh orbit. 

Figure 3.1: The Ascending node coordinafe system is defined by the orbit plane and - 

an arbitrary ascending node equator crossing. This coordinaîe system i s  
used to d e m e  the two dimensional volume emission grid. 

The satellite coordinate systeni is also Earth centred but, unIike the ascending node 

system. it rotates with the satellite motion. This is illustrated in Figure 3.2, which 



includes both the ascending node and satellite systems, where the x-axis points through 

the local zenith and the z-axis is rotated 90° from the x-axis, within the orbit plane, in 

the direction of satellite motion. The x-z plane of the satellite system is identical to that 

for the ascending node system. The instantaneous position of the satellite in the 'sat' 

system is given by equation 3.2, 

In this system there is o d y  an x component that is the satellite distance fiom the centre 

of the Earth- 

asc 

Figure 3.2: The Satellite coordinate system is defined by the orbit plane and the 
satellite position. This coordinate system is used to determine those 
regions of the volume emission gBd that are sampled by the instrument. 

The instrument coordinate system is based on the oprical axis and a preferred direction 

within the foca1 plane of a single lens instrument. A schematic drawing of the single 

detector (lens-pixel) instrument is shown in Figure 3.3. Only one dimension, the 

preferred direction, of the two dimensional field of view is shown; this dimension is 

consistent with a vertical image of the atmosphere. It is assumed that there is cross-track 



homogeneity in the atmosphenc source function so that the orthogonal dimension of the 

field of view is unimportant. The x-axis of the instrument system is defined to be along 

the preferred direction while the 2-axis is coaligned with the optical axis of the 

instrument. The unit vector for any field of view look direction in the orbit plane is 

detined by an angle $ that is an offset from the optical a i s .  This unit vector is defined 

according to equation 3.3, 

p ,_, (b) = sin /3 X,, + c o s p  Zjnf, . P-31 

As there is an assurnption of cross track homogeneity there is no Y ,  component. 

Optical Axis 
lem 

Figure 3.3: The Instrument coordinate system is defined by the optical axis of the 
l em und a preferred direction. This coordinaîe system is used to define 
the instantaneousfield of view of the simple instrument. 

3.3 Inputs to a Modeled Observation 

Three input sets are required to generate the simulated brightness measurement made by 

the  optical instrument on the satellite platform. These inputs are related to the 

instrument that makes the measurement, the satellite on which the instrument is located 

and the atmosphenc source function that the instrument measures. These three 



parameter sets are discussed in detail below. 

3.3.1 The Mode1 instrument Definition 

An instrument model is required to simulate an observation. The adopted insuument 

model is based on the single detector (lens-pixel) instrument shown in Figure 3.3. The 

instrument model must accurately represent the instantaneous field of view and the 

detection sensitivity of the entire system as a function of the view angle, Le. the look 

direction. This representation is made with a discrete set of look direction unit vectors, 

P (p) ,  that cover the entire instrument field of view and a corresponding set of 
-1ILSI 

values, 6(fl), that represent the sensitivity of the insuument with respect to these unit 

vectors. 

The field of view and the throughput of the instrument are defined by the lens and the 

s i x  of the pixel as well as their relative separations. However, it is convenient to group 

al1 three parameters and define a single field of view as input to the instrument model. 

Any Iens-pixel system with a similar field of view. whatever the pixel size and lens 

focal length, can be sirnilarly modeled. The required inputs are upper and lower bounds 

to the angle $ that define the sensitivity range (field of view) of the instrument. 

For an accurate representation of the instrument, non-ideal performance such as 

vignetting or a non-uniforrnity in the pixel sensitivity across its surface must be included 

in the model. A convenient approach for this is to introduce a function S(F)  that is a 

norrnalized representation of the system sensitivity (as a function of the look direction 

p) such that the integral over the entire field of view is unity. 

The continuous field of view of the simple instrument is represented in a discrete 

fashion with a resolution factor. This factor, NmrFOV. defines the total number of 

discrete look direction angles that are considered; if NumFOV approaches infinity then 

the field of view is exactly modeled as continuous. The field of view resolution factor 

alIows the total field of view to be subdivided into smaller fields of view that are each 

assumed to observe the same source brightness and collect light with a uniform 



sensitivity. 

The output from the instrument mode1 is a set of NumFOV, indexed by k starting at O, 

look direction unit vecton P i ,  (B, ) (equation 3.3) and a set of sensitivities 6@, ). A 

sample set of three look direction vectors. bounded by angles p,, and &,,-. is 

shown in Figure 3.4. A uniform set of sensitivity parameters for this set of unit vectors 

would have 6 (Bk ) = 0.333, for al1 k. 
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Figure 3.4: The Instrument coordinate system and three sample look direction unit 
vectors that make up the discrete field of view. Each vector can sample a 
different atmospheric source function. 

3.3.2 The Mode1 Satellite Attitude and Position Parameters 

The discrete set of look direction vectors. defined in Section 3.3.1, that cover the 

instantaneous instrument field of view must have an origin and orientation in the two 

Earth centred coordinate systems. This orientation and origin must be available 

throughout the duration of the measurement in order to provide a complete non- 

stationary field of view that samples the atmospheric source function. The required 

satellite attitude and position parameters are three angles of rotation and two position 

coordinates for various times during the measurement. 

The origin of the look direction vectors is given by the spacecrafi position in both the 

ascending node and satellite systems. In the ascending node system the parameters R,,, 

the sateHite distance fiom the centre of the Earth, and a, the satellite angle from the 



arbitrary ascending node crossing, are both required. In the satellite coordinate system 

only R,,  is required as this system moves with the satellite (see equations 3.1 and 3.2). 

The look direction unit vector f i * ,  (a ) must be onented into both coordinate systems. 

A series of transformations, or  rotations, are required to align the .Ch,. j,, and fiml 

axes first with the satellite coordinate system and then with their ascending node system 

counterparts. The first three rotation angles that take the vectors into the satellite system 

are defined as o, 8 and Q and are related to the yaw, pitch and roll of the optical axis; 

the final rotation is through the satellite angle a (Figure 3.2) and completes the 

transformation into the ascending node system. 

If the satelIite and instrument coordinate systerns are aligned then the angle @ is the 

rotation of the optical axis about the i,,, axis that moves the optical axis, or  ?,, axis, 

out of the orbit plane. The optical axis is still directed tangent to the radius defined by 

the satellite distance from the centre of the Earth but it is no longer within the orbit 

plane. The second rotation (8) is about the new _Y,, a i s ,  and is negative due to the 

coordinate system orientation, and places the tangent radius of the optical axis look 

direction at a different distance from the centre of the Earth than the satellite radius. 

This rotation maintains the alipment of the preferred instrument direction with the 

local zenith at the tangent point of the optical axis. The third rotation (o) is about the 

new optical axis and rotates the new preferred direction axis of the instrument 

coordinate system so that it is no longer aligned with the local zenith at the optical axis 

tangent point. 

The process involved in the vansformation of the look direction vectors P,, (a ) into 

the satellite coordinate system is shown in Figures 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7 and is simply a 

reversal of the three rotations described above. The resulting field of view vectors are 

defined as Lw, @. ) and describe the instantaneous field of view in the satellite system. 

Figure 3.5 illustrates the -a rotation required to align the if,, axis with the local zenith 

at the optical axis tangent point. Figure 3.6 shows the rotation 8 that is required to align 



the axis with the satellite zenith. The final transformation, a rotation of -+ that 

aligns the instrument and satellite axes as s h o w  in Figure 3.7. The complete 

transformation from f, to Pd, for any look direction vector, is given in equation 3.4, 

This transformation of the entire set of vectors is suficient to define the instantaneous 

field of view in the non-stationary satellite systern that is used, together with the satellite 

angle a. to determine those atmospheric mode1 cells that are intersected by the different 

lines of sight (Appendix B). 
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Figure 3.5: The rotation -o about the î ,  aris that is used to align the iha mis  
with the local zenith at the tangent point of the optical axis. 
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Figure 3.6: The rotation B about the new jkt a i s  that is used to align the ik a i s  
with the X, axis. 
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Figure 3.7: The rotation -qî about the î, p r i s  that is used to align the 2;- a i s  with 
the î, mis  and the j,k, mis  with rhe 3, axis. 

To complets the transformation into the ascending node system only a simple rotation of  

u, about the jYU, axis is required. This rotation takes the look direction vectors, 

P , (fi ), and yields a set of ~ _ ~ . ( a )  that compirtely define the instantaneous field of 
- ! J I  

view in the ascending node system. The transformation definition is given by equation 



The set of ~_'-(a ) look direction vectors are used to detemine the pornetric path 

length of the line of sight through each ce11 in the observed grid (Appendix B). 

Because each measurement is made with a finite exposure time and the spacecraft 

changes its orientation and position during this time a set of NrtmTimes attitude 

(o. 4, O)! and position (R,, ,a), parameters are required to define the complete non- 

stationary field of view; the index 1 ranges fiom O to NumTimes - 1, and NumTimes is 

defined as the temporal resolution factor. Each instantaneous field of view, defined by 

the set of o,, (a ) or -CL?C P (a ) unit vectors. is transformed (for each step 0 to define 

the total field of view during the measurement. The result is a set of NumFOV x 

N~rniTinles unit vectors. Pv,  (a )[ or Pu'. @ ), . in either of the Earth centred coordinate 

systems. If the instrument sensitivity is assumed to be constant during the measurernent 

the weighting factors 6(a) rnust be adjusted so that 6(& ), = &(a . In this way a 
Num Times 

normalized set of weighting factors. ), = 1 ,  are maintained. 
L .l 

In summary the outputs of the spacecraft attitude mode1 are two sets of unit vectors, 

P , (a ), and Pu,' (a ), . and a set of sensitivities 6@ )!. These parameten are 
- \ I I  

sufficient to define completely the non-stationq field of view in both Earth centred 

coordinate systerns and the sensitivity of the (lens-pixel) instrument over this field of 

view. 

3.3.3 The Two Dimensional Discrete Volume Emission Grid 

The atmospheric source function that is the input for a model observation is contained 

within a discrete two dimensional volume emission grid that is coplanar with the x-z 

plane of the ascending node coordinate system. The grid cells are bounded by the angle 



dong the satellite tnck and the radial distance, from the centre of the Earth. An arbitrary 

volume emission profile is assumed to exist throughout the grid. In the following 

discussion only the geometry and the associated parameters for the two dimensional 

volume emission grid are considered. 

The volume emission -grid geometry is shown in Figure 3.8. As illustrated in this figure 

the grid ce11 number, indexed by the subscript j, increases with respect to radial shell 

and then with respect to angular division. The first angular division is at an arbitrary 

ascending node point. As the satellite orbits the Earth the longitude of the ascending 

node changes and there is no requirement for the volume emission profile to be the same 

at each ascending node. Thus the angular dimension of the grid can increase beyond 

360' and while the starting angle is defined as 0" the end boundary is arbitrary. 

Figure 3.8: The two dimensional volume emission gn'd geometry in the ascending 
node coordinate system. A sample line of sight, ouxr, is shown. 

The definition of the two dimensional volume emission bgid requires both upper and 

Iower boundaries for the radial shells, as well as radial shell and angular resolution 

parameters. The minimum and maximum radial shells are defined as ShellMin and 

ShellMax respectively. The radial shell resolution and the angular resolution are defined 



as Delrashel1 and Deltdngle.  The number of radial shells, NumShells, at any angle is 

defined by equation 3.6, 

ShellMat- - ShellMin 
NurnShells = 

DeltaSItell P.61 

For the ,orid s h o w  in Figure 3.8 the appropriate values are NumShells = 3 and 

It 
DeltaAngle = -rad; the minimum and maximum shell distances are not included in 

7 

this figure. The index j (equation 3.7) is known if both the shell number and angle 

number of the ce11 are known. 

j = AngleNumber x NumShells + ShellNumber . [3-7] 

The radial distance and an~ufar  values of the -gid ce11 boundaries are defined by the 

ShellMtmber and AngleNumber. The radius r of any shell is given by equation 3.8 and 

the angular distance y, from the predefined 0, of any angular division is given by 

equation 3.9. Both the ShellNumber and AngleNrrmber have an initial value O. 

r = ShellNumber x DeltaShell+ ShellMin , 

y = AnglelVurnber x DeltaAngle . 

As already noted the volume emission grid is two dimensional within the orbit plane. 

However, the look directions may sample out of this plane if either, or both, of the 

attitude parameters o and @ is non-zero. In this case it is necessary to assume that the 

source function is uniforrn out of the orbit plane. 

The lines that define the angular divisions within the ascending node x-z plane can also 

be translated into planes, orthogonal to the x-z plane. that intersect the original line. Any 

point that is out of the orbit plane, with radial distance r = ,/x' + -' + :' and angle 

y = tan-' vr). is considered to have the same volume ernission as the point within the 

plane at the same radial distance and the same angle y. Thus there is a constraint for 

radial uniforrnity between successive planes. 



3.4 The Definition of a Modeled Observation 

A modeled observation includes contributions from al1 look directions in the non- 

stationary field of view as defined by either of  the vector sets P, @ ), or  P,=@ ), . 
The first step in the consmction of a mode1 observation requires the determination of 

the bnghmess along each line of sight. The second step requires a calculation of the 

weighted average of the brightness values, seen dong each line of sight, to determine 

the simuIated measurement. 

3.4.1 The Observed Brightness Along a Single Line of Sight 

The observed brightness in any look direction is defined by the i n t e p l  representation 

uiven in equation 3.10. If the satellite is used a s  the origin for the look direction then the s 

intesral is along a path from the satellite to infinity. It is assumed that the only 

signifîcant contributions to the i n t e p l  are between ShellMin and ShellMax, the 

boundaries of the discrete two dimensional volume emission grid. The observed 

brightness O, [ k ~ ]  is the integrai of the volume ernission contributions ~ ( s )  
-'AR' 

along the line of sight. 

The intesral in equation 3.10 can be discretely represented by equation 3.1 1. 

where the summation is over al1 grid ce11 elements j intersected by the line of sight 

P (fi ), and L, ., [km] is the geornetric path length through each element. The value -JI< 
-CI< 

V, [kRh,,,] is the volume emission contribution frorn each element j (Section 3.3.3). 

Equation 3.12 is an expansion of the summation given in equation 3.1 1 for the 

panicular line of sight, PUT, @ ), . s h o w  in Figure 3.8. 



It is readily apparent that 

grid ce11 is required to 

some method for the determination of the path through each 

calculate the summation. The actual representation of the 

summation requires a knowledge of the relevant grid ce11 at any distance s along the line 

of sight and the intercept lengths L, . The actual process used to determine these 
-an 

parameters is given in Appendix B. 

3.4.2 The Complete Modeled Observation 

The complete simulated brighmess measurement consists of the averaged, or blurred, 

contributions over the lines of sight, P,,@ ), , that constitute the entire field of view. 

The method for determining the brightness along these individual lines of sight has k e n  

oiven in Sections 3.4.1, together with Appendix B, and a simple method to determine s 

the simulated measurement fiom the observed brighmess values in the complete non- 

stationary field of view is given by equation 3.13, 

1 
0 =C , ~VrimErnes -- ) [W. 

These equations describe the weighted 

[3.13b] 

average of the entire set of observed brightness 

values alon2 the lines of sight that cover the total field of view. in the first 

representation, equation 3.13a, the two sums represent the weighted average of the 

obsenied brightness values contained within an instantaneous fieid of view, and the 

weighted average over the successive instantaneous fields of view that make up the 

entire field of view. in equation 3.13b the interior summation represents the 

contributions of each *gid ce11 to the observed brightness dong  a single line of sight, 

P . (fi ), . and the outer double sumrnation represents the weighted average over these 
-u\< 

brightness values. The three summations in this representation are in fact symbolic of 



the three input sets that are required to mode1 an observation: the Instrument; the 

SateHite and the Two Dimensional Volume Emission Grid. 



CHAPTER IV 

SIMULATED OBSERVATION SETS 

4.1 Introduction 

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the tomographic technique for the remeval of 

two dimensional atmospheric volume emission profiles (from measurements made by 

an optical instrument on a satellite platforrn) it is necessary to generate simulated 

observations that can be used for test purposes. The actual tomographic procedure 

requires thousands of individual measurements in an observation set for the inversion 

technique to be effective. These sirnulated measurements have k e n  generated in an 

identical fashion using the same procedure as that for a single observation (Chapter 3). 

The individual measurements are linked by an imager and the orbit of the satellite that 

contains the imager. 

For the simulated observations the imager, which is defined as multiple single pixel 

instmments (Section 3.3. l ) ,  is considered to be viewing a discrete two dimensional grid 

that contains an arbitrary volume emission profile (Section 3.3.3). The imager, the 

satellite parameters and the volume emission profiles that have been used to generate 

the modeled observations are presented in this chapter together with a discussion of the 

required observational resolution (Chapter 3) and the expected noise parameters. 

4.2 The Mode1 imager U s e d  for Test Data 

The sirnulated observations assume that the imager has a linear array vertical detector, 

i.e. each pixel observes a different tangent altitude. Thus the imager may be described as 

muttiple (NuniPixeis) single pixel instruments (Section 3.3.1). Each of these single pixel 

instruments share the same objective lens and make simultaneous observations, 

although each pixel has a different look direction. The set of simultaneous 

measurements is referred to as an image. For the present work the number of 

iIluminated pixels (NwnPisels) has k e n  limited to 100; this i s  consistent with the 



OdinIOSIRIS instrument where there are 128 pixels, but those at the top of the detector 

array are masked-off to provide dark current measurements. 

The preferred axes of each pixel (see Section 3.2 and Figure 3.3) are aligned so that the 

optical axes are parallel for each of the single pixel instruments. A schematic 

representation of this simple imager is shown in Figure 4.1, the iim, axis points along 

the preferred direction and tim, is along the imager optical axis. The labeled field of 

view is for the entire detector array; the pixel numbering defines the bottom pixel as 

index O, The field of view of each pixel is only a hction of the total imager field of 

view. in the present work the mode1 imager has a total field of view of approximately 

2 O ,  this corresponds to 100 km of vertical limb coverage for a satellite at 600 km 

altitude. These values are consistent with those for OSIRIS on Odin. 

Array of 
Pixels in 

Focal Plane 

Oprical Axis 
Pixel 

pixeb 

Figure 4.1 : A schematic representation (not fo scale) of the one dimensional vertical 
imager used throughout this work. The imager consists of m ultiple 
single pixel insîruments (identical to those discussed in Section 3.3.1) 
fhat al1 share the same coordinate system and objective lem. 



For an imager with NumPixels pixels and a total field of view of FOV, the field of view 

of any single pixel is given by equation 4.1, 

FOV, 
FOV, = 

NurnPixels ' 

if there is no overlapping of the fields of view of adjacent pixels. The index of the pixel 

with a central field of view that corresponds to the imager optical axis is designated as 

the OprAxisPixelN~rmber; for the present work this is pixel number 20. The lower and 

upper field of view angles, fi,, and &,pc,. for each single pixel instrument (Section 

3.3.1 ) are given by equations 4.2 and 4.3 respectively: 

Each pixel is divided into sub-pixels, for which the sensitivity and the source brightness 

are assurned to be uniform, according to the value of the field of view resolution factor, 

NurnFOV (Section 3.3.1). In this way the entire set of NumFOV look direction vectors 

and sensitivities that are required for the single pixel instrument model (Section 3.3.1) 

are defined. For the purpose of the test data presented throughout this thesis MunzFOV 

was set equal to 7. 

In the present work the sensitivity, 6@), of each pixel has been considered to be 

uniforrn and only the source brighmess has k e n  allowed to vary within the pixel field 

of view. This implies that al1 angles B associated with the field of view of any single 

pixel have the same sensitivity (equation 4.4). 

This simple representation is considered adequate for test purposes but the ability to 

handle a non-uniform sensitivity is essential for the complete observation set model. 



The output fiom the imager model is a NurnPixels x NumFOV set of look direction 

vectors -insi P .  . (B, ) and sensitivities 6 (B, ) that define the instantaneous field of view of 

the complete imager. The values of k ranges from O to NumFOV-l for each pixel. Thus 

the total field of view is broken into NumPixels x NumFOV separate look directions, 

zrouped into sets of NumFOV, that correspond to a single measurement. In the present 

work there are 100 separate measurements (the array has 100 pixels) each of which 

requires 7 field of view divisions- Hence the complete imager model consists of 700 

look directions and the corresponding sensitivities. 

4.3 The Mode1 Spacecraft and Imaging Parameters Used for the 
Simulated Images 

To calculate a complete image set both the orbit and the spacecraft orientation must be 

defined. This is consistent with the method described for the generation of a single 

measurement (Section 3.3.2). However, additional parameters which describe the 

duration of the measurements and the temporal resolution are also required to define the 

compIete observation set. 

4.3.1 The Orbit and Orientation of the Spacecraft 

The model orbit used throughout the present work is a 6978 km circular orbit. This 

corresponds to a 600 km altitude at the equator, a 96.7 minute period, a tangential 

velocity of 7.56 km/s and an angular velocity of 1 . 0 9 ~  IO" radiands. These parameters 

are those for Odin/OSiRIS. Thus, it is a simple procedure to determine the satellite 

position Su,& (in the ascending node coordinate system. Section 3.2) at any time. 

The inclination of the satellite orbit is also required as it determines the geographic 

latitude and longitude of any point around the orbit, and of any point dong a line of 

sight that originates within the orbit plane. As the oblateness of the Earth must also be 

considered in the determination of model altitudes the latitude is a required parameter. 

For the present work the orbit inclination has k e n  set to 97'; for the model orbit 



altitude this corresponds to a sun-synchronous orbit and is consistent with the Odin 

mission. 

The three spacecraft rotation angles o, 8 and @ (Section 3.3.2) are also required for 

modeling the observation sets. For the present work the out of orbit plane look direction 

angie @ and the roll angle a, the deviation from the local vertical at the tangent point, 

were both set equal to zero for al1 observations. Only the angle 8 associated with the 

radial shell tangent distance from the centre of the Earth is allowed to Vary. 

Two modes have k e n  considered for the variation of the angle 0. One involves a 

continuous adjustment of 8 that maintains the tangent point of the optical mis, and 

therefore each pixel look direction, at a fixed altitude above the surface of the Earth. 

The variation of 8 in this "stare" mode is due to the oblateness of the Earth. The second, 

or nod, mode allows the tangent altitude of the optical axis to Vary in a regular sawtooth 

fashion frorn a minimum, to a maximum, to a minimum altitude. The variation of 8 over 

an entire orbit for the two different modes is shown in Figure 4.2. The low frequency 

line corresponds to variations in 8 that correct for Earth oblateness. The high frequency 

curve shows the same low frequency Earth oblateness envelope and a superimposed 

tangent altitude nod. For this curve the tangent altitude nod rate was set to 1 km/s. The 

effects of these different nod conditions on the observations and the inversions are 

discussed in Chapter 8. 
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Figure 4.2: The orbiîal variàîion of the ottilude angle û for two operational modes. 

While the attitude for the mode1 satellite is exact this is not expected to be the case for 

the real satellite as the reported attitude will contain both systematic and random errors 

associated in each of the parameters. The impact of a range of errors, both systematic 

and random, has been tested and it has been found that for typical attitude errors the 

effect is much smaller than that from other uncertainties in the tomographic inversion. 

4.3.2 The Duration of an Observation Set 

The angular extent of the input voiume emission grid is deterrnined from the total 

observing time that is defined by the total number of images in the observation set and 

the image rate. These two parameters define the distance traveled by the spacecrafi 

dunng the total observing time. 

Typically in the present work the number of images (NumImages) in an observation set 

has been set at 700. This matter is discussed in some detail in Section 6.6 and Appendix 

D. The 700 image set implies that there 70,000 observations (700 images x 100 pixels) 



in the typical observation set. For an image rate of one every two seconds, this is 

consistent with the expected rate for OditdOSIRIS, the model satellite will travel for 

1400 seconds, or approximately 8 7 O ,  around the orbit during the collection of the 

observation set. As the imager sampies the atmosphere ahead of the spacecraft the actual 

anguIar coverage (for a satellite that travels 87O) is from 14' to 12 1 O in front of the 

initial satellite position. 

4.3.3 The Temporal Resolutlon of an Observation Set 

The temporal resolution parameter, NurnTimes (Section 3.3.2), is the finai imaging 

parameter that is required for generation of the model observations. This parameter 

defines the number of instantaneous fields of view that are considered in a single 

measurement. Larger values of NumTimes correspond to higher resolution observations. 

A value of 7 implies that seven instantaneous fields of view are defined in both the 

satellite and ascending node coordinate systems. This, together with a value of 7 for the 

field of view resolution parameter (NunzFOV) implies that 49 different vectors for each 

set, f,, @ )l and -use P (a ), (Section 3.32). are required for a single measurement. 

Thus. for a linear detector array with 100 pixels there are 9800 look direction vectors 

associated with a single image and so for an image set with 700 images there are 

6,860,000 line of sight look direction vectors in the entire observation set. 

The orbit position and the orientation of the spacecraft are also required NumTimes for 

each image. Hence the nurnber of (a, @, B), and (R., ,a), (Section 3.3.2) parameten 

that must be calculated for an observation set is Nurnlmages x NumTimes. For the 

typical image set this is 4900 (700 x 7) position and attitude values. 

The required output from the spacecraft model contains three data sets: the complete 

satellite systern field of view vrctors [&,(a ) , ] p l  ; the complete ascending node field 

of view vectors [euTc(& ), Ipl ; and the position parameters [ ( R , ~ ~  ,a)[ 1 . The values of 



the subscripts in these sets are: k = O to NurnFOV -1: l = O ro NumTimes -1; p = O t o  

NrtnzPixels -1; and I = O to  Nurnlmages -1. 

4.4 The Input Volume Emisslon Profiles for Test Putposes 

It was noted previously (Section 3.3.3) that for the generation of the mode1 observations 

a two dimensional volume emission grid, based on the ascending node coordinate 

system and completely contained within the orbit plane, is required. The assoçiated grid 

parame ters ShellMin, Shel [Max, DeltaShell and Delrdng le  are also required. ShellMin 

and ShelfMax provide a range that encloses the volume emission profile at al1 angies 

and DeltaShell and DeltaAngle are made suffkiently small that no further decrease in 

the grid ce11 size causes a significant change (> 0.0 1 %) in the modeled observation. The 

angular extent of this grid is dependent on both the satellite and imaging parameters. 

The vertical volume emission profile shown in Figure 4.3 has been used as the basis 

profile for the emission grid in the present work. The radius of the Earth at the centre of 

each angular division has been calculated for the latitude detemined from both the orbit 

inclination and the angle along the satellite track. in this way the central altitude (above 

the surface of the Earth) of each grid ceIl in an angular division is known so that a cubic 

spline interpolation of the vertical profile c m  be used to give the volume emission for 

each cell. The calculated two dimensional volume emission profile is shown in Figure 

4.4; the low frequency oscillation is due to the oblateness of the Earth that is 

superirnposed upon the rectangular representation of the radial grid. It should be noted 

that the ordinate scale in this figure, and in many others presented in this work, is a 

geocentric altitude above ShellMin. It is not the altitude above the surface of the Earth. 
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Figure 1.3: The basis vettical volume emission profile for each angul' division in 
tire hvo dimensional input grid. This is a typical &ytime emission 
profile for the oxygen infrared atmosphetic band. 
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Figure 4.4: The two dimensional volume emission grid, wiîh no angular structure. 
The low frequency oscillation is due fo the oblafeness of the Earth. The 
colour scale represenfs the volume emission rate in kR/km. 

The two dimensional volume emission grid show in Figure 4.4 has ken  used as the 

basis for al1 test input in the present work. This volume emission grid is modulated to 

oive profiles that contain additional structure in both the angular and the radial a 



dimensions. Two types of modulation, both multiplicative. have been useci; one is a 

simple angular modulation and the other is a combined angular and vertical modulation. 

The simple angular modulation is given by equation 4.5, 

The volume emission in each grid ce11 with central angle y, the angle from the ascending 

node equator crossing (Section 3.3.3), is multiplied by M. The wavelength h of the 

angular structure is varied for different test cases. An example of the modulated grid, 

with the wavelength h set to 30°, is shown in Figure 4.5. The multiple frequency 

components defined by equation 4.5 are clearly visible in this figure; again the low 

frequency envelope is due to the obiateness of the Earth. 

35.74 569a 7822 99.46 120.70 
Angle Abng Satellite Track (degrees) 

Figure 4.5: A sample volume ernission grid derived using equation 4.5 and a value of 
A equal to 30 9 This grid which covers only a parliai orbit corresponds to 
700 images taken once erery two seconds. 

The second type of structure is defined by equations 4.6 and 4.7 and involves a 

modulation in both angle and radial distance. 



,BH 

Ami, + - = 
H A m a .  

The wavenurnbers k ,  and k, in equation 4.6 represent radial and angi 

respectively. Throughout the present work the wavelength in the radial dimension was 

fixed at 10 km and k, was allowed to vary so that the angular wavelength ranged from 

1 .O0 to 5.0°. These angular oscillations correspond to horizontal structures in the 100 to 

500 km range. The other two terms in equation 4.6 are an exponential that represents a 

Gaussian decay from some central angle, y, , and a growth term with respect to radial 

distance, this is represented by the formuIation in braces. For test purposes y, was set to 

the angular centre of the grid and o was set to give the decay halfividth equal to 20". 

The radial growth term is somewhat more complicated. H is the total radial extent of the 

grid, or ShellMar - SheflMin, and the growth term in equation 4.6 is detemined from 

equation 4.7. For the present work A,, and Am, have been defined as 0.2 and 0.8 

respectively. The growth terrn results in oscillations that grow with radial distance fiom 

A,,, (at ShellMin) to A,, (at She1lMa.x). An example of this type of radial and angular 

n~odulation, with a 4.0° angular wavelength, is s h o w  in Figure 4.6. Angular and radial 

shelI cross sections from this grid are s h o w  in Figures 4.7 and 4.8 and clearly illustrate 

the angular and radial structure introduced by the modulation- 

Figure 4.6: A sample two dimensional volume emission grid wifh 10 km vertical 
structure and 400 km honiontal structure denved from equafion 4.6. 
The gB'd covers only a parîial orbil and corresponds tu 700 images taken 
once every two seconds. 
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Figure 4.7: An angular cross section tuken from the centre of the grid shown in 
Figure 4.6. This plot clearly illustrates the verîical modulath of the 
basis vertical profie shown in Figure 4.3. 

Radial  Cross  Section of  Sample  Volume 
Emission Grid 
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Figure 4.8: A radial shell cross section taken from the centre of the grid shown in 
Figure 4.6. This plot clearly illustrates the angular modulaîion imposed 
by equution 4.6. 



4.5 The Resolution Parameters and Grid Ce11 Size 

In order to provide accurate mode1 data the resolution parameters NumTimes and 

hr,mFOV, and the grid ce11 size must be set to give high resolution modeled input data. 

This implies that any fùrther increase in resolution, through either an increase in the 

resolution parameters or a decrease in grid ce11 size, does not result in a significant 

change (> 0.0 1%) in the simulated input signal. 

The two plots shown in Figure 4.9 represent modeled observations for a 700 image 

observation set that consists of 100 pixels. or measurements, for each image. These 

measurements were simulated using the stare mode (Section 4.3.1) with the tangent 

altitude locked at 40.5 km and a 0.5 Hz image rate. The upper plot in Figure 4.9 

represents a low resolution construction of the observation set. The resolution 

parameters NurnTimes and NitmFOV were both set to unity so that only one Linz of sight 

was traced through the emission grid for each measurement. The grid ce11 size was 0.2" 

by 1 .O km. The lower plot in Figure 4.9 corresponds to a high resolution set of modeled 

observations that use the same volume emission profile with a difierent resolution grid. 

The parameters NumTirnes and lVumFOV were both set to 7 so that 49 lines of sight 

were traced for each measurement. The grid ce11 size used for these simulated 

measurements was 0.02" by 0.100 km. The two dimensional representations shown in 

this figure suggest that there are only very srnaIl differences between the two 

observation sets. 



Figure 4.9: Low and high resolution obsewaîion sets construcfed using an 
unstructured volume emission grid similar to that shown in Figure 4.4. 
The colour scale represents the observed brightness in kR. 

The modeled brighmess values at a single pixel are shown in Figure 4.10 and clearly 

i l  lustrate the differences between the modeled observations for the different resolutions. 

The low resolution cross section exhibits an oscillation about the high resolution value 

that is due to the combined effects of both the Earth oblateness and the grid ceIl size. 



Pixel Number Cross Section of 
Observations Generated From a Grid 

With No Angular Structure 
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Figure 4.10: Pixel cross sections for the hvo dimensional plots seen in Figure 4.9. 
This plot illusîrates the d~yferences between the high and low resolution 
observations. 

As the satellite rnoves around its orbit a tine of sight that is tangent at 40.5 km above the 

surface of the earth is not tangent within the sarne radial shell throughout the entire 

volume emission @d. This is due to both the Earth oblateness and the radial shell 

boundaries of the volume emission grid. This is illustrated in Figure 4.11 which shows 

the progression of the line of sight through a grid that is characterized by 1 km thick 

shells. In each case the central altitude of the shell above the surface of the earth is 

indicated and the lowest 226 km (highlighted in red) of the path is symmetric about the 

tangent point. 

For a Iine of sight that is tangent above the emission peak a very large fraction of the 

measured signal cornes from the highlighted region near the tangent point. It is readily 

apparent from the different panels shown in Figure 4.1 1 that the central altitude and. 

therefore. the volume emission assigned to the ce11 changes due to Earth oblateness. The 

cyclic nature is due to the progression of the tangent point from the top of a shell 

through to a tangent point at the bottom of the same shell which is equivalent to the 



tangent point at the top of the adjacent lower shell. In the top panel of Figure 4.1 I the 

line section only samples emissions fiom 41.0 km. The following panels illustrate that 

the line segment samples a weighted average of only two different emissions until the 

last panel where it samples the sarne emission as in the top panel. This process repeats 

itseif as the line of sight becomes tangent lower in the grid and, therefore, the 

contribution of the volume emissions fiom the lowest 226 km of this Iine of sight to the 

pixel brightness is cyclic. 

Tangent at 

Tangent at 

Tangent at 
40.5 km 

Tangent at 
40.5 km 

Tangent at 

Figure 4.11: Progression of a fine of sight th& is tangent at 405 km above the 
sudace of the Earth. The cenlral altitude of the geocenm'c shells is 
marked on the figure. 

For a much finer resolution grid the lowest 226 km of the same Iine of sight samples 

many more shelis and the distribution of the volume emission along this 226 km is more 

consistent with the distribution between 40.5 and 41.5 km. If the grid ce11 size is 

reduced to O. 1 km then the range of volume emissions that the line segment samples is 

from 40.45 to 41.55, not from 40 to 42 km as shown in Figure 4.1 1. The cyclic nature 

still exists but the amplitude of the oscillation is much smaller with the decreased grid 

ceil size. 



It is apparent from Figure 4.10 that the low resolution approach cannot provide high 

quality simulated observations. in Figure 4.12 the high resolution observations are 

cornpared with those made at a moderate resolution; in this latter case the resolution 

parameters NumTimes and NumFOV were both set to 5 and the grid ce11 size was 0.04" 

by 0.200 km. The oscillations that are readily apparent in the low resolution data are stitl 

visible at moderate resolution, although they are much smaller, and the shape of the plot 

more ciosely matches the almost obscured high resolution data. However, as there is an 

improvement with increased resolution the values of the parameters NumTimes and 

!VurnFOV were set equal to 7 and a grid ce11 size of 0.02" by 0.100 km was used for the 

test data. 
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Figure 4.12: Cornparison of the pixel cross section for moderute and high resolution 
observations. 

4.6 Sample Observation Sets 

The colour plots shown in Figure 4.13 illustrate high resolution observations for 

different structures and nod modes. These are typical data sets that have been used as 

input for testing the tomographie retrieval technique. Al1 three data sets correspond to 



one image every two seconds. In the top panel the input emission grid corresponds to 

the 4.0° wave structure s h o w  in Figure 4.6. In the middle panel the input emission grid 

corresponds to a 30° anguiar structure (Figure 4.5). In both of these observation sets the 

imager is operating in the tangent altitude stare mode with the optical axis fixed at 40.5 

km. 

The data shown in the bottom panel of Figure 4.13 corresponds to that for a nodding 

satellite. The input volume emission grid had the same 30° angular structure that was 

used for the stare mode observations shown in the middle panel. In the nod mode the 

rotation angle 8 was varied so that the tangent altitude of the optical axis oscillated 

between 10.0 km and 60.0 km at a nod rate of 1 .O km/s at the tangent point (Figure 4.2). 

The white areas in this plot indicate those rneasurements that contained lines of sight 

that were tangent outside the emission grid. It is readily apparent that when the optical 

axis is at a low tangent altitude the bottom pixels of the detector array do not contain 

valid measurements and as the satellite nods up so the upper pixels do not contain valid 

measurements. Thus the effect of satellite nod is to eliminate data from the observation 

set. 



Figure 4.13: Three sarnple observation sets for different structure types and d u &  
modes. The top plot was generafed using emissions with a four degree 
wave structure while the lower plots used entissions wiîh thirty degree 
angular structure. 

4.7 Observational Noise Values 

One of the primary objectives of the present work has k e n  to determine the efTect of 

noise and missing data on the tomographie recovery technique. Measurement errors that 

correspond to absolute Gaussian random noise and different signal to noise ratios have 

been applied to the simulated observation sets and their effects, together with those of 

missing data (both images and individual pixels), have k e n  evaluated. 

These poor data effects are shown in Figure 4.14 which uses the same observation set as 

that seen in the top panel of Figure 4.13. However, in Figure 4.14 there is a uniform 



20% probability of missing each image in the set and each measurement has an 

associated noise that is absolute Gaussian random, with a standard deviation of 2 MR. it 

is readily apparent that there are many differences between the plot in Figure 4.14 and 

that in the top panel of Figure 4.13. 

Figure 4.14: A sample observahohon set wi3h a uniJorn 20% probability of having each 
image rnissing and Gaussian random noise, standard deviation of 2 MR. 

4.8 The Image Set Parameters 

The values shown in Table 3.1 represent both the fixed parameters and the parameters 

that were ailowed to Vary between the different tests. The fixed parameters are constant 

for each set of observations; the final fixed parameter the Nod Rate is only valid for the 

nod mode and does not apply to the stare mode. Test conditions that are discussed in 

later parts of this thesis have used different values for the variable parameters in the 

calcu lation of the mode1 observations. 



Fixed Parameters Variable Parameters 
-- 

Numlma~es: Nonnallv 7 0  

R,: 6978 km 

1 Speed Sut: 7.559 km/s 

1 Inclination: 97O 

Nod Rate: i km/s I 
NumTimes: 7 
Integrution Time: 1 s 
DeltuShell for Observations: 1 00 m 
Del td  ngle for Observations: 0.02" 
ShellMin: 6384 km 
ShellMar: 6482 km 

.- -- 

Image Rate: 1.2  and 3 dirnaee 
~ o d  ~ a n a e :   tare. loto 60 km and 10 to 110 km 
Signal to Noise Levels (S/N): 10, 20, 50, 100 and 

200 
Absolute Noise Levels: 500, 1000, 2000, 5000 

and 1OOOO kR 
Missing Pixel Levels: 1 in 100, 50, 20, 10, 5 and 

2; and every other pixel 
Missing Image Levels: 1 in 1 00,50, 20, 1 0 , s  and 

2 
- - - -  

Shuchtre Levels: NONE, 1800, 60° and 30° 
Angufar Structure together 
with 1°,  2", 3", 4" and 5" 
Wave Structure 

Table 4.1: The image set parameters used for various test conditions in this thesis. 



THE TWO DIMENSIONAL ATMOSPHERIC 
TOMOGRAPHY TECHNIQUE 

The tornographic technique presented in this chapter provides a basis for the current 

work on satellite based atmospheric tomography. The basic algorithmic approach, 

including the inputs. initial starting conditions and termination conditions for the 

developed technique, is presented here. This chapter, together with the material in 

Chapters 3 and 4, provides al1 of the necessary background information for the 

developed satellite atmospheric tomography technique. 

5.2 The Current Technique 

The tornographic technique that is presented in this thesis began development as a tool 

to deconvolve Fabry-Perot images (Lloyd and LIewellyn, 1989). in that work Lloyd and 

Llewellyn also showed how the Fabry-Perot algorithm could be adapted to allow 

retrieval of vertical airglow profiles from rocket photorneter data. McDade and 

Lleweliyn [199 1 a] expanded on these ideas and successfully modified the technique to 

recover a two dimensional airglow profile from rocket photometer data. McDade and 

LIewellyn also extended this work further with simulations of both rocket [1991b] and 

satellite [1993] tomography. It is the satellite tomography simulations that are the basis 

for the present work. 

5.2.1 Background to the Current Technique 

As a part of a thermospheric wind study regular observations of the airglow were made 

with a Fabry-Perot interferorneter (resolving power 109 and the ring pattern images 

were stored as compressed column vectors. Subsequent analysis indicated that these ring 

patterns were not in fact circular so that the stored images were blurred and the retrieval 

of the atmospheric winds required that the stored images be de-blurred. in their 



approach to this deblumng Lloyd and Llewellyn LI988 J presented the problem as a 

linear system of equations 

B = A T  [S. 11 

where the matrix B (indexed by i) is the measured image of the discrete object T 

(indexed by JI which is blurred, or distorted, by the apparatus dependent matrix A. Lloyd 

and Llewellyn developed a technique, the Maximum Probability (MP) method, thot 

considered the most probable contribution of any element j to the measurement Bi, given 

that the T, values are dismbuted according to photon counting, or Poisson, statistics. 

They developed the concept that each T, value is the mean value, given that the 

contribution of that object element to the image is P,,, and in the mean PG = A,Tj Lloyd 

and Llewellyn used a Lagrange multiplier technique to develop the two equations (5.2 

and 5.3) that were required for their work 

where P ,  is the most probable value of the contribution to  the measurement B,, given 

that the mean value of the object is T, and n, is the number of elements that contribute to 

measurement i. These equations are iterative. Thus the application of equation 5.2 to an 

initial estimate of the T object elements yields a set of Pi, vaIues that may be used with 

equation 5.3 to give a new set of object elements. Lloyd and Llewellyn showed that this 

technique was effective for the deconvolution of Fabry-Perot images. They further 

demonstrated that a system of linear equations 

O = L V ,  [5 -41 

where O is a set of rocket photometer data, V is a vertical airglow profile and L is a set 

of geometq and insuurnent dependent weights. could be solved in a similar manner to 

determine the vertical airgtow profile. 



Later McDade et al. [ 199 1 ] were able to extend the MP technique to recover the two 

dimensional N; - volume emission profile in an aurora from rocket photometer data. The 

matrix L was calculated from a knowledge of the rocket attitude and instrument 

performance. This matrix also included albedo contributions to the measured signais. 

The two dimensional volume emission profile obtained by these investigators is shown 
C 

in Figure 5.1. 

Figure 5.1: The distribution of the 391.4 nm emission obtained from a tomographic 
inversion of observaîions made in a rocket tornogrophy experirnent 
(McDade et al., 1991). 

In an extension of their work McDade and Llewellyn [l99 11 simulated other rocket 

rxperiments that considered a non-stationary auroral form. These same authors 

(.McDade and Llewellyn. 1993) aIso developed a simulation of photomemc 

measurements made with a simple vertical irnaging instrument on a satellite platform. 

They demonstrated that the modified tornographic equations. 5.5 and 5.6. 



could be used to retrieve horizontal structure in an arbitrary two dimensional airglow 

profile, where Oi is a single photomeaic measurement, ni is the number of atrnospherïc 

grid cells sampled by the measurement, Lu is the path length of the i" measurernent 

through the jh cell, V, is the retrieved volume emission at grid ce11 j, and P ,  is the 

expected contribution of volume emission V, to measurement Oi. 

The remainder of this thesis deals with, changes to and the application of, these 

equations and the analysis of the results produced by the adapted tomographic 

technique- 

5.2.2 Changes to the Original Equations 

As noted above equations 5.5 and 5.6 were used by McDade and LleweIIyn 119931 in 

their mode1 representation of two dimensional tomography from a satellite platform. 

However, if equation 5.5 is substituted into 5.6 the moâified representation shown in 

equation 5.7 is obtained; 

superscripts (n) and ( m l )  indicate the volume emission at the current (n") and previous 

([n- 1 1") iterations respectively. 

While equation 5.7 is complete it may be simplified for certain assumptions. If O,, the 

brightness measurernent, is Iarge compared to ni. the number of volume emission 

elements the measurement samples, then n, may be omitted from the equation. Similady 

the - 1  term can be eliminated if it is smail compared with the other term in the 

numentor. If these terms are both removed from equation 5.7, then the vin-" term in the 

numerator of the summation can be taken outside the summation as it does not depend 

on the observations i. The resulting formulation is given in equation 5.8, 



The denominator in equation 5.8 is dependent only on the volume emission element j 

and those observations that sample it. It is simpiy the surn of the geomemc path lengths 

of the observations i through the volume emission element j. This summation can be 

represented by the value Wj (equation 5.9) and, as it has no dependence on the 

observation i, placed in the summation in the numentor of equation 5.8, as shown in 

equation 5.10. 

The right hand hctional t e m  contained within the summation in equation 5.10 divides 

the path length, for each observation i through element j, by the sum of the path Iengths 

that intersect that elernent. Obviously 

must hoId as the surnrnation of these terms, over al1 observations that intersect the 

elernent j must equal unity (see equation 5.9). This implies that the term L,, / Wu, within 

the sumrnation in equation 5.10, is simpIy a normalized weighting factor. For 

convenience this tenn is defined (equation 5.12) as 8,. 

and is only geometry dependent. In the present work other weighted averages, such as 

those given in equation 5.13, 



where nz is an arbitrary integer, have also been examined. 

In their work McDade and Llewellyn [1993] used the summation in the denominator of 

equation 5.10 to represent the modeled observation. This modeled observation is based 

on the previous estimate of the volume ernission elements and can be represented by 

equation 5.14. 

This is a single line of sight simplification of the rnodeled observations, that were 

discussed in detail in Chapter 3, although a more accurate representation of O,'"-" is 
N 

aiven by equation 3.13a or 3.13b. The substitution of equations 5.12 (or 5.13) and 5.14 2 

into equation 5.10 gives the simplified iterative expression shown in equation 5.15, 

This equation simply States that the next sstimate of the volume emission, V,, is the 

current value rnultiplied by a weighted average of al1 observations that sample that cell, 

divided by their estimates from the previous volume emission solution. 

5.2.3 Cornparison of McDade and Llewellyn Approach to MLEM 
Technique 

A direct cornparison of equations 5.15 and 2.16 indicates that the McDade and 

Llewellyn technique is actually the MLEM technique if 4 is defined by equation 5.13 

with nz = 1.  One part of this thesis work investigated the possibility of adjusting ni, in 

equation 5.13, to suit the satellite geometry and provide better, but not necessarily 

MLEM, solutions for the problem of imaging in the limb. This is similar to the work of 

Snyder er al. [ 19871 (Section 2.3.1.3). 



5.2.4 Algorithm Concept for Atmospherc Emissions Measured from a 
Satellite PIatfarm 

Section 5.2.2 outlined the tornographic equations that are used in the present work. 

These equations can also be represented by block diagram models, Figures 5.2 and 5.3, 

that illustrate the integration of the equations into an effective algorithm for the rerrieval 

of a two dimensional volume emission profile from the satellite airglow measurements. 

Figure 5.2 shows the block diagram approach to the entire tomougnphic inversion 

procedure. The observations 00 through 0.V~mobs- 1 ,  the brightness measuremen ts made 

by the optical instrument (Section 4.6), are the primary inputs to the tomographic 

inversion algorithm. The value NumObs is the number of measurements contained 

within the entire observation set where .'ltniPixels measurements are taken 

simuitaneously in a single image (Chapters 3 and 4). 

A set of ancillary data is required with the actual observations in order to model the 

estimated s ipa ls  and to define the size and resolution of the volume emission recovery 

orid. This data set includes the w, $, 8, Rwr and u values, (for each image r )  that define 2 

the  orientation and position of the spacecraft at relevant times during the measurements. 

These five parameters (Sections 3.3.2 and 4.3.3) are the three spacecraft rotation angles, 

the  satellite distance from the centre of the Earth and the angle along the satellite orbit 

respectively. The parameters are required NumTimes for each image in the observation 

set where N~tnzTirnes is the temporal resolution factor in the retrieval. 

A second ancillary data set (B and 6 values) contains the parameters that are needed (for 

each pixel p) to model the optical instrument (Section 3.3.1 ). A set of angles. Bk. define 

the instrument field of view and the values 6 define the instrument sensitivity over the 

field of view. There are NuniFOV values of these parameters for each pixel in the 

imager where NitniFOV is the field of view resolution factor in the retrieval. The final 

set of ancillary data refers to the grid used for the volume emission profile recovery. The 

required g i d  parameters are the minimum and maximum radial shell distances and the 

radial and angular grid ce11 sizes. These ancillary data sets are required to forward mode1 



the observations (equation 5.15) and determine the 8, weighting factors (equation 5.13) 

that are used in the inversion. 

inputs outputs 
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Ancillary Data 
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Figure 5.2: The inputs and outputs of the tomographie algorithm used to retrieve the 
two dimensional volume emission profiles from the brightness 
observations made from a satellite plat$onn. 



Figure 5.3 illustrates how the iterative equations manipulate the observations to produce 

the final volume emission profile. The current iterative estimate, the ( n - ~ ) * ~ ,  of the 

volume emission profile is used, together with the ancillary data, as input to a mode1 

that provides the next estimate of the observations. The estimates of the observations 

and the actual observations are compared and, as s h o w  in equation 5.15, the 

observations i that sample an element j are divided by their modeled counterparts. If the 

weighted average of these ratios is high (Le. greater than unity) then the volume 

cmission value contained within that element is raised (Le. multiplied) by the weighted 

average. Similarly if the weighted average is low the contribution fiom the ce11 is 

decreased. This process is repeated at every ce11 location to yield a new set of volume 

emission elements. 

Ancillary Data ; 

Figure 5.3: A block and data flo w diagram for the satellite tomography algorithm. 

5.2.5 The Initial Estirnate 

The process outlined in Figure 5.3 requires an initial estimate for the volume emission 

profile. In agreement with McDade and Llewellyn [1993] the present work has used a 

unifonn volume emission profile. If the volume emission valu es,^^^', in equations 5.14 

and 5.15 are identical then the actual initial estimate is given by equation 5.16, 



Thus the actual initial estimates, v;" . for the algorithm are the weighted averages, over 

al1 observations, for the assumption that the profile is uniform only along each line of 

sight- In this way the geometry and the magnitudes of the observations dictate the initial 

estimate. The top panel in Figure 5.4 is an input volume emission profile and the middle 

panel is the initial estimate based on equation 5.16. It is readily apparent that even the 

initial estimate indicates some of the structure that is seen in the input volume emission. 

For completeness the final recovered solution, afier 30 irerations of equation 5.15, is 

given in the bottom panel of Figure 5.4. 



Figure 5.4: An input volume emission profle, the initîài estimate of the profie given 
by equation 5.16, und the final estimate of the profile ufter 30 iterations. 

5.2.6 Estimate of Retrieval Accuracy 

Tt is necessary to estimate the accuracy of each tomographie retrieval. This is done by a 

percentage difference cornparison between the retrieved and the known input profiles. A 

percentage e m r  distribution is obtained from this comparison and fitted with a 

quadratic function. There are two parameters from this quadratic fit. They are the width 

of the error distribution and the offset of the peak percentage error from 0%; a narrow 

width and small offset implies an accurate retrieval. A more complete discussion of this 

error analysis technique is given in Appendix C. 



5.3 Computational Considerations 

The algorithm concept discussed in Section 5.2.4 is computationally intensive and 

techniques have been developed to minimize the computational load without 

compromising the retrieval accuracy. This section, together wi th Appendix D, outlines 

the major computational considerations and presents the techniques that have been used 

to optimize the speed of the retrieval proccss. 

5.3.1 The Termination Condition 

The termination condition for the algorithm corresponds to the number of iterations that 

are needed to produce the required solution. As each iteration requires significant 

computation it is important the remeval not be continued beyond the point of 

insignificant gain. In agreement with McDade and Llewellyn [ 19931 the termination 

condition in the present study is a defined numkr of iterations. 

The typical shape of the curves that represent the widths of the quadratic fits to the error 

distribution histoCg-ams (Appendix C), for the recovered volume emission profile and 

the observation estimates, are shown in Figure 5.5. in this case the input volume 

emission grid was compared to the solution grid after each iteration of the algorithm. 

The  observation estimates were similarly compared to the actual rneasurements afier 

each iteration. Only the quadratic fit widths for the fifth iteration and beyond are shown 

as the error distributions are non-Gaussian for the first few iterations. Since a narrûw 

width implies an accurate match between the estimate and the m e  volume emission 

profile it is apparent from Figure 5.5 that there is no significant improvement after about 

30 iterations. The error curves flatten at this point and the estimated observations are not 

significantly closer to the measurements with further iteration. For this reason the 

majority of inversions in this thesis have used a termination condition of thirty 

iterations. The reconstnicted estimates of the observation sets and the actual input 

observation sets for Figure 5.5 are shown in Figure 5.6. Again it is readily apparent that 

there are no obvious differences in the two data sets after 30 iterations. 



W idms of Error Distribution Miatognrns For the Recovery and the 
Obwnation Estimates 

- Volinm Emasion Recovery 

- Observation Estimates 

Figure 5.5: The error distribution histogram widrhs for 60th the recovered volume 
emissions and the estimate of the obsewations. This plot is typical of al1 
good recoveries where there is effectively no decrease in fite histogram 
width af;ter 30 iterations. 

Figure 5.6: An input obsewation set and the estimate of the observation set based on 
the recovery grid after 30 iterations. 



5.3.2 Observation Estimate Preclsion 

There are two important considerations for the precision and speed of the observation 

estimates used in the tomographic retrieval process; these are the resolution factors 

NumFOV and NumTimes and the computational precision of the path length tems, Lw 

A modified floating point scheme has been employed (Section D.1) to store the 

calculated path lengths (L ,  values in Section B.3) internally in the cornputer memory. 

This approach uses only two bytes to store the integer and decimal parts of the Lu 

values. A series of tests (Section D.1) have indicated that this scheme is much more 

computationally efficient than a floating point representation and dms not compromise 

precision. 

The temporal and field of view resolution factors, NurnTimes and NumFOV, are also 

required parameters for the modeled observations used in the tomographic technique. A 

number of tests with higher resolution factors indicated that these did not improve the 

quality of the recoveries. As higher resolution parameters require additional 

computation time, the values for NurnTirnes and NirmFOV used for the estimates of the 

observations were both set to one. This means that it is only necessary to generate a 

single line of sight modeled observation estimate within the inversion process. This is 

different from the values of seven, for NurnTinzes and NurnFOV, that have been used to 

calculate the test data. For the remainder of this thesis equation 5.14 is used to generate 

the observation estimates in the tomographic retrieval. 

5.3.3 The Number of Observations in a Retrieval and Joining Retrievals 

The available computational power also influences the number of observations (images) 

that can be included in a single tomographic retrieval. As noted the path lengths are 

computationally intensive and are required at each iteration. Therefore, these values 

must be calculated only once and stored in order to optimize the retrieval process. The 

available RAM and the path length precision (Section D.1) determine the number of 

path lengths that can be efficiently stored and ren-ieved. Limiting the number of 



observations that can be used in a single recovery also impacts the inversion accuracy as 

well as having a direct correlation with the 'edge effect' that is discussed in Section 6.5. 

The fact that only a limited number of images c m  be used in a single inversion implies 

that successive recoveries must be merged to produce the final solution. The technique 

ttiat has been developed to merge recoveries is discussed in Appendix D (Section D.2). 

This appendix also includes the computational optimization results for different imaging 

rates and the total number of images used in a single inversion. The results given in 

Section D.2 indicate that an image set size of 700, which is the maximum bat the 

current computational power c m  handle efficiently, is suffkient although not optimal. 

Therefore, unless otherwise stated, an image set size of 700 has been used throughout 

this thesis, independent of the imaging rate. 



CHAPTER VI 

THE SAMPLING GEOMETRY AND ITS EFFECT ON THE 
INVERSIONS 

6.1 Introduction 

For any tomographie technique the number of tirnes and the way in which each grid ce11 

is sampled impacts on the quality of the retrieval. This is especially tnie for atrnospheric 

t omopphy  from a satellite platform because of the restrictive geometry. These 

restrictions result in three main regions for the recovery grids used in the current 

technique. Each of these regions, primarily identified by their sampling, c m  be 

subdivided with retrieval characteristics that are different in each of the sub-regions. 

The number of times and the way in which each grid ce11 is sampled are discussed in 

this chapter particularly in connection with the -edge effect' that results in a region of 

poorly recovered data at the angular extremes of the retrieved volume emission grids. 

6.2 Intersection Geometry 

There are eight different ways that a grid cell, with minimum and maximum radii and 

two angular bounds. can be intersected by a straight line of sight. The line of sight can 

intersect the boundaries of the ce11 in a Shell-Shell, Angle-Angle or Shell-Angle fashion. 

However, there are variations within these three intersection types that produce eight 

separate and important intersection types. 

Figure 6.1 shows a grid ce11 that is intersected by three different lines of sight. Line of 

sight 1 cuts directly through the ce11 in an Angle-Angle manner; intersections of this type 

onIy occur when the line of sight is tangent in the same shell as the ce11 or in a nearby 

shell. The maximum difference in the radial distance between the tangent point of the 

line of sight and the shell that contains the cell, for these Angle-Angle intersections, is 

determined by the angular size of the cell. 



Figure 6.1: The three standard intersection types for lines of sight that sumple a grid 
cell. These are: I )  Angle-Angle, 2) Shell-Shell, tangent before the ce11 and 
3) Shell-Shell, tangent afier the cell. 

The two other lines of sight (2 and 3) in Figure 6.1 are both Shell-Shell intercepts. While 

these lines-of-sight appear to be the same there is an important difference between them. 

Line of sight 2 is tangent, with respect to the radial grid, before it intersects the ce11 and 

line of sight 3 is tangent after it leaves the cell. This seemingly minor difference is 

important for the tornographic retrieval. 

The remaining five possible types of intersection for a line of sight with a grid ce11 are 

shown in Figure 6.2. These include four different Shell-Angle intercepts and one Shell- 

Sunre Shell intercept. intercept types 4 and 5 c m  occur if the Line of sight is tangent 

before it enters the ce11 while intercept types 6 and 7 can only result if the line of sight is 

tangent after it leaves the cell. While these four types appear to be quite similar they 

have slightly different effects on the tornographic recovery. The last intercept type (8) is 

the Shell-Same Shell intercept that has only a minor effect on the quatity of the 

tomographic recovery. The effects of these different intercept types on the t ~ m o ~ a p h i c  

recovery are discussed in more detait in Chapter 7. 



Figure 6.2: Thejïve other intersection types for Iines of sight that sample a grid cell. 

6.3 Sampling Density 

The sampting density is defined as the number of times that each cell, in the two 

dimensional recovery +@d, is sampled by different lines of sight. The sampling density 

for a grid with cells 0.2" by 1 .O km is shown in Figure 6.3. This plot corresponds to a 

700 image observation set, with the tangent altitude of the optical axis fixed at 40.5 km 

above the surface of the Earth, and a 0.5 Hz imaging rate. Nine different lines of sight 

are superimposed on the sampling density @d. These lines of sight appear to be 

paraboiic due to the rectangular representation of the radial grid and correspond to the 

tirst. central and last image in the set for pixel numbers 10, 50 and 80 respectively (from 

bottom to top). Pixel 10 , the lowest line of sight drawn for each image, is always 

tangent at an altitude near 30.5 km. 

Figure 6.3: The nurnber of times thaî each grid cell, 0.2 O by 1.0 km, is sampled by 700 
images taken once every two seconds. The superimposed fines of sighr 
are for pirels 10,50 and 80 for each of the images 0,349 and 699. 



As already noted previously there are three distinct regions within the recovery grid and 

rhese are indicated by the selected lines of sight superimposed on the sampling density 

plot shown in Figure 6.3. Clear evidence for these regions is s h o w  in the cross section 

plot presented in Figure 6.4. in the centre of the grid (with respect to the angular 

dimension) each shell has a nearly uniforrn sampling density. The slow rise in the 

sampling density seen in this figure is due to the earth oblateness. the high frequency 

variation is due to the discrete (non-continuous) sampling. At the angular edges of the 

grid the uniformity in the sampling density associated with the central region is absent. 

This is apparent from the two dimensional sarnpling density @d (Figure 6.3) and the 

radial shell cross section (Figure 6.4) where there are large changes in the sampling 

density at both the left and right edges of the grid. 

S a m  p l i n g  Oensity R a d i a l  Cross Sect ion F o r  700 
I m a g e s  a t  T w o  S e c o n d s  p e r  I m a g e  

34.50  54.50 74 .50  94 .50  1 1  4.50 

Angle  Along Satel l i te Track  ( d e g r s e s )  

- - - - - - - - -- -- - ----- - 

Figure 6.4: A radial shell cross section from the plot shown in Figure 6.3. This cross 
section Nustrates the flar cenfra l region, where almost constant sampling 
occurs, and the left and right regions where there are large changes in 
the sampling density. 

6.4 The Three Regions of lnterest 

The three regions defined by the sampling density plot shown in Figure 6.3 are sarnpled 

differently. These regions are the left and right hand sides of the grid. or regions (L) and 

(R). where the sampling is non-uniform (with respect to angle) for a given radial shell, 



and the centre of the grid, region (C), where the sampling is approximately uniform for 

a given radial shell. These regions can also be characterized by the way in which the 

Iines of sight intersect the different grid cells. If the minor intersections, types 4 through 

8, are ignored then the regions (L) and (R) are both chmcterized by a predominance of 

Shell-Shell type intercepts. On the extreme left of the grid al1 lines of sight are tangent 

after they have intersected the ce11 of interest while on the extreme right al1 lines of sight 

are tangent before they enter the cell. These are the type 3 and 2 intersections 

respectively. In the central (C) region the dominant intersection type is altitude 

dependent. 

It is of value to divide each of the (L) and (R) regions into two separate sub-regions. 

Regions (L-1) and (R-1) are found at the angular extremes of the recovery grid. The 

region (L-1) is defined as k ing  to the left of the line joining the tangent points of the 

lines of sight of the first image; the region (R-1) is defined in an analogous way. For 

region (L-1) and image O the geometry severely restricts Angle-Angle intercepts; 

similarly, for image 699, Angle-Angle intercepts to the right of the line joining the 

tangent points are also restricted. The upper panel in Figure 6.5 indicates those 

obsenirations that intersect ce11 (92,49), or the cell at AngleNumber 92 and ShellNumber 

49 (highlighted by a cross in Figure 6Sb), in Region (L-1). The very limited nature of 

this observation set is indicated by the short ccurve in the bottom left hand corner of the 

Image-Pixel observation -gid. Each of the observations in this set (ignoring the minor 

intersection types 4 through 7) enter the ce11 through the top of the shell and exit at the 

bottom. This is more clearly seen in the lower panel in Figure 6.5 which illustrates those 

ceIIs sampled by the observations. The lower plot is the superposition of al1 lines of 

sighr that intersect ce11 (92-49) with the lowest points indicating the tangent points. The 

sampled set of cells is not symmetric about the ce11 of interest and includes only a small 

fraction of the entire grid. Other cells in this (L-1) region of the grid are sampled in an 

almost identicai rnanner. 



Figure 6.5: Observations that intersect the grid cell a$ AngleNumber 92 and 
ShellNurnber 49 in the (L-1) region (a) and the other grid cells thair 
these observahons sample (6). 

The upper plot in Figure 6.6 shows those observations that intersect a ce11 6" to the right 

of the ceIl shown in Figure 6.5. In this case there is a much larger observation set. The 

lower plot in Figure 6.6 indicates the grid cells that are sampled by these observations. 

While the sampled cells f i l 1  a l q e r  fraction of the grid the sampling is still not 

symmetric as the majority of the observations are tangent after passing through the cell. 

This region is defined as the (L-2) transition region; it includes some type 1, Angle- 

Angle, intercepts and some type 2, Shell-Shelf, intercepts but the type 3 intersection 

(Shell-Shell) still dominates. The combined (L-2) transition region and the (L- 1 )  region 



cover approximately 20"; this is from the start of the grid through to the point where the 

line of sight associated with the bonom pixel of the first image in Figure 6.3 leaves the 

Figure 6.6: Observations that interseet the g r i .  ce11 at AngleNumber 122 and 
ShellNumber 49 in the (L-2) region (a) and the other grid cells that 
ihese observations sample (b). 

The central region is to the irnmediate right of the (L-2) region. in this region al1 cells 

associated with a particular radial shell are sampled in a nearly uniforrn fashion. The 

dominant type of intersection in these cells depends on their distance fiom the bottom of 

the grid. Hence, the central region of the grid can be divided into separate sub-regions. 

These regions are: the (C-1) region near the bottom of the grid which is dominated by 

Angle-Angle intercepts; the (C-3) region near the top of the grid where rnost 



intersections are of the Shell-Shell type; and region (C-2) in the middle of the grid. This 

Iast is a transition region where the intersections are almost equally dismbuted between 

the Angle-Angle and Shell-Shell types. 

The extent of the observations and the cells sampled for each of these three sub-regions 

is iliustrated in Figures 6.7, 6.8 and 6.9. Region (C-1) is characterized by a small 

number of observations that cover a narrow, and almost syrnmetric, set of grid cells. The 

lack of complete symmetry is due to the Earth oblateness. It should be noted that in this 

rezion these observations follow almost the same path through the grid. 

Figure 6.7: Observations fhaf intersect the grid ce11 at AngleNurnber 336 and 
ShellNumber 10 in the (C-1) region (a) and the other grid cells thaî 
these observaîions sample (b). 



As shown in Figure 6.8, a typical ce11 in region (C-2) is sarnpled by a wider range of 

observations than the typical ce11 in region (C-1) and the grid coverage is also almost 

symmeoic. However, unlike the (C- 1) sub-region the different observations in the (C-2) 

region do not follow similar paths through the grid. Some observations have a line of 

sight that is tangent near the cell, while others travel to the bottom of the grid and 

intersect the ce11 either before or afier the tangent point. 

th, 

Figure 6.8: Observations that intersect the gn'd ce11 at AngleNumber 336 and 
ShellNumber 49 in the (C-2) region (a) and the other grid cells that 
these observations sample (6). 

The largest range of observations, both with respect to pixel and image, that intersect 

cells is for the (C-3) sub-region. This is shown in Figure 6.9 where most observations 

sample from below the shell that contains the ceIl of interest and are characterized by 



Shell-Shell type intersections. Only a smdl fraction of the total nurnber of observations 

that intersect region (C-3) cells are tangent near the cell and result in Angle-Angle type 

intercepts. The observations that sarnple the (C-3) region are also characterized by a 

wide range in the measured brightness as the lines of sight sarnple different parts of the 

volume emission profile. The lower panel in Figure 6.9 indicates that the coverage 

associated with these lines of sight is almost syrnmetric and ranges over some 40" of the 

grid. 

Figure 6.9: Observations that intersecl the grid ce11 ut AngleNumber 336 and 
ShellNumber 30 in the (C-3) region (a) and the other gn'd cells that 
these observations sample (6). 

Figures 6.10 and 6.1 1 illustrate a behaviour for cells on the right hand side of the grid 

that is sirnilar to that for cells on the left. There is a transition region, (R-2), in which 



there are some Angle-Angle intercepts and some type 3 (Shell-Shell) intercepts. although 

the type 2 (Shell-Sheli) intercepts dominate. 

Figure 6.10: Observations that intersect the grid ce11 ut AngleNumber 540 and 
ShellNumber 49 in the (R-2) region (a) and the other grr'd cells that 
these observations sample (6). 

The behaviour of the observations and the sampled cells for the extreme right hand side 

of the grid are shown in Figure 6.1 1 .  This is similar to the (L- 1 )  region except the 

intersections are aln~ost entirely type 2 ratfier than type 3. 
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Figure 6.1 1: Observations that intersect the grid cell a! AngleNumber 580 and 
SheliNumber 49 in the (R-1) region (a) and the otlrer grid cells thal 
these obsetvatrons sumple (6). 

6.5 The Edge Effect 

It is apparent from the retrieval presented in Figure 6.12 that there are obvious 

differences between the input and the reuieved volume emissions at the lefi and nght 

hand cidges of the two dimensional recovery &d. This -edge effect', which is present in 

the (L- 1 ) and (L-2) and the (R- 1 )  and (R-2) sub-regions, is due to the way in which the 

observations sample each of the cells in these regions. The geornetry of the observations 

causes an undersampling of the cells in these regions, this undersampling is 

compounded as the observations have almost the same path and, therefore, the same 

apparent brighmess. 



Figure 6.22: Input and recovered volume emission profles thut illustrate the edge 
effect in both the (L) and (R) regions. 

At each iteration in the recovery process the volume emission associated with each ceIl 

is multipiied by a fractional value in order to estimate the volume emission for the next 

iteration (equation 5.15). This fractional value is derived from a filtered contribution of 

those observations that intersect, or sample, the particular cell. Each observation 

-requests' that the volume ernission at the ce11 either be raised, or lowered. by the 

amount that the measured observation is either higher, or lower, than the modeled 

observation as determined by the previous volume emission solution. Each observation 

makes the same fractional -requeste for al1 cells that it sarnples and the 'request' is 

derived from the volume emission values contained within the entire set of sampled 

cells. In order to achieve the best solution, and to determine the optimum multiplicative 



factor for each cell, many observations with completely different characteristics and 

-requests', are required for each cell. For cells in regions (L) and (R), and especially in 

the (L-1) and (R-1), regions the observations do not have the required range of 

characteristics. 

The edge effect region is defined by the envelope within which the sampling method 

and density is inadequate. This envelope is bounded on the left side by the lowest line of 

sight in the first image: this line of sight also intersects the top leftmost ce11 of the grid 

and is tangent low in the atmosphere (Figure 6.3). For the retrieval shown in Figure 6.12 

the observation and recovery geornetry are the same as for the sampling density plot 

shown in Figure 6.3: the lowest line of sight of the first image is the only observation 

that intersects the top leftmost cell. The cells sampled by this line of sight are shown in 

Figure 6.13 and it is apparent that the line of sight extends deep into the grid and exits 

the grid nearly 200 from the entry point. It is over this 20" that the edge effects occur. 

Figure 6.13: The cells that are sampled by the first observation that intersects the top 
leftmost ce11 (72,97) of the volume emission grid. This observation and 
the cells that it sampfes define the left hand envelope of the edge effect. 

Figures 6.14 through 6.19 illustrate the cells that are sampled by other observations that 

also intersect cells along the first line of sight shown in Figure 6.13. in Figures 6.14. 

6.1 5 and 6.1 6 these measurements correspond to cells that are before the tangent point 

of the first observation. Only a small set of observations (three or four for a 0.5 Hz 

imaging rate) intersect any given ceII that is before the tangent point of the first line of 



sight shown in Figure 6.13. These observations follow nearly the sarne path through the 

&d and so have approximately the same magnitude (apparent brightness) and intersect 

the given ce11 in nearly the same manner. 

Figure 6.14: The other cells that are sampled by observafions fhat intersect grùi cell 
(81,71) whkh is along the frrst line of sight shown in Figure 6.13. 

Figure 6.15: The other cells fhat are sampled by observations fhat intersect grid cell 
(91,46) which is fuHher along the first line of sight shown in Figure 
6.13. These are approximately the same set of cells as those shown 
Figures 6.13 and 6.14. 



Figure 6.16: Other cells that are sampled by obsetvaîions that intersect the cell 
(141,21) ut the tangent point of the frrst observation. These are 
approximately the same set of cells as those shown in Figures 6.13,6.14 
and 6.15. 

The averaging mechanism used in the iterative inversion algorithm depends on both the 

magnitude of the observation and the estimate of the observation. if al1 observations and 

their corresponding estimates are almost identical (this is the case for al1 cells along the 

original line of sight that are before the tangent point) then these cells will converge to 

approximately the same value. This is apparent from the plot shown in Figure 6.12 

where the solution contours follow the parabolic Iines of sight in region (L- 1). The cells 

in this region are undersampled by very similar observations. 

As shown in Figures 6.17. 6.18 and 6.19 cells that occur after the tangent point of the 

tïrst observation are sarnpled by a large and diverse set of observations. in these cases 

the cells samptzd by the observations are almost symmetric about the ce11 of interest. 

This is a characteristic of cells in region (C) (Section 6.4). In this region al1 types of 

intersections occur and the multiplicative value for the volume emission element, after 

each iteration. is obtained from the filtered weighted average of a large set of diverse 

observations. In this case the retrieved solution (Figure 6.12) for the (C) region is 

appropriate. 



Figure 6.1 7: A for broader range, compared to those in Figures 6.14, 6.15 and 6.1 6, 
of cells are infersected &y observations on the for side of the tangent 
point of the first observation. 

Figure 6.18: An even broader range of cells is sampled by observations thaf intersect 
a ce11 further along the first observation path than the ce11 shown in 
Figure 6.1 7. 



Figure 6.19: A complere range of cells is sampled by observations that intersect a ce11 
near the end of the first observation path. 

The behaviour of the observations in the transition regions, that go from a limited set of 

nearIy identical observations to a large diverse set of observations that sarnple each cell, 

are shown in Figures 6.20 and 6.21. It is apparent from Figure 6.20 that the ce11 (102.49) 

that is within the (L-1) region is only associated with observations that intersect it in a 

top shell to bottom shell (type 3) fashion. However, this set of observations is larger and 

more diverse than the set that sarnples the boundary cells in the (L-1) region. The range 

of tangent altitudes for the former observations covers approximately 25 km so that the 

magnitudes (apparent brightnesses) of the measurements can be quite different. Thus, 

the retrieval in this region is better than closer to the edge, but it is still not reliable. 

Figure 6.20: The cells sampled by observations that sample a ce11 (102,49) in the 
îransition region where no intersections occur before the tangent point 
of any line of sighl. 



The observations for ce11 ( 1  32-46) in the (L-2) region are shown in Figure 6.21. It is 

apparent in this case that the observations are tangent both before and after the ce11 of 

interest. The range of cells sampled by these observations is wider than for ce11 ( 1 O2,49) 

(Figure 6.20) but the dismbution is not symmetric. The recovery in the (L-2) region is 

still affected by inconsistencies in the solution determined for cells in the (L-1) region. 

For this reason the solution is still low quality, although its contours do not follow the 

Figure 6.21: Cells intersected by observations that sarnple cefi (132,46) in the 
transition region where the intersections are of al1 three types. 

As discussed the edge effect has a defined boundary and, therefore, a known angular 

extent within the &d. This is tnie for both the left and right angular extremes of the 

orid. For the given satellite geometry the lowest lines of sight (consistent with the 
C 

boundary line of sight shown in Figures 6.3 and 6.13) cover an angular extent of 

approximately 20°. This implies that for both the initial and final boundaries of the 

retrieval grid there is at least 20" of the retrieved solution that may contain ~ i ~ i f i c a n t  

errors, It has been deterrnined from a senes of tests that the edge effect is completely 

eliminated 22" away From both the left and right boundaries. This is the amount of 

poorly recovered data that must be discarded fi-om each inversion. The angular extent of 

this edge effect region is independent of al1 inversion and observation parameters, 



except for the radial distance of the tangent point of the boundary line of sight and the 

maximum shell radius (ShellMax). 

6.6 The Number of Images Used in a Single Inversion 

The edge effect discussed in Section 6.5 also affects the number of images that must be 

included for each inversion. It was noted that the angular extent of the poor recovery 

depends only on the extent of the boundary lines of sight at both the left and rïght edges 

of the grid and is independent of the number of images that are simultaneously inverted. 

However, the total angular extent of the retrieved grid does depend on the imaging rate 

and the number of images used in the retrieval. Hence, for a fixed imaging rate, the 

more images that are used in the tornographic recovery the larger the angular extent of 

accurate retrieval, and the smaller the fraction of the grid that must be discarded due to 

the edge effect. 

The various plots s h o w  in Figure 6.22 illustrate the radial shell cross sections of the 

input and recovered volume emission profiles for inversions made with 300, 500, 700 

and 900 images. The imaging rate for these observations was constant at 0.5 Hz, except 

for the last plot where the imaging rate was 1 .O Hz. The sampling density cross sections 

for the corresponding cells (the number of times that the ce11 is sampled by the 

observations) are also included in these plots. It is readily apparent from these plots that 

the boundaries between both the left (L) and right (R) regions and the central (C) region, 

can be clearly identified and are in agreement with the interpretation presented in 

Section 6.5. 

The plot in Figure 6.22 that corresponds to the retrieval for 300 images indicates that 

only about 20° of data has been accurately retrieved. The cross sections fcr 500, 700 and 

900 images have accurate retrieval regions that span approximately 45". 70" and 9S0 

respectively. The addition of 200 images to the inversion with an imaging rate of 0.5 Hz 

has added alrnost 25" of angular extent to the accurate retrieval. This increase is 

expected as the satellite travels nearly 25" during the JOO seconds required to obtain the 

additional 200 images. 
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Figure 6.22: Five recovered volume emission radial shell cross sections together with 
the sampling densiries at euch of the relevant grid cells. The recoveries 
are for observation sets thaî include diflerent numbers of images and 
imaging rates. 

Computational limitations (Appendix D) necessarily influence the number of images 

that can be simultaneously inverted. When this modeling work was initially undertaken 

the available cornputer system was heavily loaded even for image sets of 700 images. 

For a 0.5 Hz irnaging rate 700 images provides an angular range of 70" of accurate 

retrieval. The last plot in Figure 6.22 shows that if the imaging rate is increased to 1 Hz 

the recovery range is necessarily decreased to approximately 25" and, although not 

optimal, it is still acceptable. It is for this reason that observation sets with 700 images 

have bsen used in most of this thesis. 

While the edge effect, and the region over which the retrieval is acceptable, is 

influenced by both the sampling density and geometry the angular extent of the poorly 

recovered volume ernission profile is constant for the present satellite geometry. 

However, the impact of the sampling geometry is not limited to the edge effect as it can 

also influence the retrieval in a more fundamental manner through the observation 

weighting t-lter (Chapter 7). 



THE OBSERVATION WEIGHTING FILTER 

7.1 ln froduction 

The observation weighting filter is unique for each cell in the recovery grid and defines 

the importance of the individual observations in the iterative solution at that cell. This 

filter function is dependent on the geometry and the way in which each observation 

intersects the grid cell. It is also normalized so that the sum of the values of the 

weighting fiIter function for any cell is equal to unity. Modifications to the shape of this 

geometry dependent function allow for faster and more accurate volume emission 
C 

reuievals. 

The basic tornographic equation (equation 5.15). the weighting term Bu (equation 5.13) 

and the single line of sight observation estimate O!"-" IN (equation 5.14) have been 

presented in Chapter 5. For convenience these equations are repeated here. 

J 

As described in Section 5.2.2 the set of i (observation) dependent terrns provide (for 

any cell j> a weighted average cornparison mechanism that modifies the volume 

emission within the ce11 at each iterative step of the tornographic retrieval. This 

geometry dependent (through the path length of the observation within the given cell) 

set of pi, values is defined as the observation weighting filter for the grid cell j, and 

detemines the relative effect of each observation on the convergence of the 

tomograp hic procedure and the final retrieved solution. 



The shape of the observation weighting filter, which is dependent on the types of 

intersection (Figures 6.1 and 6.2) that dorninate the cell, also is important for the 

tomographic routine. The shape of the weighting filter is different within each region of 

the grid (Section 6.4) and is affected by both the weighting factor exponent rn (equation 

7.2) and the ce11 dimensions. In the present work the radial dimension of the grid 

cells for al1 recoveries has been fixed at I km and the angular dimension has been 

varied. The effect of varying the two panmeters m and DeliaAngle, with respect to 

solution accuracy and convergence speed, are presented in this chapter. 

7.2 Path Length Envelopes 

The path length envelope is the maximum geometric length that any observation tangent 

at a given radial distance can have through a particular cell- This envelope is specific to 

the radial distance and the angular dimension of the ce11 and contains only the type 1, 2 

and 3 intersections shown in Figure 6.1. Any other intersections for a given line of sight, 

or observation, will traverse the shell with a shorter distance. In every case the path 

length envelope has a standard shape; it is syrnmetric about the centre and contains a flat 

central reg ion (a plateau). 

7.2.1 The Shape of the Path Length Envelope 

The shape of the path length envelope is dictated by the path lengths that observations 

with a particular tangent altitude below a grid cell can have through that &gid cell. The 

maximum path length if only Shell-Shell intersections are considered is close to 1 13 km. 

However. if angular boundaries are present the maximum intercept length is decreased. 

If the recovery grid contains cells that are only bounded by radial shells and there are no 

angular divisions then only type 2 and 3 intersections (Figure 6.1) occur. The path 

Iength for these intersection types is given by equation 7.4, 



where r ,  and Q are the upper and lower radial distances of the ce11 respectively and r,,, 

is the tangent distance of the line of sight. Al1 distances are defined with respect to the 

centre of the Earth, the centre of the grid. 

The path lengths through three cells on different radial shells, for lines of sight that are 

tangent below the cells, are shown in Figure 7.1. The minimum tangent distance 

included in this figure is 6384 km and the one kilometer thick shells have the indicated 

minimum and maximum radii. 
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Figure 7.1: The path length through different grid cells in the absence of angular 
boundaries. These paths include fype 2 and 3 intercepts where the 
tangent altitude is always belo w the shell of in ferest. 

It is apparent from this figure that shells at larger radial distances are intersected by a 

wider range of tangent altitudes. The curve for the 6464-6465 km shell is intersected, in 

a Shelf-Shell fashion, by lines of sight with tangent altitudes that approach 6464 km 

while the 6394-6395 km shell is only intersected by lines tangent below 6394 km. Thus 

more lines of sight intersect the higher shells. This interpretation is in agreement with 

the sampling density plot that was shown in Figure 6.3. 



The dashed lines in Figure 7.1 illustrate the typical length of type 1 (Angle-Angle) 

intercepts for cells with different angular widths. The upper dashed line is located at 

about 67 km and corresponds to an angular ce11 size of 0.6", the iower line is located at 

approximately 22 km and corresponds to an angular size of 0.2". These lengths are 

representative of the real values as the linear distance between the angular bounds 

changes with radial distance from the centre of the grid. As no line of sight, that 

intersects a @d ce11 with angular bounds, can have a path length through the ceil that is 

greater than the diagonal distance between the anzular bounds the dashed lines shown in 

Figure 7.1 are the typical maximum path lengths for the two different grid ce11 sizes. If 

only Angle-Angle and Shell-Shell intercepts are considered then the intercept path 

lengths are constrained by these maximum values. This is illustrated in Figure 7.2 for 

the case of Shell-Shell and Angle-Angle intercepts through a 1 km by 0.2" ce11 located in 

the 6429-6430 km shell. The plateau in the path lengths near the tangent distance 6425 

km is due to the angular divisions. 

lntercept Distances W ith Only Shell- 
Shell and Angle-Angle lntercepts 

Considered 

Figure 7.2: Intercept path lengths through a 0.2 O by 1.0 km ce11 with minimum and 
maximum radii of 6429 and 6430 km. Al1 lines of sight that are tangent 
above 6425 km and intercept the ce11 do so in on Angle-Angle manner 
and so are constrained to the maximum length. 

It was previously noted (Section 6.2) that the type 2 and 3 intercepts shown in Figure 

6.1 are different. Lines of sight that are tangent before the ce11 of interest have a 



different effect on the inversion than those that are tangent after the cell. To 

accommodate this distinction the curve shown in Figure 7.2 has been reflected about its 

end point to give the curve shown in Figure 7.3. Al1 data points to the left of the centre 

in this new curve correspond to type 1 and 2 intercepts and al1 points to the right of the 

centre correspond to type 1 and 3 intercepts. This curve is called the path length 

envelope and represents the maximum path lengths through the ce11 for Iines of sight 

that are tangent at the given altitudes- 

Path Lemgth Envekpe For 
0.2 Oegree by 1 km Cell 

at 6429 km 
25 - 
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Figure 7.3: Path length en velope iy only Shell-Shell and Angle-Angle intercepts of a 
grid ce11 are allowed. Al1 other types of intercept for a line of sight thar is 
tangent a! the given altitude are shorter. 

The path length envelope exhibits a particular shape. For lines of sight that are tangent 

before entering the ce11 there is a smooth increase in the envelope as the tangent altitude 

increases. These path lengths al1 represent type 2 Shell-Shell intercepts. The smooth 

increase is foliowed by a plateau over a range of tangent altitudes where only Angle- 

Angle intercepts occur. As the tangent altitude decreases after the plateau so there is a 

decrease in the path length envelope with the intercepts al1 k i n g  type 3 Shell-Shell. 



Al1 path length envelopes, whatever the grid ce11 angular dimension, exhibit this basic 

shape. A smooth rise, a plateau followed by a smooth decrease. However, the angular 

size of the grid cells is important for the actuai path lengths in the envelope. 

7.2.2 The Dependence of the Path Length Envelope on the Grid CeIl Size 

The three plots shown in Figure 7.4 illustrate the variation of the path length envelope 

for different angular dimensions of the cells. The path length envelope for a ceil I km 

by 0.1". at radial distance 6429 km, is shown in plot (a). In this case the path length 

envelope has a wide plateau, or centrai region, because lines of sight that are tangent - 
well below the ce11 can intersect the relatively small ceil in an Angle-Angle fashion. 
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by 1 km Cell at 6429 km 
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Figure 7.4: The path length envelopes for ceil sizes of 0.1 O , 0.2 O and 0.64 The 
envelopes for cells with larger angulat sizes have a smaller range of 
tangent altihdes w ith A ngle-A ngle type intercepts. 

If the ansulx dimension of the ce11 is doubled to 0.2" the plateau (Figure 7.4b), for a 

ce11 at the same radial distance, is narrowed. The increased separation between the 

angular boundaries requires that for Angle-Angle intercepts to occur the tangent points 

of the lines of sight must be radially close to the ce11 of interest. The final plot (c) in 

Figure 7.4 corresponds to a ce11 at the same radial distance but with a 0.6O angular size. 

In this case the plateau in the path length envelope is almost completely eliminated. 

Only lines of sight that are tangent in the adjacent lower shell (6428 km radial distance) 

can intersect in an Angle-Angle fashion. 

Thus  it is apparent that an increase in ce11 size causes a decrease in the width of the 

plateau in the path length envelope. There is also an associated decrease in the relative 

Iength of the lower tangent altitude path lengths. with respect to those at higher tangent 

altitudes. as the angular ce11 size increases. The actual observation weighting filter is 

dependent on both these relative path lengths and the modification caused by the 

weightincg factor exponent. 



7.3 Weighting Function En velopes 

The weighting function envelope is the maximum weight (maximum 4 value in 

equations 7.1 and 7.2) that any observation i can have on the recovery at element j if i is 

tangent at a particular altitude. This envelope is related to the path Iength envelope; if m, 

the weighting factor exponent in equation 7.2, is equal to 1 then the weighting function 

envelope is the normalized path length envelope. However, as the weighting factor 

exponent is quite arbitrary the weighting factor envelope and the path length envelope 

can have different shapes. 

7.3.1 The lmportance of the Weighting Function Envelope 

Each observation in the tomographic recovery affects the calculated volume emission 

rate in every ce11 that it samples. However, there is little value in having the same 

weight for each observation that intersects a particular cell. Some observations contain 

information that is more relevant to the ce11 of interest than others that also intersect the 

same cell. The weighting function envelope defines the maximum influence of each 

observation on the remeval for a particular cell. 

An observation that is tangent low in the grid contains information from a wide range in 

both angle and radial distance. Conversely, an observation that is tangent high in the 

-gid contains information from only a limited set of angles and radial shells. If both of 

these observations sarnple the same ceIl (necessarily high in the grid) the higher tangent 

altitude observation contains information that relates to the region close to the ce11 of 

interest. Obviously this observation should have a larger weight in the recovery of 

information for that cell. The weighting function envelope ensures that this is the case. 

As noted above the path length and the weighting function envelope (Figure 7.4) are 

reiated and have a similar variation in characteristic shape with ce11 size. Hence, for al1 

ce11 sizes observations that are tangent at radiai distances close to the ce11 of interest are 

more important for the solution at that ceil than observations that are tangent away from 

the cell. The major difference between the weighting function envelopes for the 



different cell sizes is the number of tangent altitudes that are included in the plateau, Le. 

are given the same relative weight, and the change in the relative weight as the tangent 

altitude decreases away from that of the plateau. These differences are important factors 

in the tomographie inversion and can also be modified by changing the weighting factor 

exponent. 

7.3.2 The Effect of the Weighfing Factor Exponent on the Weighting 
Function En velopes 

Plots of the weighting filter envelopes for different cell sizes are shown in Figure 7.5. 

The two curves in each plot correspond to the envelope for a different weighting factor 

exponent. in Figure 7.5a the falloff of the envelope as the tangent altitude moves down 

from the ceil is minimal; it is less than a factor of ten even for an exponent equal to five. 

This implies that observations that are tangent well below the ce11 of interest can still 

have a significant influence on the solution for that cell. The reason for this is the small 

angular ce11 size. 
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Weighting Filter Envelopes For 
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Figure 7-5: 
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Observation weighting filfer envelopes for different ce11 sizes and 
diflerent weighting factor exponents. 

The weighting factor envelopes for the 0.2" ce11 (Figure 7.5b) have narrower plateaus 

and a more rapid fa11 off at lower tangent altitudes than those for the 0.1" ceIl. The 

lowest tansent altitude. for a weighting factor exponent equal to one, has about one third 

the weight of the plateau but for an exponent equal to five the lowest tangent altitude 

has a weight that is only 0.4% of the plateau weight. m i l e  this size of ce11 has a wide 

plateau it can effectively eliminate the influence of observations that are tangent well 

below the cell. 

The final plot (c) in Figure 7.5 shows the weighting function envelopes for a 0.6" ce11 

size. These envelopes have almost no plateau and, even for a weighting factor exponent 

equal to one. effectively eliminate the influence of observations that are tangent below 

the ceII. For this ce11 size only those observations that are tangent very near the ce11 of 

interest have any influence on the recovery. This may be considered detrimental to the 

tomopphic concept as it eliminates al1 but a few observations that sample each cell. 

7.4 The Region of Influence of a CeIl as a Result of the Observation 
Weigh t~ng Filter 

As discussed in Section 7.3 the observation weighting filter provides an averaging 

mechanism that detemines the effect of individual observations on the soiution for the 



voIume emission rate in any cell. In practice the observation weighting filter determines 

those cells around the ce11 of interest that have the most significant effect on the solution 

for that cell. in this section the basic observation weighting filters are examined tùrther 

and the concept of an averaging kemel, or the kernel of cells and their relative 

importance in the solution for a particular cell, is developed. 

7.4.1 The Basic Shape of the observation Weighting Filter 

The observation weighting filter is bounded by the weighting filter envelopes. These 

filters exhibit a rise, from the first observation that intersects the cell, up to a fiat plateau 

and then a decrease to the last observation that intersects the ceIl. 

The actual observation weighting fil ters for a retrieval using images collected every two 

seconds are shown in Figure 7.6. In this case the recovery grid cell size is 1 km by 0 . 2 O  

and the weighting factor exponent is equal to one. The observations are nurnbered 

where the bottom pixel of the first image is the oh observation and then increase 

through pixel number and image number as indicated by equation 7.5, 

The plot in Figure 7.6a corresponds to a ce11 in the (C-1) region (Section 6.4) where 

most of the iine of sight that intersect the ceIl do so in a type 2 Angle-Angle fashion. 

This is apparent from the flat maximum seen in the filter function as many observations 

intersect this ce11 with the maximum possible path length. However, even in the central 

region of the weighting filter there are some observations that have an intersection 

length that is much smailer. These latter observations al1 have secondary intersection 

types, 4 through 8. While it is not readily apparent frorn Figure 7.6a there are also some 

type 2 and 3 intersections. However, overall the weighting filter functions in the (C-1) 

resion are dominated by Angle-Angle intercepts. 
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Figure 7.6: Three observation weightingjlllers for lines of sight that sampIe I km by 
0.2 "grid cells in the (C-I), (C-2) and (C-3) regions. 

The  weighting filter function for a ce11 in the (C-2) region is shown in Figure 7.6b. In 

this case the filter function exhibits the rise, plateau and fa11 characteristics that are seen 

in both the path length and weighting filter envelopes. The deviations from the envelope 

are due to type 4 through 8 intersections. The first observations that intersect the celi are 

associated with the lowest looking pixels of the first image that includes information 

from that cell: in this case the lines of sight are tangent before the ceIl of interest. As the 

satellite moves alone its orbit subsequent observations that are tangent at higher 



altitudes also sample the ce11 of interest. This causes the rise in the envelope in the fmt 

reg ion of observations. In every case these observations are tangent before intersecting 

the cell. The observations associated with the central region of the weighting filter 

function are tangent in and near the ceII and the dominant intersection is the Angle- 

Angle type. As the satellite moves further dong its orbit, corresponding to an increase in 

the observation number, only those observations that are tangent after intersecting the 

ce11 of interest cm sample that cell. The tangent altitude of these observations 

necessarily decreases as the satellite moves towards the ce11 and there is a consequent 

decrease in the observation weighting filter. The observation weighting filter shape 

(Figure 7 .6~)  for cells in the (C-3) region near the top of the grid is quite similar to that 

for (C-2) region cells. 

It is the observation weighting filter that determines the influence of each observation 

on the retrieval in any given ce11 (equations 7.1 and 7.2). The Iines of sight and the 

observation weighting filter functions determine the kemeIs for each ce11 that impact the 

retrieval in that cell. 

7.4.2 The A veraging Kernel Formed by the Observation Weighting Filter 

As noted the volume emission rates in grid cells that are in the 'neighbourhood' of the 

ce11 of interest influence the solution for that cell. The 'neighbourhood' does not imply 

close physical proximity rather it includes al1 those cells that are sampled by lines of 

sight that intersect the ce11 of interest. Examples of cells that are in the neighborhood of 

another ce11 were given in Chapter 6 (Figures 6.7b, 6.8b and 6.9b which showed those 

other ceils that are sampled by observations that intersect the particular cell). These 

plots also demonstrate that the neighbourhood of a given ce11 depends on its position in 

the grid. 

While these figures highlight those cells that are sampled by lines of sight that intersect 

a given ce11 they do not indicate the relative importance of the other cells to the volume 

emission rate soIution for the given cell. in an effort to interpret this relative importance 



of cells in the neighbourhood the concept of an averaging kemel has been introduced. 

The averaging kemel is determined from the weighting filter function value for each 

observation that intersects the cell. In practice every ce11 sarnpled by each observation is 

incremented by the weighting filter function for that observation and the simple average 

is obtained for each of the sampled cells. in this way an average weight is determined 

for the effect of each cell, in the neighbourhood of the given cell, on the retrieval in the 

ce11 of interest. 

Three sample averaging kemeis, for cells in each of the (C- 1), (C-2) and (C-3) regions, 

are shown in Figure 7.7. In each case the ce11 size is 1 km by 0.2' and the imaging rate is 

0.5 Hz, the weighting factor exponent is equal to one. The colour scale indicates the 

averaging kernel value, or the relative weight, on the recovered value at the ce11 

identified by the cross. The white areas contained within these plots have no immediate 

impact (for the current iteration) on the recovery of the highlighted cell. The contours in 

these plots indicate that cells sampled by those observations that are tangent near the 

ceIl of interest are more important for that cell. This is to be expected as these 

observations predominantly sarnple in the Angle-Angle fashion (in the plateau region). 



Figure 7.7: The averaging kernels for the observation weighting jilters shown in 
Figure 7.6 for cells in regions (Col), (C-2) and (C-3). 

The plot in Figure 7.7a illustrates the averaging kemel for a ce11 in the (C-1) region and 

corresponds to the observation weighting filter shown Figure 7.6a. The neighbourhood 

of cells is quite narrow and each ceII in the neighbourhood has approximately the same 

effect on the ceIl of interest. The weight for each ce11 is approximately 0.03. For a (C-2) 

region ce11 (Figure 7.7b) the average weight for each ce11 in the neighbourhood is not 

uniform. Cells that correspond to lines of sight that are tangent near the ce11 of interest 

have nearly maximum weight, while those cells that are sampled by observations that 

are tangent at a considerable distance fkom the ceIl of interest have a lower weight. This 

is sipnificant for the identification of small scale structures as the volume ernission rates 

in distant cells are not expected to be as highly correlated with that of the ce11 of interest 



as those in cells that are physically close. The averaging kemel for a ce11 in region (C-3) 

is shown in Figure 7.7~. This ce11 has a very large neighbourhd and a wide range of 

weights within the neighbourhood. Again those cells that are in the neighbourhood yet 

physically far away from the ce11 of interest have little relative importance to the 

solution at that cell. 

The averaging kemel is the most important factor associated with the tomographie 

inversion technique. It is important that the correct kernel, as dictated by the observation 

weighting Cr filter function, be deterrnined for the inversion. As with the weighting filters 

the averaging kernel c m  be modified by a variation in either the anguiar -&d ceil 

dimension or the weighting factor exponent- 

7.5 The Averaging Kemels in Each of the Three Cental Regions 

As noted the averaging kemel is different in each of the tluee central regions, (C- 1), (C- 

2) and (C-3), of the retrieval grid. 

In region (C-1). near the bottom of the grid, the observation weighting filter (Figure 

7.6a) is approximately uniform as al1 observations that sarnple cells in this region are 

tangent near the ce11 of interest and so follow nearly the sarne path through the grid. 

However. if the angular dimension of the grid cells is large so that there are no Angle- 

Angle intercepts the weighting filter becomes essentially random since it is dominated 

by secondary intersection types. The relative uniformity of the weighting filter function 

in this region leads to an averaging kemel (Figure V a )  that is also uniform. This 

uniformity is maintained even for an increased weizhting factor exponent (Figure 7.8). 

in practice as al1 observations of cells in the (C-1) region have almost identical paths 

there is no requirement to adjust the weight of the different observations. 
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Figure 7.8: The weightingfrlter functions for a ce11 in the (C-1) region, the angular 
dimension of the gn'd ce11 is 0.2 4 The filter function is essentially 
independent of the weighting factor exportent. 



in region (C-2) the weighting filter function is dependent on both the grid ce11 size and 

the weighting factor exponent. It was shown in Sections 7.2 and 7.3 that the path length 

and weighting filter envelopes, and therefore the weighting filter fünction, changed 

shape if either the grid c d  size or the weighting factor exponent changed. The example 

shown in Figures 7.6b included a wide range of tangent altitudes below the ce11 of 

interest that is characteristic of the (C-2) region. As the averaging kemel in the (C-2) 

region is affected by both a change in the -gid ce11 size and the weighting factor 

exponent three different grid ce11 sizes and exponents have been considered. The 

kernels, and the weighting filter functions, for cells in the (C-2) region are shown in 

Figures 7.9 through 7.14 and illustrate the important differences thrit result from the 

different parameters. 

The weighting filter functions for a grid ce11 size of 0.1" and three different exponents 

(ni = 1. 3 and 5) are shown in Figure 7.9. In each case there is a wide range of 

observations that fa11 within the central plateau of the weighting filter fünctions where 

the dominant intersection type is Angle-Angle. As with the (C-1) region, where Angle- 

Angle intercepts also dominate, the weighting filter functions and, therefore, the 

averaging kernels are not significantly changed as the weighting factor exponent is 

varied. However, for those observations away from the plateau that intersect the ce11 in a 

secondq fashion the normalized relative weights are moderately attenuated by an 

increase in the exponent. 
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Figure 7.9: The werghting filter functions for a ce11 in the (C-2) region thal 
correspond lu a grid ce11 size of 0.2 O and m = I , 3  and 5. 

The averaging kernels for the weighting filter functions shown in Figure 7.9 are 

illustrated in Figure 7.10. As the weighting factor exponent is increased so there is a 

small attenuation in the relative importance of cells that are physically distant from the 

c d  of interest. For nr = 1 al1 of the sampled cells have approximately the same 

importance. When the weighting factor exponent is increased to 3 the averaging kemel 

rightens and there is an increased (relative) importance for those cells that are physically 

close to the ceil of interest. When m is increased to five the kernel tightens even more. 

However, although the averaging kemel has tightened with the increased exponent those 

cells that are in the neighbourhood of the cell of interest, but physically far away, still 

have sigificant weight. 
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Figure 7.1 0: The averaging kernels for a grid ce11 in the (C-2) region, the ce11 size is 
0.1 O and rn = 1, 3 and S. These averaging kernels are almost 
independent of the weighting factor exponent. 

The weighting filter functions for a 0.2' grid ceil are shown in Figure 7.1 1 .  in this case 

for each value of the exponent there is a narrow plateau in the weighting filter function 



and attenuation of the weighting for observations that are tangent below the cell of 

interest. The attenuation increases as the weighting factor exponent increases. Those 

observations that are tangent at large distances from the cell of interest have little 

influence on the solution at that cell. 
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Figure 7.11: The weightingfilter functions, in the (Cd) region, fhaf correspond to a 
grid cell size of 0.2 O and m = 1,3 and 5. 

The relative importance of the neighbourhood cells for the 0.2" grid cell is shown in the 

averaging kernel plots in Figure 7.12. For this cell size the relative importance of the 

cells physically distant fiom the ce11 of interest is noticeably decreased from that for the 

0.1" grid ce11 with the same exponent. As nt is increased there is significant tightening 

of the averaging kernel. Observations that are tangent well below the ce11 of interest 

have Iittle effect on the solution at that cell. Many of the cells in the neighbourhood, but 

physically far removed, do not register on the colour scale for rn = 5. In Figure 7 . 1 2 ~  



only those observations that are tangent very near the ce11 of interest have a high weight, 

although the effect of those ceils a moderate distance away has not been completely 

Figure 7.12: The averaging kernels for a grid cell in the (C-2) region, the cell size is 
0.2 O and m = 1, 3 and 5. These averaging kernels fighten as the 
weighting factor exponent is increased. 



If the grid ce11 size is increased to 0.6' then the averaging kemels for cells in the (C-2) 

region tighten in an extreme fashion (Figure 7.14) as the weighting factor exponent 

increases. The weighting filter functions for a 0.6" grid ceIl size with the diffèrent 

exponents are shown in Figure 7.13 and illustrate the reason for the extreme tightening. 

in each case the plateau region is very narrow as few observations intersect in the Angle- 

Angle fashion and have the maximum weight. in addition because of the large distance 

between the angular boundaries the maximum weight is large, compared to the Shell- 

Shell intercept weights. The increase in the exponent significantly increases the relative 

importance of this lirnited number of Angle-Angle observations. 
- .- -- 
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Figure 7.13: The weightingfliter functions, in the ( C d )  region, that correspond to a 
grid cell size of 0.6 and m = 2, 3 and 5. There are considerable 
differences as the weighting factor exponent is increased. 
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Figure 7.14: The averaging kernels for a grid ce11 in the (C-2) region, the cell size is 
0.6 O and m = 1, 3 and 5. These averaging kernels tighten significantly 
as the weighting factor exponent is  increased. 



The averaging kernels for the weighting filter functions s h o w  in Figure 7.13 are given 

in Figure 7.14. For al1 but the lowest weighting factor exponent the kernels are severely 

tightened. Only those cells that are sampled by h e s  of sight that are tangent very near 

the ceil of interest have an effect on the solution for that cell. The fundamental concept 

of the tomographie algorithm has been violated by these averaging kernels as a large 

number of the observations have been eliminated from the solution. in effect each ceil 

becomes undersampled for these parame ters. 

7.5.3 Region (63) 

Cells in the (C-3) region have a similar characteristic to those in the (C-2) region with 

respect to the averaging kernel and the observation weighting filter. However, as there is 

a wider range of observations that sample cells in the (C-3) region the filter functions 

and the averaging kernels exhibit some important differences from those in the (C-2) 

region. The averaging kernels are more susceptible to tightening with an increase in 

either the weighting factor exponent or the +gid ce11 size, even for those parameters that 

result in predominantly Angle-Angle intercepts in the other regions. 

This tightening is illustrated in Figure 7.1 5 for a O. 1 O grid cell. in the (C-2) region there 

was almost no tightening of the averaging kemel (Figure 7-14) as the weighting factor 

exponent increased, but in the (C-3) region there is a noticeable attenuation of the 

weighting filter functions. This implies that the averaging kernel tightens as the 

weighting factor exponent increases and is illustrated in Figures 7.l6a and 7.16b for a 

weighting factor exponent increase fiom 1 to 3. However, further the tightening is less 

apparent as rn increases fiom 3 to 5 (Figure 7. I6c). The reason for this is that the major 

contribution of the observation weighting filter is contained in the plateau observations 

and the increase in rn from 1 to 3 has already reduced the effect of Shell-Shell and 

secondary intercepts. Thus for a grid ceil size of 0.1" there is little effect on the 

averaging kernel as the weighting factor exponent is increased beyond 3. 
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Figure 7.15: The weightingfilter functions, in the (C-3) region, t b t  correspond to a 
grid cell size of 0.1 O and m = 1, 3 and 5. As the weighting factor 
exponent is increased there is a noticeable change in the weighting 
filter function. 



Figure 7.16: The averaging kernels for a gnd cell in the (C-3) region, the cell size is 
0.1 O and m = 1, 3 and 5. These averaging kernels tigliten as the 
weighting factor exponent is increased. 



For a 0 . 2 O  grid ce11 size the weighting filter functions (Figure 7.17) and averaging 

kernels (Figure 7.18) for a ce11 in the (C-3) region indicate that as the weighting factor 

exponent is increased so the shapes of these functions change significantly. It is 

apparent that for the averaging kemels shown in Figure 7.18 that as the exponent is 

increased the contributions from observations that are tangent near the bottom of the 

grid have been completely removed and only those observations that are tangent near 

the ce11 of interest have an effect. The overall effect for a 0.2" grid ce11 in the (C-3) 

region is for the averaging kernel to tighten as the exponent increases but it still allows 

many cells to effect the retrieval at any given cell. 
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Figure 7.1 7: The weighting filter functions, in the (Ca) region, thaf correspond to a 
grid ce11 size of 0.2* and m = 1, 3 and 5. As the weighting factor 
exponent increases there is a s i g n i i n t  change in shape. 



Figure 7.18: The averaging kernels for a grid cell in the (C-3) region, the ce11 site is 
0.2 O and m = 2, 3 and 5. These averaging kernels signifïcantiy tigkten 
as the weighting factor exponent is increased. 



For a 0.6O grid ce11 in the (C-3) region the averaging kernel is tightened extremely as the 

weighting factor exponent increases. The weighting filter functions, s h o w  in Figure 

7.19, indicate that only a srnall fraction of those observations that intersect cells in the 

(C-3) region have any effect on the solution when the exponent equals 5.  Although the 

attenuation at the extremes of the filter is not as ciramatic for m = 3 (Figure 7.19b) it is 

still readily apparent. 
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The weightingfrlter functions, in the (C-3) region, thaî correspond to a 
grid ce11 size of 0.6* and m = 1, 3 and 5. There are very severe 
duferences between the plots for different values of the weighting factor 
exponent. 



The averaging kernels for a 0.6" grid ce11 in the (C-3) region s h o w  in Figure 7.20 

illustrate the extreme tightening of the weighting fünction. The averaging kemel for al1 

exponent values for this ce11 size is so tight that it effectively eliminates the influence of 

most of the observations to the solution at the ce11 of interest. Only those observations 

that are tangent near to the ce11 of interest have a significant effect on the solution for 

that cell. Thus for a grid ce11 size of 0.6" there is a significant undersampling of the ce11 

and so a poor retrieval. 

ta) 



Fig 7.20: The averaging kernels for a gn'd ce14 in the (C-3) region, the ce11 site is  
0.6 O and m = 1 , 3  and 5. These averaging kernels severely tighten as the 
weighting factor exponent increases. 

7.6 Convergence for Different Filter Shapes 

The different observation weighting filters modify in a unique fashion the effects of the 

observations that sample a cell. Those weighting fiIters that exclude observations that 

are tangent well below the ce11 of interest allow the solution to begin at a more 

favourable position within the solution space and so converge more rapidly to the 

correct result. This is due to the shape of the vertical volume emission profile above the 

pz& (Figure 7.21) and the fact that those observations that are tangent near the cd1 of 

interest sample cells with similar volume emission rates. 

Vertical Volume Emission Profik 
120 - 

Figure 7.21: A îypical vertical volume emission profle. 



7.6.1 Reasons for Superior Convergence with Higher Weighting Factor 
Exponents 

The associated brighmesses of the lines of sight that intersect any given cell cause some 

observation weighting filter functions to have superior convergence rates and more 

accurate results. For those filters where rn is high the observations that are tangent at, or 

at least near to, the ceil of interest are given a large weighting. These observations 

necessarily sample only a limited amount of the grid and so have an associated 

brightness that is more consistent with the particular cell. The brighmess values for 

observations that sample ceils in the (C-1). (C-2) and (C-3) regions are shown Ui Fiare  C 

7.22. These observations were generated for 0.5 Hz sampling rate of the input volume 

emission grid shown in Figure 6.12. 
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Figure 7.22: Typical line of sight bnnghfnesses for observations thal sample cells in 
the fhree grid regions. The discontinuities are due to discrete sampling. 



Those observations that sample cells in the (C-1) region al1 have approximately the 

same brightness (Figure 7.22a) as they follow similar paths through the two dimensional 

volume ernission grid. However, this is not the case for lines of sight that sample cells in 

the (C-2) region (Figure 7.22b). In this region the central observations, those that are 

tangent near the ce11 of interest al1 have similar magnitudes although the bnghmess is 

oniy 20% of that for observations that are tangent weli below the ce11 of interest. The 

difference in the brighmesses of observations are even larger for celts in region (C-3) 

(Figure 7.22~) .  in this case there is a wide range of observations that are tangent at many 

different altitudes that sample these cells. 

For cells in the (C-2) and (C-3) regions it is important to attenuate the contributions 

from those observations that are tangent near the peak of the volume emission profile as 

their contribution would otherwise dominate the initial estimate for the volume emission 

solution. The initial volume emission estimate for cells in the (C-2) and (C-3) regions 

should be dominated by those observations that are tangent in the region. 

The initial estimate in the tomographie retrieval that is used to start the iterative 

procedure is a flat uniform profile (Section 5.2.5). As the previous observation estimate, 

0'"-1' 
'c.1 

in equation 7.1, is a linear combination of the volume emission rates contained 

within the grid (equation 7.3) the v;'' values may be canceled to give equation 7.6 as 

the first iterative solution to the volume emission rate contained within ce11 j. 

The interior summation in the denominator is the path length for the observation i 

through the entire -@d. This implies that the initial estimate. for each observation that 

samples a given ceIl, is just the measured value divided by the path length through the 

orid, i.e. each observation is considered to have a uniform profile along its line of sight. s 



Figures 7.23 and 7.24 illustrate the total path lengths through the grid and the first 

estimate of the volume emission rate contained within the ce11 of interest for the 

observations shown in Figure 7.22. In the (C-1) region the volume emission rates 

predicted by the observations (Figure 7.24) are nearly uniform so that al1 observations 

should be equally weighted. However, for cells in the (C-2) and (C-3) regions the 

predicted volume emission rates for each observation çover a large dynamic range and it 

is the lower values, that correspond to cbservations that are tangent near the ce11 of 

interest, that are the most relevant. The large volume emission rates associated with the 

peak in the emission intensity must be assigned a smaller weight. 
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Figure 7.23: The path lengths îhrough lire entire grid for observations that surnple 
cells in each of the (COI), (C-2) and (C-3) regions. Apparent 
discontinuities in these puth lengths are due to the discrete nature of the 
grid. 
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Figure 7.24: The initiai estimate of the volume emission rate contained withîn cells in 
the (C-1), (C-2) and (C-3) regions. These initial estimates are based on 
equation 7.6 and the dota in Figures 7.22 and 7.23. 

The initial estimates for the volume emission rates contained within the troughs in 

Figure 7.24 do not accurately represent the volume emission rates in the associated 



cells. Hence, it is important that the effect of observations that are tangent lower in the 

orid not be completely eliminated. As the filter functions (Sections 7.3 and 7.4) depend s 

on both the grid ce11 size and the weighting factor exponent a careful search of the 

associated parameter space was made to determine the optimal parameters. The criteria 

considered both the tirne to convergence and accuracy of the final result. 

7.6.2 Convergence Results for Different Wejghting Factor Exponents 

The parameter space search resulted in the selection of a grid ce11 with a radial shell 

dimension of 1 km and an angular dimension of 0.2". Although this value was adopted 

the results were marginally improved for a smaller angular ce11 size. However, the 

improved accuracy did not justiQ the large increase in the time required to calculate the 

volume emission rates. 

The weighting factor exponent in the filter functions is the critical parameter for both 

the convergence time and the accuracy of the final results when small scale structures 

are present in the grid. Figures 7.25 through 7.30 illustrate the benefit of increasing the 

weighting factor exponent and so attenuating the effect of observations that are tangent 

at a large distance from the ce11 of interest. Cornparisons (angular cross sections) 

between the retrieved solution and the input volume emission profite (Figure 6- 12) for 

the first three iterations of the tornographic recoveries with various weighting factor 

exponents are shown in Figure 7.25, 7.26 and 7.27. It is readily apparent from these 

figures that the attenuation of the less relevant observations by, the higher weighting 

factor exponents, better directs the solution towards the final value. Each increase in the 

weighting factor exponent results in solutions (at a h o s t  every point and afier each 

iteration) that are closer to the m e  value. 
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Figure 7.25: Angular cross sections for the calculated volume emission rates (after 
the first iteration) and the octual input values for sir dflerent weighkzg 
factor exponents. 
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Angular cross sections for the calculated volume emission rates (after 
the second iteration) and the actual input values for sLr different 
weighting factor exponents. 
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Figure 7.27: Angular cross sections for the calculaîed volume ernission rates (ajkr 
the third ireration) and the actual input values for s u  dfverenf 
weighting factor exponents. 

Similar results are also seen in Figure 7.28, 7.29 and 7.30 where the radial shell cross 

sections that correspond to the actual input volume emissions and the solutions afier 

sach of the first three iterations are compared. Again each increase in the weightinz 

factor exponent leads to more desirable solutions. It can also be seen from these figures 

that the benefits associated with increasing rn also converge. Thus values of the 

weighting factor exponent greater than 5 give no obvious advantage. Hencs the 1.0 km 

by 0.2" grid cd1 size and an exponent value of 5 have k e n  adopted for the tomographie 

inversions presented in this thesis. 
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Figure 7.28: Radiai shefl cross sections for the cakulated volume emission rates 
(afer the first iteratron) and the actuol input values for six duferent 
weighting factor exponents. 
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Figure 7.29: Radiai shell cross sections for the calculated volume emission rates 
(after the second iterution) and the actual input values for sir daflerent 
weighting factor exponen ts. 
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Figure 7.30: R o d a  sitell cross sections for the cakulated volume emission rates 
(afer  the third iteratr'on) and the actual input values for s u  d i i e f  
weighting factor exponents. 

7.7 Examples of the Tomogra hic Flecovery for Different Weighting R Factor Exponents and G d Ce11 Slzes 

The two dimensional input volume emission profile and the recoveries for both the 

optimal parameters and a poor choice of weighting factor exponent and grid ce11 size are 

shown in Figure 7.3 1. The well recovered profile (Figure 7.3 1b) shows little obvious 

difference from the input profile except for the expected edge effect. The error 

distribution (Appendix C), and the quadratic fit to this distribution. are shown in Figure 

7.32. The recovery is very good. The width of the error distribution is 3.6 1 8  and there 

is no visible offset fiom zero. This is typical of the results for the optimal -mid ce11 size 

and weighting factor exponent. 



Figure 7.31: The two dimensional volume emission profiles that correspond to the 
input gtid (a) and two recoveries (6 and c). These griüs were chosen to 
illustrate the effect of using the optimal parameters as well as an iïï- 
conditioned set. 
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Figure 7.32: The error distribution and quadraîïë frt for the well recovered profile 
shown in Figure 7.31. The peak is not offset and the disiribution width 
is 3.61% 

However, for the poorly recovered volume emission profile (angular grid ce11 size 0.6" 

and a weighting factor exponent of 5) there are obvious differences between the 

retrieval and the input volume emission profile. The weighting filter functions and 

averaging kernels for these parameters were presented in Figures 7.13, 7.14. 7.19 and 

7.20. The weighting filter functions are very narrow and so the averaging kernels are 

extremely tight with a consequent undersampling and a poor recovery. 

The solutions for a 0.2" g i d  ce11 are s h o w  in Figure 7-33. in this case the recovered 

radial shell cross sections are compared with their input values for different weighting 

factor exponents and the number of iterations. It is apparent from Figure 7.33a and 

7.33b that the volume emission profile is accurately retrieved after 50 iterations with 

either a weighting factor exponent of one or five. However, there are some small 

differences between the recovered and input values in Figure 7.33b. The weighting filter 

functions associated with the exponent equal to one do not recover some of the subtle 

structure that is reuieved with a weighting factor exponent equal to five. 
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Figure 7.33: Radiai sheff cross sections for optimal and non-optimal choices of the 
weighting m e r  f unctions. 

The plots in Figures 7.33 (c) and (d) further illustrate the advantage of a weighting 

factor exponent value equal to five. As each iteration requires extensive calculation it is 

important that the number of iterations be minimized. With the optimal grid ceIl size 

and weighting factor exponent even the very subtle angular structure has k e n  almost 

completely resolved in only twenty iterations. This is not the case for the weighting 

factor exponent equal to one. 



7.8 Concluding Remarks 

The observation weighting filter function is fundamental to the accuracy and speed of 

convergence of the final solution. It is a geometry dependent tenn defined by equation 

7.2 in which the weighting factor exponent can be varied. A careful search of the 

angular grid ce11 size and weighting factor exponent parameter space gave the optimal 

weighting filter functions for the entire set of grid cells. These values are 0.2' and rn = 5 

for a 1 km thick cell. These values are used throughout the remainder of this thesis as 

they provide accurate and rapid convergence. 



CHAPTERVIIi 

OPERATIONAL MODES 

The operation a satellite borne imager requires the definition of a number of parameters 

called modes. In the present work two independent operational modes that are consistent 

with the Odin/OSIRIS infrared imager (scheduled for launch in early 2000) have been 

studied in detail. These are the nod mode, that is required by other instrumentation on 

the satellite, and the imaging rate mode which is limited by the data downlink capability 

of the satellite. Each of these operational modes impacts the tomographie recovery. For 

the present work three separate nod modes and three different imaging rates have been 

investigated, and their effect on the recovery of a moderately structured emission profile 

in the presence of observational noise has been studied. 

8.2 Cornparidon of Obsewations, Sampling Densities and Results Using 
Three Different Nod Modes 

It was noted in Section 4.3.1 that the optical axis of the instrument can be made to nod 

through different rotations of the satellite about its pitch mis. The first type corresponds 

to tangent altitude tracking in which the optical airis is maintained at a fixed tangent 

altitude above the surface of the Earth. Even for this simple 'stare' mode the Earth's 

oblateness demands motion of the satellite about the pitch axis. The two other nod types 

studied correspond to a sawtooth variation of the tangent altitude of the imager optical 

axis from 10 to 60 km and fiom I O  to 1 10 km. Both of these atmospheric scan modes 

have a fixed 1 km/s (at the tangent point) nod rate for the entire scan (in both up and 

down directions) and are consistent with the planned Odin operation. 

Three different observation sets that would be collected by the different nod modes are 

shown in Figure 8.1. Each of these simulated observation sets sampled the volume 

emission grid (Figures 6.12 and 8.3a) at a rate of one image every two seconds. Those 



pixels that sample regions outside the recovery grid have been set to zero and are 

represented as white in these two dimensional plots. It should be noted that in the stare 

mode (Figure &la) many more pixels sample the relevant parts of the atmosphere than 

in the other two modes. In particular for the nod from 10 to 1 10 km (Figure 8.1 c )  only a 

very small fraction of the measurements sarnp1e the grid. 



Figure 8.1: Three observaîion sets that correspond to the different nod modes. These 
are the stare, nod from 10 to 60 km and the nodfrom 10 to 110 km. The 
colour scale represents the limb brightness in kR. 

The sampling densities associated with each of these different modes are illustrated in 

Figure 8.2; as noted in Section 6.3 this density is the number of times each grid ce11 is 

sampled by the complete observation set. The stare mode (Figure 8.2a) has a uniforrn 

density distribution with respect to radial distance and this distribution is only slightly 

distorted in the 10 to 60 km nod mode (Figure 8.2b). Despite the apparent periodic 

sampling in Figure 8.2b the sampling density for the intenor radial shells in this nod 

mode is almost identical to that for the stare mode. This occurs as the vertical imager 

continuously samples the central cells even with the 10 to 60 km nod. 

Figure 8 . 2 ~  illustrates the sampling density for the 10 to 1 IO km nod mode. It is readiiy 

apparent from this figure that the sampling density distribution is significantly modified 

from that for the stare mode. Although al1 cells in the interior of the grid are sampled a 

periodic change in the sampling density of any radial shell, with the same frequency as 

the nod. is clearly evident. 



Figure 8.2: The sampling densikies for the observaiions shown in Figure 8.1. The 
colour scale represents the number of times fhat each grid ce11 is 
sampled. 



The input and the recovered volume emissions for the observations shown in Figure 8.1 

are presented in Figure 8.3. It should be noted that the observations were generated with 

a grid ce11 size 0.02" by 100 m while the tomographic inversions recovered the volume 

emissions in a grid with a ce11 size of 0.2" by 1 km (Section 7.6.2). It is apparent from a 

visual inspection of the retrievals that the stare and the 10 to 60 km nod modes (Figures 

8.3b and 8 . 3 ~ )  achieve a good recovery of the input profile. The error histograms 

(Appendix C) for these recoveries have widths of 4.21 % and 4.68% respectively. The 

nearly equal error histograrn widths indicates that the 10 to 60 km nod mode does not 

degrade the recovered profiie. 

The final panel (d) in Figure 8.3 corresponds to the tomographic recovery for the 

observations corresponding to the 10 to 110 km nod mode. It is apparent that in this 

case the recovered volume emission profile follows the sarnpling density contours 

(Figure 8 . 2 ~ ) .  The reason for this is, as for the edge effect (Section 6.5), an 

undersampling of the cells with similar observations. Thus for the modeled imager with 

a 2" fieid of view a tangent altitude nod from 10 to 1 10 km at a rate of 1 km/s does not 

provide an observation set that allows the accurate tomorgaphic recovery of the 

emission profile. 
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Figure 8.3: Sample recoveries of the input volume emission profle shown in the top 
panel (a), for the three difSerent nod modes: stare (b), nod from IO to 60 
km (c) and nad from 10 to 110 km (d). The colour scale is the volume 
emission rate (kR/km). 



8.3 Comparison of the Results for ï h r m  Different lmaglng Rates in the 
Absence of Noise 

The imaging rate is an important operational parameter for the tornographic recovery as 

it determines the number of observations that sarnple each cell. However, the number of 

cell samples must be coupled with the computing time required for the tomographic 

retrieval; if more observations sample each ce11 then the retrieval time is necessarily 

increased. Thus the adopted imaging rate must be consistent with both the inversion 

accuracy and the computational speed requirements. In order to examine the probable 

OdidOSIRIS operations the effects of imaging at 1.0 Hz, 0.50 Hz and 0.33 Hz (one 

image every one, two and three seconds respectively) in the stare mode have k e n  

evaluated. 

The input and the recovered two dimensional volume emission profiles for a 0.5 Hz 

imaging rate are shown in Figure 8.4. The observation set consisted of 600 images with 

an angular coverage from 14.50" to 107.90". For the image sets taken once per second 

and once every three seconds the number of images required to achieve the same 

angular coverage is 1200 (the absolute maximum number of images possible given the 

computational power) and 40 respectively. As the recovered profiles fiom each of the 

different imaging rates are visually identical only the recovered profile for the 0.50 Hz 

imaginz rate is shown in Figure 8.4. 

The error histo,orams and quadratic fits for the three inversions are shown in Figure 8.5. 

in each case the error histogram has an approximately Gaussian shape and is narrowest 

for the 1 .O Hz irnaging rate. The width of each of the quadratic fits and their associated 

offset is listed in Table 8.1. These also indicate that the best retrieval is obtained with 

the highest imaging rate although the differences in the retrievals for the three different 

imaging rates are not necessarily significant. 



Figure 8.4: The input and recovered grids for one of the three inversions considered 
in the imaging rate study. Only a single recovery is shown as the grùis 
are visually identical for al1 three imaging rates. The colour scale 
represents the volume emission rate in kR/km 
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Figure 8.5: The error histogtams and quadratic fiis for the three inversions made for 
the dr;fferent imaging rotes. 

Table 8.1: The error histogram widrh and peak offset parameters for the three 
retrievals made for data generated ut different imaging rates. The 
computing time for each retrïëvaï is also listed. 

Image Rate 

(Secondsfimage) 
1 
2 
3 

As already noted the choice of the imaging rate must also consider the computing time 

for the retrieval. The time required to complete each of the three tomographic retrievals 

Error Histograrn 
Total Width 

(%) 
3 .O9 
4.08 
4.94 

Error Histogram 
Peak Offset 

( % )  
-0.02 
-0.02 
-0.00 

Time For 
Inversion 
(Seconds) 

320 
156 
1 04 



for the same angular extent, with the present cornputing resources, is included in Table 

8.1. While these times are only relevant to these particular inversions they do indicate 

the relative time required to recover the same two dimensionai space for the three 

different irnaging rates. In each case the time required for the tomographie retrieval is, 

on a per image Dasis, nearly identical at 0.25 seconds. Thus, it would appear that in the 

absence of noise a 0.33 Hz imaging rate is optimum as the retrieval c m  be made in Iess 

time with no significant degradation in the retrieval accuracy. However, as real 

measurements include noise it is necessary to consider the effect of noise on the 

retrieval. 

8.4 Choice of lmaging Rate in the Presence of Noise 

Observation sets both with and without noise are presented in Figure 8.6. These 

observations were generated from the volume emission profile shown in Figure 8.4a for 

a 1 Hz imaging rate in the stare mode. The Gaussian noise was added to the noise free 

observation set with an input parameter of 10 MR as the halfwidth of the noise 

distribution. This is appropriate as in most infrared detectors the major noise 

contribution is fiom the detector. The difference between these observation sets is 

particularly apparent at high altitudes where the line of sight signal is comparable to the 

noise signal. 



Figure 8.6: Two observation sets in the absence and presence of noise. The colour 
scale is the measured pixel bnghtness in M. 

The cross sectional views for these two dimensional images are shown in Figure 8.7. 

The single image cross sections (Figure 8.7a) illustrate the magnitude of the noise 

imposed on the measurements. It is readily apparent that the measurements made at 

higher altitudes (higher pixel numbers) where the signal is considerably weaker have a 

much Iarger relative error. The noise associated with measurements at the limb peak are 

quite visible in this figure. 

The cross section shown in Figure 8.7b illustrates the noise in each of the simulated 

measurements seen at pixel 50 in the imager. In this case the error associated with each 

measurement is readily apparent as pixel number 50 samples well abve  the limb peak. 
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Figure 8.7: Cross sections of the observaîion data shûwn in Figure 8.6. 

Fifteen sepatate tomographie remevals that correspond to three different imaging rates 

and five different absolute noise values have k e n  made. The input volume emission 

profile used in these tests is that show in Figure 8.8a and the best and worst case 

retrievals. based on the error histograms, are shown in Figures 8.8b and 8.8~. For the 

best case recovery there are very slight visual differences between the input and 

recovered profiles. However, for the worst case retrieval there are obvious differences 

although the large scale structures contained within the volume emission profile are 

preserved. 

The error histobams for the best and worst retrievals are shown in Figure 8.9. For the 1 

Hz i m a ~ i n g  rate with SM) kR noise the error distribution is quite narrow. The quadratic 

tit to this distribution (Appendix C) has a halfwidth of 4.9%. In contrast the quadratic fit 

to the error distribution corresponding to the retrieval in the presence of I O  MR noise, at 

a 0.33 Hz imaging rate, has a halfwidth of 31-996. The quadratic fit is not shown in 

Figure 8.9b as its shape is not relevant to the width of the distribution. 
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Figure 8.8: The input and the best and worst case retrievals for the diyferent noise 
values and imaging rates. 
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Figure 8.9: The error histograms for the best (a) and worst (b) case retrievuls for the 
Jifteen test conditions. 

The results of the imaging rate with noise experiment are summarized in Figure 8.10 

and it is apparent that in the presence of noise the imaging rate is an important 

parameter for the recovery. For each of the five different noise levels the best recovery, 

the one that corresponds to the narrowest error histogram, resulted from the fastest 

irnaging rate. This is due to the operation of the algorithm a s  it takes a weighted 

average. over the observations that sample each cell, to determine the next estimate of 

the volume emission that is contained within that cell. Thus, higher imaging rates imply 

that more measurements sample each ce11 and so the inversion algorithm, which acts as 

a measurement filter, is more effective. 

While the results presented in Figure 8.10 are quite clear they do not identiQ the 

optimum imaging rate for measurements in the presence of noise. For low noise levels 

the computational speed gain assoçiated with a lower imaging rate may be preferred as 

the inversion accuracy is only slightly compromised. The final choice for the imaging 



rate depends on the details of the measurement. These include the signal to noise ratio 

that can be achieved with the available detector. 
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Figure 8.10: Emor histogram widths for three imaging rates andfive noise levels. 

The effects of nodding the imager optical axis through a range of tangent altitudes has 

also been investigated in this Chapter. It was s h o w  that if the optical axis is fixed at a 

given tangent altitude or if the nod range is sufficiently small ( I O  km to 60 km) the 

retrieved solutions are acceptable. It was also shown that if the nod range is too large 

( 10 km to 1 10 km) the tomographic retrieval technique perfonned poorly as many of the 

grid cells are undersampied. This indicates that it is necessary to ensure that there are 

suft'icient measurements to properly cover the atmospheric region. 



CHAPTER IX 

SCALE S U E  EXPERIMENT 

9.1 Introduction 

In order to test the capability of the developed tomographie recovery routine to recover 

wave-like structure under different operating conditions a scale-size experiment was 

designed. In this experiment a series of operational modes and input volume emission 

profiles were tested. The results of the experirnent, which are presented in this chapter, 

indicate that a three degree wave structure (300 km wavelength in the horizontal 

direction) is fÙ 

extreme noise. 

ly resolvable for most observational conditions, even in the presence of 

~ r y  Comments on the Test Conditions 

The adopted operational modes for the scaie size experiment are consistent with, but not 

specific to, the modes of the OdidOSRIS instrument and include both different 

imaging rates and different nod modes (Chapter 8). The actual experiment considered 

the stare and nod pointing modes and the 1 .O, 0.5 and 0.33 Hz imaging rates. In the stare 

mode the tangent altitude of the optical axis was fixed at 40.5 km above the surface of 

the earth and the effects of al1 three imaging rates evaluated. In the nod mode the 

tangent altitude of the optical axis was varied from 10 km to 60 km, at 1 krn/s, in a saw- 

toothed fashion. For this mode onIy the 0.5 Hz imaging rate was tested. 

9.2.1 Noise and Error Types 

For each of the operational modes different types and magnitudes of noise were 

imposed on the observations. Four types of noise were examined: Gaussian random 

noise with an absolute standard deviation; Gaussian random noise with a standard 

deviation that was detennined by the signal to noise level; observation sets in which 

there was a random loss of images; and observation sets produced with a random 



number of bad pixels. Tomographie inversions were made witb data sets that contained 

various combinations of these different noise types. 

9.2.2 Structure Types 

The purpose of the experiment was to determine the scale size of resolvable features 

that might be present in atmospheric wave structures. The type of simulated structure 

that was imposed on the volume emission profile is given by equations 4.6 and 4.7, for 

convenience these equations are repeated here. 

eBH 
Amin + - = A,, 

H 

The vertical wavelength was set to 10 kilometers and the horizontal wavelength was 

varied from 1 to 5 O  in 1 O steps. 

The input volume emission grid shown in Figure 9.la illustrates the basic unstructured 

emission profile where the slow angular modulation is due to the Earth oblateness. It is 

this simple profile that has k e n  rnodified to produce the stmctured input emission 

profiles shown in the other -@ds in Figure 9.1, (b) through (0. These grids represent the 

input signals for structure scale sizes of 1 to 5 degrees (in one degree increments) and 

have an angular range that is appropriate to 700 images at a 0.5 Hz imaging rate. The 

colour scale in each of these grids corresponds to a volume emission rate in kR/km. 





Figure 9.1: Input hvo dimensional volume emission profifes for varr'ous scale si- 
structures. The low frequency modulation is due to the Eorth's 
oblateness. 



Cross sections for the stmctured and unstmctured input grids are shown in Figure 9.2. In 

each case these cross sections are taken from near the centre of the grids. As the total 

angular extent of the perturbation was the same for al1 input grids there are considerably 

more wavelengths (peaks and troughs) evident in the radial cross sections for the shorter 

scale structure than for the five degree horizontal structure waves. This is not the case 

for the angular cross sections as the vertical wavelength was fixed at 10 km. The 

apparent lack of vertical structure seen in the five degree horizontal structure case is 

simply due to the location of the s h o w  cross section. The selected angle location was 

identical for each of the shown structures, and for the five degree structure this 

happened to correspond to a position where the modufation was almost a minimum. 
- 





Figure 9.2: Radial and anguùw cross sections for the îwo dimensional input volume 
emission grids shown in Figure 9.1. These plots illusîraîe the structure 
imposed on the basic airglo w profde. 

9.3 The Simulated Observations Used in the Expriment 

Examples of the simulated observations PR) used in the scale size expriment are 

shown in Figure 9.3. These observations correspond to a 0.5 Hz imaging rate with the 

input volume emission profiles taken from the grids given in Figure 9.1. in the absence 

of noise the imposed structure is only just observed for the small scale modulations 

aIthough it is readily apparent in the observations for the five degree structures. 



Figure 9.3: Simuloled observation sets (wah no noise) generuted from selected 
sîructured input volume emission gras shown in Figure 9.1. 



The possible detection of the modulation associated with small scale structures is well 

demonstrated by the cross sections presented in Figure 9.4. For the shown pixel (number 

50) the observations for the l 0  structure indicate an obviously periodic signal, although 

the modulation amplitude is less than 1 %. By cornparison the observations for the 3 and 

5 degree structures indicate a well defined pattern with a modulation amplitude greater 

than 5%. The low contrast in the observations for the small s a l e  structures is due to the 

smoothing effect of the line of sight integration through the high frequency structures. 

Figure 9.4: Cross sections for a single p h i  (numkr 50) taken from the selected 
observ@*on sets shown in Figure 9.3. 



In the presence of noise it is extremely difficult to identify (visually) the signal 

modulations due to the small scale structures. The cross sections shown in Figure 9.4 

are repeated in Figure 9.5 for the case where Gaussian randorn noise (standard deviation 

2 MR) has been included. For the one degree stmctured input profile (Figure 9.5a) the 

modulation that was apparent in the noiseless case is completely absent. For the three 

degree structure (Figure 9Sb) the modulation is just apparent and for the five degree 

structure (Figure 9%) it is obviously present. 
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Figure 9.5: The sutne pLrel cross sections as those shown in Figure 9.4 but with an 
absolute random Gaussian noise (standard devialion 2 MR) imposed on 
the observations. 

The visibility of the stnicture is even more apparent in the Fourier decomposition of the 

observations for pixel number fifty. The relevant Fourier coefficients (magnitude only) 



for the three different structures are s h o w  in Figure 9.6. In each case the first 10 

coefficients have k e n  omitted in order to maintain a scale appropriate to the 

coefficients of interest. For the one degree structure, Figure 9.6a, the Fourier 

coefficients for the noiseless observations exhibit a monotomic decrease except for 

coeff~cient nurnbers near 80. these correspond to the one degree structure in the input 

grid. For the observations that include the 2 MR noise level this region is 

indistinguishable fiom the background noise. 

For the three and five degree structure the Fourier coefficients that represent the wave 

structure, Figures 9.6b and 9.&, are easily visible in both data sets. Tt zppears that the 

noise in the coefficient sets becomes less important, with respect to the structure, as the 

scale size increases. 
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Figure 9.6: Fourier coeffcients for the obsewaîions ut pixel number 50 for different 
structures and a 2 MR Gaussian (absolute) random noise level. 



Figures 9.7 and 9.8 are examples of noise f k e  observations generated for less than ideai 

conditions. The observation sets illustrated in Figure 9.7 are for the case where the 

satellite platform nods so that the tangent altitude of the imager optical axis varies 

between 10 and 60 km in a reguiar sawtooth manner at 1 km/second. In the upper panel 

(Figure 9.7a) the observations correspond to the unstructured volume emission profile 

s h o w  in Figure 9.1 a. The lower pane1 (Figure 9.7b) is for observations generated with 

the volume emission profile that contains the five degree wave structure (Figure 9-10. 

An examination of the two observation sets (Figure 9.7) indicates only minor visible 

differences. 

Figure 9.7: Noise free observaîion sets generated for the 10 to 60 km nod mode. 



The observation sets shown in Figure 9.8 correspond to measurements that are made 

under faulty operating conditions. These can be due to telemetry dropouts that result in 

missing data; for these observation sets it has been assumed that the probability of data 

loss is O. 1. The upper panel (Figure 9.8a) shows an image set generated from the volume 

emission with three degree angular structure (Figure 9. Id) and a random loss of 

entire images. A Gaussian random noise (2 MR standard deviation) has also been 

imposed on these measurements in order to simulate realistic conditions. 

Figure 9.8: Observation sets tha! include 2 MR absolute Gaussian random noise and 
either missing images (a) or missing pixels (6). The probabifity of data 
loss is 0.1 in both cases. 



The lower panel (Figure 9.8b) corresponds to an observation set made with a detector 

that has non-responsive, or dead, pixels. The dead pixels (common throughout the entire 

observation set) were randomly selected with a 10% probability. A Gaussian random 

noise (standard deviation 2 MR) has also been superimposed on the measurements. 

9.4 Inversion Results 

The observations that are discussed in Section 9.3 have been used in the tomographie 

remeval and the results for noiseiess and noisy observations are presented in ihis 

section. it is shown that a wavelike structure with scale size of 300 km can be fully 

resolved under almost al1 observing conditions. 

9.4.1 Results With Noise Free Input Data 

The simulated observation sets were first inverted for ideal conditions (no noise and no 

missing data). The inversions were made for both the 10 km to 60 km nod mode, 

imaging rate 0.5 Hz, and the stare mode for imaging rates of 1 .O, 0.5 and 0.33 Hz. A 

subset of the results from these inversions, and the actual input grids, are presented in 

Figure 9.9. For this figure the s h o w  retrievals correspond to a 0.5 Hz imaging rate and 

the angular extent of the grids has k e n  decreased in order to emphasize the retrieval in 

the  region of the structured emissions. The colour scale in these figures corresponds to 

the  volume emission rate in kR/km. 

A cornparison of the input and retrieved one degree structure (Figures 9.9a and 9.9b) 

indicates that in this case the scale sizes are too small for accurate retrieval. However , 

as the scale size increases (Figures 9 . 9 ~  through 9.9j) so the retrieved grid appears to 

become identical with the input grid. Direct support for this conclusion is provided by 

the profile cross sections shown in Figures 9.10 and 9.1 1. 











Figure 9.9: Recovered volume emission grids for the dtxeoent structures tltoi were 
tested. These two dimensional plots include only forty degrees of the gria 
in order to emphasize the structure retrievaf. 



The radial and angular cross sections, shown in Figures 9.10 and 9.1 1, are for both the 

different structure scale sizes and the different operational modes. The first set of four 

plots (Figure 9.10a) illustrate that for an input structure of Io none of the operational 

modes is able to resolve the structure along the satellite track. It is apparent that the 

recovery procedure is ineffective when the structure scale size approaches this lower 

limit. 

The cross sections show in Figure 9. lob indicate that while the recovery is not ideal it 

is possible to resolve structures with scale sizes of two degrees. Le. 200 km, along track. 

Although the waves are not exactly retrieved the structure in the recovered emission 

=gid does correspond to the two degree input structure. These plots also indicate there 

are no large apparent differences in the retrievals for the different operational modes. 

The plots shown in Figure 9 . 1 0 ~  illustrate the renieval within a single radial shell for a 

three degree angular structure. For the stare mode and 1 .O Hz and 0.5 Hz imaging rates 

the reu-ieval is very good but for the 0.33 Hz imaging rate there is a small loss of detail 

in the retrieval. This is due to undersampling of the wave structure. The same high 

quality retrieval is also obtained for the nod mode observations. Hence it is concluded 

from thsse retrievals, and from those for the 4 and 5 degree structures (Figure 9.lOd and 

9.10e), that for noise-free observations angular structures of three degrees along the 

satelIite track can be fully resolved, even with the satellite nod mode. 
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Figure 9.10: A series of radial shell cross sections for different imaging rates, nod 
modes and structures. 

The angular cross sections s h o w  in Figure 9.1 1 also indicate good altitude recoveties 

for horizontal structure scale sizes o f  three degrees and larger. For smaller scale size 

structures the tomographie retrieval smoothes the volume emission profile to give some 

average value. The presented results are only for the 2 seconds per image stare mode 

and are representative of the entire set of operational modes. 
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Figure 9.1 1: A series of angular cross sections for the dinerent scale size structures. 
The stare mode and a frred 0.5 Hz imuging rate was used for each of 
these retrievals. 

9.4.2 Results 

In Section 9.4.1 

errors were due 

With Absolute and Relative Noise Levels 

only inversions of noiseless observations were considered and any 

to computational rounding and the resolution of the measurement 

estimates. However, for a reaI instrument there is observational noise and it is important 

to recognize the limitations of the tomographic technique with real observations. In this 

case two types of noise, absolute and retative, have been considered- The former is 

commonly associated with infrared detectors while the latter is typical of photon 

counting systems. The detailed results presented here are for the three degree structure 

(Figure 9.1 d) The results for larger scale size structures are at least as good and are only 

considered briefly through the error histogram halfwidths (Appendix C). 



9.4.2.1 Absolute Noise 

Absolute Gaussian random noise with five different levels, that ranged from 500 kR IO 

10 MR, was applied to each of three sets of simulated measurements. The simulated 

observations were generated from the input grids that contained three, four and five 

degree angular structure (equations 9.1 and 9.2). 

The input and recovered two dimensional volume emission grids (kWkm) for the three 

degree angular structure with 10 MR noise are show in Figure 9.12. The different plots 

represent the different stare modes at 1 .  2 and 3 seconds per image and the 0.5 Hz 

imaging rate nod mode. It is apparent from these plots that the input structure has been 

recovered, although it is partially obrured by high frequency random noise. 
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Figure 9.12: The input and retrieved volume emission grids for the three degree 
structure with different operational modes. The observlatrons contain 
random Gaussian noise with a standard deviation of 10 MR. 



The effectiveness of the recovery is even more apparent in the cross section plots shown 

in Figure 9.13. These plots are made at various different shell altitudes in order to 

maintain sirnilar signal magnitudes. The retrievai for the 1 Hz imaging rate stare mode 

is good, al1 of the salient features contained in the input structure are evident although 

there are some obvious randorn errors. It is also quite clear fiom Figure 9.12 and Figure 

9. i 3 that the quality of the retrieval decreases as the imaging rate decreases fiom 1 Hz to 

0.33 Hz, although the real angular structure is still apparent for al1 recoveries. 

Figure 9.13: Selected radLaf shefl cross sections from the recovery grids shown in 
Figure 9.12. 



Ln an attempt to reduce the noise in the retrieval grïds a simple boxcar filter was applied 

to the recovered data. The boxcar filter was one element wide on al1 sides of the element 

of interest and weighted each element uniformly. The results of this filtering process are 

shown in Figure 9.1 4 and i t is apparent that the angular structure, which could be seen 

in the original unfiltered results Figure 9.13). has been enhanced. For the worst case 

recovery (0.33 Hz imaging rate) there are clearly identifiable peaks and troughs that 

correspond to the three degree structure. The post-filtering of the reûievals obtained 

from noisy observations obviously enhances the retrieval. It also indicates that the 

tomographie algorithm is effective in localizing the effects of randorn noise and does 

not disperse undesirable results throughout the solution. 
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Figure 9.14: Selected radial shell cross sections from the recovery grîàs shown in 
Figure 9.I2 that illusîraîe the effects of a simple box car filter. 



The error distribution widths (for the unfiltered data), for each of the three different 

structures and the three operational stares modes, are s h o w  in Figure 9-15. These 

distributions indicate that faster imaging rates are preferred (with respect to inversion 

quality) when there is noise in the data. The smaller the error histogram width the more 

accurate the fit. As the inversion algorithm includes an intemal averaging, which acts as 

an observation filter, the faster imaging rates average more observations and thus are 

more effective at eiiminating artifacts due to noise. 
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Figure 9-15: Emor histogram wÙWts for results obtained wïîh different wave 
structures and different observaîional modes for di#èrent absolute 
noise levels. 

9.4.2.2 Relative Noise 

Simulated observations that included five different relative noise levels were also 

anaIyzed for the different structures and observational modes discussed in Section 9.2. 

The signal to noise levels that were investigated ranged from 200: 1 to 10: 1,  The two 

dimensional volume emission plots W k m )  shown in Figure 9.16 illustrate the 

recovery for the five different signal to noise levels at a 1 Hz imaging rate. In each case, 

with the possible exception of the final one (Figure 9.16f), the expected three degree 

structure is obviously apparent. For the higher radial shells these recoveries do not 

contain the same large deviations as for those that contain absolute noise (Figure 9.12). 

This is expected as the noise levels are much smaller at the higher tangent altitudes 

where the measured signal is small. 
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Figure 9.16: Retrieval of the three degree structure for different signai to noise ievels. 



Radial shell cross sections from the two dimensional grids shown in Figure 9.16 are 

presented in Figure 9.17. The high signal to noise ratio plots (a and b) show very linle 

difference between the recovered and input values. For the 50: 1 signal to noise level (c) 

there are some differences as the high fiequency random noise becomes more apparent. 

For the 20: 1 S/N observations (d) the expected structure is still apparent, although it is 

partially obscured by the random noise. For the 10: 1 signal to noise measurernents (e) 

only the high frequency random fluctuations are clearly evident. 



Figure 9.17: Seiecfed radio1 shell cross sections for the recovery grids shown in 
Figure 9.1 6. 

As for the absolute noise level retrievals a simple one element wide boxcar filter was 

applied to the relative noise inversions. The effect of this filter is illustrated in Figure 

9.1 8 which shows the same but filtered recovered two dimensional plots as those s h o w  

in Figure 9.16 for SIN of 50: 1.20: 1 and 10: 1. in these cases the three degree structure is 

apparent, and even more so in the radial shell cross sections shown in Figure 9.19. 

Again the simple post inversion smoothing has improved the identification of the 

structure in the presence of a large observational noise component. 



(c) sis mu0 IO: 1 

Figure 9.18: The jïltered recoveries of the three degree structure for diflerent signal 
to noise levels. 



Figure 9.19: Selected radial shell cross sections front the recovery grids shown in 
Figure 9.18. 

The error histogram widths for the set of stare mode unfiltered inversion results are 

eiven in Fisure 9.20. There is the same general trend as for the absolute noise levels. - 
shown in Figure 9.15. with faster imaging ratés yielding better retrievals. The error fit 

width is omitted in some cases as the errors were so large that a quadratic fit to the error 

histogram was not appropriate (Appendix C ) .  
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Errer histogrum wWhs for the results obtained with ticree di f /ent  
wave structures and three observationuf modes for JSve different signal 
to noise levels. 



9.4.3 Results for Missing Images and Bad PIxels 

Inversions were also made for both noisy and rnissing data. Six different missing image 

and bad pixel rates have been analyzed- These ranged from a 1% to 50% chance of bad 

data. For these tests each image or pixel was given the same probability of k i n g  bad. A 

bad pixel was considered to be dead for al1 images in the set. 

The cross sections for retrievals made with the 2 seconddimage operational mode and 

with 20% missing images and 20% bad pixels are shown in Figure 9.21. Altfiough there 

is no post inversion filtering it is clear that the three degree suticture is resolved. The 

error histograrn widths for the missing image and bad pixel analysis are presented in 

Tables 9.1 and 9.2. These results, as with those in Figures 9.15 and 9.20, clearly 

illustrate the effectiveness of the higher irnaging rates. 

-dm-- -dm-- 
With A M d n g  lm* Rab of Qie in Hnth A Mseing Pixei al One in 

fi- n~ 
500 - 500 - 

Figure 9.21: Selected radial shell cross sections from retrievals made wirh missing 
images and pixels. 
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Table 9.1: Error histograrn halfividths for the reh-ieval of d@erent wave structures 
wifh dgferent observational modes and s u  d~yferent rnissing image 
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Table 9.2: Error histogram halfwiâVhs for the reîrieval of different wave structures 
with different observational modes and seven different bad pixel 
pro babilities. 
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9.5 Scale Size Experfment Conclusions 

The results presented in this chapter have shown the scale sizes of wavelike structures 

that cm be identified and fully resolved. The effects of observational noise and missing, 

or bad, data on the tomographic technique have also k e n  investigated. It has k e n  

shown that a two degree wave structure along the satellite track can be identified, 

aIthough not fully resolved, and that a three degree structure can be fully resolved under 

even extreme observational noise conditions. The three degree structure represents 

approximately 300 km (in the horizontal direction) along the satellite track. 

in the presence of observational noise the results of the tomographic retrievals are not as 

eood. The error histograrn widths are larger when the observations contain noise. It was 
C 

shown with a simple post inversion filtering that the effects of noise are localized, and 

that the inversion process is capable of handling even very large arnounts of randorn 

noise with no systematic effects. 

The analysis has atso iIlustrated the need for an appropriate imaging rate. It was shown 

that for every noise and error condition tested that the higher imaging rates gave an 

improved inversion. This improvement is due to the intemal averaging mechanism that 

is contained within the tomographic algorithm. It has also been shown that the algorithm 

is effective for the OdidOSIRIS instrument operating in the standard operational mode, 

a 0.5 Hz irnaging rate. 



CHAPTER X 

OSIRIS ON ODIN 

1 O. 1 Introduction 

OSIRIS is part of the Canadian contribution to the Odin satellite program, a joint 

Sweden-Canada-France-Finland mission to investigate ozone depletion mechanisms at 

high latitude, particularly in the Northern Hemisphere, and to search for water and 

molecular oxygen in star-formation regions. The OSlRTS (Optical Spectrograph and 

infrared Imaging System) instrument was developed in Canada by Routes Inc. in 

association with the University of Saskatchewan, York University, the University of 

Calgary and Trent University. The pnmary function of the OSIFUS instmment is to 

make measurements that relate to ozone depletion chemistry in the atmosphere. The 

Odin spacecnft also includes a sub-millimeter radiometer that will be used to make 

simultaneous atmospheric measurements that also relate to ozone depletion chemistry, 

as well as conduct an asuonomical search for water and molecular oxygen. 

Odin is scheduled for launch early in the year 2000 and will be inserted into a sun- 

synchronous dusk-dawn orbit, inclination 97". at an altitude of approximately 600 km. 

A schematic representation of Odin in its orbit is given in Figure 10.1. It is expected that 

the Odin mission will have a two year lifetime, although this is dependent on solar 

activity. The work described in this chapter is related to one component of OSIRIS, the 

Infrared Imaging System, and shows how the tomopphic  technique described in 

previous chapters can be used to retrieve oxygen i n h e d  atmospheric band 

( O ' A  - x 'z; ) volume emission profiles that are an important component of ozone 

chemistry in the mesosphere. 



Figure 10.1: A representon'on of the Odin spacecraft in i l s  sun-synchronous orbit. 

10.2 Introduction to OSIRIS 

As noted OSIRIS is actually two separate, but related, instruments. The Optical 

Spectrograph component uses a diffraction grating and a CCD to simuitaneously 

measure over the wavelength range from 280 nm to 800 nm ( 1  nm resolution) along a 

single tangent altitude line of sight. The slit dimension mapped on to the limb is 1 km 

by 18 km (height by length). The other component is an InfraRed Imaging System that 

provides vertically extended images of the atmosphere that can be used with the 

tomographic technique. 

The OSIRIS infrared imager (Figure 10.2) has two channels that make rneasurements of 

the airgIow emission from the oxygen infiared atmospheric band, near 1.27 p. and a 

third channel that measures near 1.53 p. The two oxygen band channels have 10 nm 

Gaussian passbands and are centred at I -266 p.m and 1 - 2 7 3 ~ .  It is the measurements 

made with these three channels, and specifically those made with the oxygen infrared 



atmospheric band channels, that will be used with the tomographie algorithm to retrieve 

the mie two-dimensional volume emission profile. 

Figure 10.2: The OSIRIS instmment. The upper module is the electronics unît while 
the lower module is the optical unît. The three entrance apertures for 
the InfieRed Imaging System are in the bottom left corner. 

The lnfrared Imaging System consists of three separate telescopes, one for each 

passband with its own entrance aperture (23 mm diameter), a Zinc Selenide (ZnSe) 

plano-convex lens, a narrowband interference filter and a linear inGaAs detector array. 

The design of the three channels is such as to maximize the length of the front end 

baffles. The f-number for each channel is 6.2 and the boresights of the three channels 

are paraIlel. The interference filter is mounted directly on to the IR detector and acts as a 

window for the detector. in the region between the lenses and the filter/detector 

combinations there is a shutter mechanism that has the dual role of shutter and diffuse 

reflector for a calibration source. 

Each InGaAs detector has 128 photo-diodes, or pixels, with 20 pixels masked off at one 

end that provides a dark reference for each image. The detector diodes act as current 

sources. with the integrated current k i n g  proportional to the total incident light plus the 

dark current, and are read out by a self scanning multiplexer. The nominal (-40°C) 

operating temperature for each detector is achieved with a Therrno-Electric Cociler 



(TEC). At this temperature the dark current conmbution to the measured signal is 

insignificant. The imager sensitivity in each channel is 50 kR/pixeVs. 

Each infrared channe1 in OSlRIS is optimized for a 40 km vertical field of view, each 

pixel has a field of view, mapped on to the Iimb, of Ikrn vertical by 2 km horizontal. 

However, as each InGaAs detector has 128 pixels, with 20 masked off, the infi-ared 

channels collect light over a total field of view of nearly 1 I O  km. Thus the infrared 

channels make 108 simultaneous measurements at different tangent altitudes. 

The work presented in this chapter is concemed with the modifications that are needed 

to the tomographie algorithm for the retrieval of the oxygen infrared atmospheric band 

two dimensional profiles from the OSIRIS measurernents. 

10.3 Introduction to the Oxygen lnfrared Atmospheric Band 

The oxygen infrared atmospheric band emission 

forbidden magnetic dipole transition between the 

0 2 ( ~ ' ~ ; ) g r o u n d  state. An extended discussion of t 

spectrum results from the spin 

excited O? (a 'A, ) state and the 

he emission spectnim is presented 

in Appendix E and a sample synthetic emission spectmm is s h o w  in Figure 10.3a. This 

spectrum includes the 135 most intense lines of the emission band and represents the 

emission from an altitude of 40 km, where the rotational temperature is close to the 

assumed value of 240 K. 

However, as the infrared atmospheric band emission involves a transition to the ground 

state absorption by the atmospheric column ktween the source and the detector can 

cause sign ificant di fferences between the observed and emitted spectra. These 

differences are readily apparent in Figure 1 O.3b which shows the observed spectrum for 

a satellite borne instrument viewing the 40 km emission along a line of sight that is 

tangent to it. The integrated emission band signal has k e n  normalized to unity and only 

0.41. or 41 9%. of the total emission reaches the detector. 
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Figure 10.3: The oxygen infrared aîmospheric band emission spectrum as emitted ut 
40 km (a) and the same spectrum as seen by a sateIlile borne instrument 
looking along a 40 km tangent altitude line of sight (b). 

The determination of  the attenuation of the spectrum tfirough self absorption requires a 

Iine by line calculation that includes the effects of the individual line shapes. This is 

discussed in Appendices E and F. The attenuation of a single line from the QQ branch, 

with J ' = J" = 3 ,  is shown in Figure 10.4. Typically the centrzl region of the line is 

strong 1 y absorbed and exhi bits self-reversal. 

m r b e d  and Unabsrbed Qa Branch Line Fmm 10 
km Tangent Altitude 

Figure 10.4: The QQ branch line, with J'  = J "  = 3 ,  for the two oxygen infrared 
atmospheric band spectra shown in Figure 10.3. 



10.4 Changes to the Tornographic Tshnique that an, Required for 
0din.OSIRIS 

The effects of absorption and the Odin/OSIRIS instrument require modification of the 

tomographie retrieval technique to recover the oxygen i n h e d  atmospheric band 

volume emission rate profiles. The major change to the technique is in the forward 

mode1 that estimates the observations based on the current volume emission rate 

solution. There are some other minor changes to the observation weighting filter due to 

these absorption and instrument effects but these have been shown to be insignifiant. 

10.4.1 Effects of the Optical Filters and Absorption of the Oxygen Infrard 
Atmospheric Band 

The ernitted (='A, - X 'T p ) specmim is not the one that is measured by the infrared 

imager. The spectrum is absorbed along the line of sight between the emitting region 

and the detector and is also limited by the optical filter in front of the detector. The 

result is that the measured intensity is significantly less than that emitted. The effect of 

absorption was introduced in Section 10.3 and the effect of the optical filter is illustrated 

in Figure 10.5. The two spectra shown in this figure are the same as those in Figure 10.3 

but now include the Odin/OSRIS 1.266 pn filter (Section 10.2). in each case the filter 

passband has been nonnalized to the scale of the s h o w  spectnim with unity 

transmission corresponding to the intensity of the strongest line in the spectnim. The 

actual peak transmission of the OSIRIS filter is 76%. 

The oxygen infrared atrnospheric band capture fraction (Le. the fraction of the emitted 

spectrum that is tnnsmitted by the filter) for the unabsorbed emission, at a rotational 

temperature of 240 K. is 0.56 (56%) for the 1.266 p fiIter in OSIRIS. The band 

capture hc t ion  is reduced when there is absorption. for a 40 km tangent point emission 

the capture fraction is 0.19 ( 1  9%). 
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Figure 10.5: The unaîîenuated and the absorbed spectra (Figure 10.3) wilh the 
1.266 p n  flter supen'mposed. 

As the absorption of the oxygen infrared atmospheric band depends on the overlying 

atmospheric column the band capture fraction, for emission from a particular point in 

the atmosphere, depends on the viewing geometry. Thus. the different absorptions 

associated with different lines of sight must be properly accommodated in the 

tomographie algorithm used with OSIRIS. The effects of these different absorptions are 

shown in the various plots in Figure 10.6. These plots indicate the infrared atmospheric 

band capture fraction as a function of distance along the line of sight for four different 

tangent altitudes. A complete description of the calculations for the band capture 

fractions is given in Appendix F. The zero on the x-axis in each of these plots 

corresponds to the point where the line of sight enters the highest radial shell. For a line 

of sight that is tangent at 80 km above the minimum shell altitude (Figure 10.6a) the 



band capture fraction is nearly constant at 58%. The deviations from a uniform flat 

response are due to the different rotational temperatures along the line of sight. For a 

tangent altitude 60 km above the minimum shell (Figure 10.6b) there is some 

absorption, again the deviations from a monotonically decreasing curve are due to 

temperature differences along the line of sight. 

The plots shown in Figure 1 0 . 6 ~  and 10.6d are for tangent altitudes where there is 

significant absorption even on the near side of the tangent point. The difference between 

the measured signal at the tangent point and that associated with the spectra shown in 

Figures 10.3 and 10.5 (for the 40 km emission viewed along the 40 km tangent altitude 

l ine of sight) is because the tangent altitudes in Figure 10.6 are for the spherical grid. in 

this case 40 km above the minimum sheIl altitude does not correspond to an altitude of 

40 km above the surface of the earth. The band capture fraction associated with the 20 

km line of sight minimum altitude (Figure 1 O . a )  indicates that al1 ernission that 

orisinates on the far side of the tangent point is completely absorbeci. This implies that 

only scattered sunlight is transmitted from these lower altitudes and so allows the 

complete separation of the scattered sunlight signal and the oxygen emission. Hence, the 

renieval of scattered sunlight from the OSIRIS measurements can ver@ the 

atmospheric temperature climatology that is used in the calculation of the atmospheric 

transmission (Appendix F). 
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Figure 10.6: The band capture fictions for diff4rent lines of sight tangent a vanous 
radio1 distances in the îwo dimensional recovery grid. 

10.4.2 Changes Required ?O the tornographic Equations 

It has been indicated above that a knowledge of the absorption of the oxygen infrared 

atmospheric band emission is essential if the tornographic technique is to recover the 

tnie oxygen emission at each point in the &d. The band capture curves, like those 

shown in Figure 10.6, give the detected fraction of the signal from any point along the 

line of sight. For an observation i, the band capnire fraction of the signal, from volume 

emission element j, can be deterrnined if the distance along the line of sight to element j 

is known; these band capture fractions are denoted as ai,. 

The tornographic technique presented in Chapter 5 must therefore be modified to 

account for the self-absorption of the signal. This requires that equation 5.14 be 

rewritten to include the variation in the band capture fraction dong each line of sight. 

For the oxygen infrared atmospheric band the equation becomes 

This equation represents the estimate of the observation based on the volume emission 

_orid, the atmospheric transmission and the effect of the optical filter. The term ai, is the 

band capture for the volume emission ce11 j along the irh line of sight. 



The actual iterative equation used in the modified tornographic technique (equation 

10.2) is unchanged from the case where there is no attenuation (equation 5.15). 

Thus the inversion technique does not change, only the mode1 for the ( n - I f h  estimate 

and the observation weighting filter are modified. The final calculated volume emission 

values, V,, are the tme band emission and not the apparent volume emission. 

1 O. 4.3 Effect on the Observation Weighting Filters 

While the analytic form of equation 10.2 is identical to that of equation 5.15 the 

weighting factor pi, (Chapter 7) is modified. The corrected weighting factor, which 

includes the absorption factor a, , is given by equation 10.3, 

i 

The result of this absorption correction is to change the observation weighting filters 

and, therefore, the averaging kemels. However, the effect is limited and has little impact 

on the tomographic inversion as the observation weighting fiIters are only significantly 

modified for those cells at the lowest altitudes. 

The averaging kemels defined through equation 10.3 with the power m = 5 (Section 

7.4.2) for central cells, at four different radial shell distances, are shown in Figure 10.7. 

The image rate for this data is 0.5 Hz. For the ce11 at 85 km above the minimum shell 

the averaging kernel (Figure 10.7a) is almost symmetric. This is expected as there is no 

sipifkant absorption at these altitudes. Even at 65 km above the minimum shell 

altitude the averaging kemel (Figure 10.7b) is nearly symmetric, although there is a 

slight decrease in weight on the left hand side of the cell. Note that for the angle of the 

celIs of interest in Figure 10.7 the minimum shell altitude corresponds to approximately 

24 km above the surface of the Earth. 



For the plots shown in Figure 10.7 the lines of sight (from the lefi of the ce11 of interest) 

that are ascending through the ce11 of interest are tangent at a lower altitude before the 

ceIl of interest. Therefore, for these observations there is significant absorption of the 

ernission from the ceIl and so thea;,L, values are smaller. These lower values imply 

that the cells intersected by the observations have less significance in the weighted 

average term. Hence, the averaging kemel is asymmetric. This asymmetry is particularly 

apparent in Figure 10.7 (c) and (d) where the ce11 of interest is quite low in the 

atmosphere. in these cases there is significant absorption and the averaging kernel 

neglects those observations (and the cells they sample) that are tangent well before the 

ce11 of interest. 



Figure 10.7: The averaging kernels for absorbed emissions aî shell alritudes of 85 km 
(a), 65 km (b), 45 km (c) and 25 km (d) above the minimum. The 
weighting factor exponent m is equal to 5. 

The effect of absorption of ( a ' ~ ,  - X 'z; ) on the observation weighting f i l ten is 

shown in Figure 10.8. Again the weighting factor exponent is 5 and the data are from 

the same inversion set as used for Firgure 10.7. The observation weighting filter shown 

in Figure 10.8a has the sarne nearly flat uniform region, that corresponds to Angle-Angle 

intercepts. that is seen when the emissions are not absorbed (Figure 7.6~). The deviation 

from the flat uniform region in the envelope is due to the variations in the emission 

temperature d o n g  the line of sight. It should be noted that this temperature effect 

impacts the weighting filter in the opposite sense to that due to  absorption. 



The plot that corresponds to a tangent altitude of 65 km above the minimum shell 

(Figure 10.6b) begins to show the effects of absorption on the weighting filter. Those 

observations that are tangent before the ce11 of interest, Le. lines of sight that are 

ascendine through the ce11 of interest, have a smaller weight than those lines of sight 

that are tangent after the ce11 of interest. This absorption effect on the weighting filter 

envelope is clearly apparent in the plots for the tangent altitudes 45 and 25 km above the 

minimum shell altitude (Figures 10.8~ and 10.8d). Although these weighting filter 

envelopes are different from their unabsorbed counterparts (Section 7.5) their shapes, 

except for the lowest altitudes where there is significant absorption, are relatively 

unchanged. It should be noted that the shell altitudes are 24 km lower than the altitude 

above the surface of the Earth at the angle of interest. 
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Figure 10.8: The observation weighting m e r s  (for the absorbed emissions) at shell 

altitudes 85 km (a), 65 km (b), 45 km (c) and 25 km (d) above the 
minimum shell altitude. 



10.5 The Neeû for the Absorption Correction 

As noted in Section 10.4 there is significant absorption of the oxygen infrared 

atmospheric emission due to the overlying atmosphenc colurnn. The effect of the 

absorption is illustrated in Figure 10.9 which shows a limb profile in the presence and 

absence of absorption. The unabsorbed obsewations were simulated with the simple 

discrete summation 

0; = L ~ V ,  . 

The limb intensities 

or = Caj, L,,V, 

for each line of sight according to equation 10.4, 

[ 10.41 

in the presence of absorption were calculated using equation 10.5, 

[ 1 OS] 

where q, is the transmission along the line of sight (Section 10.4- 1). The a, term is 

necessarily positive and less han, or equal to, one. In both of these equations (10.4 and 

10.5) the summations are over the non-stationary time dependent total field of view 

(Chapter 2). As the line of sight looks to lower tangent altitudes so the overlying 

atmospheric column and the absorption increase. Thus, for the OSIRIS imager there is a 

large absorption effect for the low altitude pixels and almost insignificant absorption for 

the upper pixels. This fact is readily apparent from the limb profiles shown in Figure 

10.9 and further indicates that the tomographic technique for OSIRIS images must 

properly accommodate the absorption correction. 
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Figure 10.9: 

A tomographie recovery without the absorption correction was made from an 

observation data set that had k e n  generated with the proper absorption correction. The 

angular cross section for this retrieval is shown in Figure 10.10 and indicates that the 

retrieved voIume emission rates, in the absence of the absorption correction, are much 

iower than the input rates. The percent difference plot, also included in this figure, 

illustrates that the lower altitudes are more significantly affected. The reason for this 

di fference. between input and recovered volume emission rates, is that withou t ai, 

included in the estimate of the observation the estimate is always high, and thus forces 

the volume emission rate low. A similar effect occurs if the atmospheric profile used for 

the absorption correction factors is more. or les ,  dense than the actual profile. This 

results in volume emission profiles that are either too large, or too small. respectively. 
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Figure 10.10: The tornographic reîrieval wi!h no absorption correction. 

10.6 Tests for Emission Structure in the Presenœ of Absorption 

In order to investigate the effect of absorption on the tornographic retrieval a series of 

mode1 runs, similar to those for the generic unabsorbed emissions, have been made. In 

al1 cases the observation data sets have been generated with absorption corrections that 

are appropriate for the assumed two dimensional atmospheric temperature and density 

profiles. Only the best, stare mode with no observational noise, and worst, nod mode 

from IO to 60 km with 2 MR absolute Gaussian random noise. case scenarios have k e n  

investisated in any detail. The structure scale size has also been limited to the three 

degree wave structure, this is the smallest scale size that is fully resolvable in the 

absence of absorption. The effects of both an accurate and inaccurate knowledge of the 

mode1 atmosphere (temperature and density) have also been investigated. 

10.6.1 Stare Mode Without Noise 

For the stare mode study a set of observations that correspond to a volume emission 

profile with three degree horizontal structure and the tangent altitude of the OSIRIS 

imager optical axis fixed at 40.5 km (above the surface of the Earth) have k e n  

simulated. The images were recorded at 0.5 Hz with no noise. 



1 O 6 1.1 Correct Atmosphedc Weighting Parameters 

In this sub-section tomographic retrievals are presented for the case where the 

atmospheric temperature and density profiles are exactly known and the observations 

are noise-free. The input and recovered two dimensional volume emission grids for this 

case are shown in Figure 10.11 and clearly indicate that the reûieval is good. This 

conclusion is supported by the cross section plots show in Figure 10.12. It is quite 

evident in the angular cross section (Figure 10.12b) that the renieval is better at high 

altitudes where the absorption effects are weaker. At lower altitudes absorption effects 

impact the recovery and the structure is not completely resolved. This is due to the 

skewing of the averaging kemel. 

Figure 10.1 1: Input und recovered volume emission grids for the correct absorption 
weighting factors. 
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Figure 10.22: Cross sections of the input and recovered orygen infrared atmospheric 
band grids for the correct absorption weigirting factors. 



The high quality of the retrieval is abo indicated by the error histogram shown in Figure 

1 O. 13. The width is narrow, 2.97%, and the quadratic fit to the histogram is centred near 

zero, the offset of the peak is -0.07%. 

Enor Hiaogram For Inversion Done With Correct 
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Figure 10.13: E r m  histogram for the recovery with the correct absorption weighting 
factors* 

10.6.7.2 Incorrect A tmospheric Weigh ting Parameters 

It is quite clear frorn the results already presented that the tomographie recovery of two 

dimensional structure in the oxygen infrared atmospheric band is good if the 

atmospheric transmission is known, Le. the temperature and density profiles are known. 

However, if the procedure is to be of value for the OSIRIS instrument the sensitivity of 

the retrievai to the knowledge of the atmospheric profiles must be known. 

To test this sensitivity simuiated observations were generated with one atmospheric 

temperature and density profile, and retneved with absorption correction factors that 

were calculated for a different mode1 atmosphere. As before the input observations are 

assumed to be noise-free. The different vertical temperature profiles are shown in Figure 

10.14a and the percentage differences between the two vertical density profiles are 

shown in Figure 10.14b. The percentage difference is defined as 



These profiles were used at al1 points along the satellite track and adjusted, with respect 

to shell altitude, by including the Earth oblateness. 

March and November 
Temperature Profiles 

Percent Ditference in Density 
Profiles 

Temperature (10 Percent Differenœ (%) 

Figure 10.14: The temperature profiles and the percenfage differences between the 
density profles used fo sfudy the effect of profle knowledge on the 
tomographie rehèval. 

The volume emission rates retrieved from observations simuiated with a March 

atmospheric temperature and density profile. with absorption correction factors derived 

from a November atmospheric profile, are shown in Figures 10.15 and 10.16. It is 

readily apparent that the angular and vertical structure is completely resolved. 



Figure 10.35: Input and recovered volume eniission grids for incorrect absorption 
weighting factors. 
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Figure 10.16: Cross sections of the input and recovered volume emission grids for the 
incorrect absorption weighting factors. 



The error histogram for this retrieval is shown in Figure 10.17. it is wider, width 4.15%, 

than for the retrieval done with the true absorption correction factors (Figure 10.13) and 

is offset, -0.72%, fiom the centre position. This latter irnplies that the recovery is 

systematically low. 

The systematic offset in the error histograrn is due to the differences in the assumed 

atmospheric density profiles. The November atmospheric profile, used for the 

absorption correction factors, has a consistently lower density, at the altitudes of 

significant absorption, than the March profile that was used to generate the 

observations. A consistently lower density implies that the a, values are systematically 

high which, as for the unabsorbed case (Figure 10.10), yields a retneval that is 

consistently low. 

Error Hiaogram For Inversion Ikne With Incorrect 
Weightin Factors 1- 

Figure 10.17: Error histogram for the recovery with incorrect absorption weighting 
factors. 

10.6.2 10 to 60 km Nod Mode With Noise 

It is expected that the standard operating mode for OSMS will involve a spacecraft nod 

so that the tangent altitude of the optical axis of the detector array scans the limb 

between 10 km and 60 km. in addition the OSIRIS imager has noise. Therefore 

simulated observations for a nod mode that include an absolute Gaussian random noise 



of 2 MR have been used as test data. The assumed noise level is much higher than that 

measured for the flight version of OSIRIS. Retrievals have been made for this test with 

the weighting factors (ai,) calculated both correctly, for a known temperature and 

density profile, and incorrectly where the weighting factors contain systematic errors 

due to an inaccurate knowledge of the mode1 atmosphere. 

10.6.2. i Correct A tmospheric Weighthg Parameers 

The cross sections for the retrieval with the correct weighting factors are shown in 

Figure 1 O. 1 8. It is apparent from the radial shell cross section (Figure 10.18a) that noise 

does impact the inversion, but the overall quality of the retrieval is good. The angular 

cross section (Figure 10.18b) indicates that the retrieval contains some error at high 

altitudes due to the random noise and does not completely resolve the vertical structure 

at lower altitudes. However, the overall quality of the retrieval is very good. 
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Figure 10.18: Cross sections of the input and recovered volume ernission grids with 
the correct absorption weighting factors. 

The érror histogram for this retrieval is shown in Figure 10.19. The width of the 

histogram is 8.93%; this is larger than for the no noise stare equivalent inversion but the 

offset of the quadratic fit is still close to zero. 0.03%. These values imply that the fit  

between the input and recovered volume emission grids is still good, in agreement with 

the cross sections shown in Figure 10. i 8. 
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Figure 10.19: Error histogram for the recovery with the correct absorption weighting 
factors. 

10.6.2.2 Incorrect Atmospheric Weighting Parameters 

As for the noise-free stare mode the effect of an inaccurate mode1 atmosphere has been 

tested. The volume emission rates were recovered from observations simulated with the 

.Varch atmosphere with absorption factors appropriate to the November atmosphere. 

Cross sections for this retrieval are shown in Figure 10.20. The radial shell cross section 

(Figure I0.20a) indicates that the horizontal structure has been resolved, although the 

noise does affect the recovery. It also appears from Figure 10.20a that the retrievai is 

systematically low. The vertical profile show in Figure 10.20b is consistent with the 

vertical profile shown in Figure 10.18b and, while the vertical structure is not  

completely resolved, the overall recovery is very good. 
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Figure 10.20: Cross sections of the input and recovered volume emission grids wirh 
the incorrect absorption weighting factors for the 10 to 60 km nod 
mode. 



The error histogram (Figure 10.21) for this retrieval with incorrect weighting factors 

indicates a peak offset to the quadratic fit. The offset is -1.60% and the width of the 

histogram is 9.15%. The observational noise and the inaccurate knowledge of the 

atmospheric temperature and density profiles have resulted in a recovery with bot .  an 

increased uncertainty and a larger systematic error. This latter corresponds to the offset 

of the peak of the quadratic fit fiom zero and is consistent with the retrieval for the 

similar stare mode (Figure 10.17). 

Enor Hislogram For Invernon Done With Incorrect 
Weightin Factors 3d- 

Figure 10.21: Error histogram for the recovery with the incorrect absorption 
weighting factors. 

10.7 Conclusions for OSIRIS on Odin 

The tests presented in this chapter have shown that the absorption of the oxygen infrared 

atmospheric band emission dong the iine of sight must be considered in the 

tomogaphic inversion. It was shown that if absorption is neglected the recovered 

volume emission rates are low because the band capture factors (a,) are inappropriately 

high. 

If the effect of absorption is included, through the use of weighting factors that modiQ 

the brighmess dong a line of sight (equation 10.5), the inversion quaIity is not impacted 



although there is a slight loss of resolution due to skewing of the observation weighting 

filters. 

The primary results presented here show that for operational conditions similar to those 

for OSIRIS the inversion technique yields good retrievals. It has also been shown that 

accurate temperature and density profiles are not required, and that the inaccuracies 

result in only a small systematic offset between the recovered and input volume 

ernission rates. 

Thus, it is concluded that the adapted tomo-mphic technique is appropriate for the 

OdidOSIRIS mission. 



CHAPTER XI 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

11.1 Summary of the Pmsent Work 

In the present work an algorithm, or technique, that can be used to recover two 

dimensional structure in airglow emission profiles has been described in some detail. 

The actual algorithm is based on the Maximum Probability technique developed by 

Lloyd and Llewellyn [ 19891 and expanded by McDade and coworkers in an initial study 

of atmospheric tomography [ 1 99 1 a, 1 99 1 b, 1 9931. The Maximum Probability technique 

is similar to the Maximum Likelihood Expectation Maximization technique that has 

been used by Shepp and Vardi [1982] to recover two dimensional positron emission 

fields in medical imaging of  the human brain. 

Unfortunately due to on-going delays with the launch of the Odin satellite the results 

presented in this thesis were only for a mode1 of a satellite borne vertical imager that 

made multiple simultaneous measurements at different tangent altitudes. These 

measurements provided the  set of line integrals that are required for the current 

tomographic technique. It was s h o w  that the set of available line integrals, or 

measuremen ts, is heavil y dependent or. the specific observation geometry and that this 

latter is dictated by both the satellite orbit and instrument properties. It was also shown 

that the current tomographic technique is influenced by this set of geometry dependent 

line inte,onls and that the satellite geometry is fundamental to the actual retrieval 

technique. 

The parameters required for the algorithm, specifically the grid ce11 size and the 

weighting factor exponent, must be carefully selected with a full consideration of the 

satellite geometry. In fact it was s h o w  that for the algorithm to provide an accurate and 

computationally efficient solution these parameters must be optimized with respect to 

the satellite geometry. The adopted values for the grid ce11 size and the weighting factor 

exponent were 0.2" by 1 km and rn = 5 respectively. This choice of inversion parameters 



gives an optimal set of weighting filter functions and, therefore, averaging kemels, for 
C 

each cell. These kernels are important as they eliminate the effect of cells that are 

physically far from the ce11 of interest when the solution for this ce11 is calculated. This 

results in a more accurate initial estimate and, consequently, a more accurate final 

solution if small scale structures are to be identified. 

This thesis also showed that there is an edge effect, or regions of poorly recovered data 

at the angular extremes of the grid, for al1 inversions. This edge effect was shown to be 

eeometry dependent with a definite angular extent of 22" for the adopted inversion grid 
C 

parameters. For angular distances more than 22O from either edge of the *gid the 

renieval is not compromised from the edge effect. 

The current algorithm is particularly useful, and necessary, if the measured volume 

emission profile contains two dimensional structure. In the absence of these structures 

simple inversion methods, such as the Abel transform or the onion peel technique, can 

be used. The results presented in this thesis indicated that for a range of reasonable 

noise levels and realistic satellite viewing conditions wave structure in the emission 

profile, with a wavelength of 3" (approximately 300 km), could fx completely resolved. 

It was also shown that shorter wavelength structures (2") could be identified, although 

the structures were not completely resolved. The retrieval technique failed for structures 

with shorter (1")  scale size as it was unable to identiQ these perturbations. 

One of the fundamental conclusions of the present work is that faster imaging rates are 

more effective in reducing the impact of observational noise on the retrieved profiles. 

For al1 sateIlite nod modes, input emission profiles and noise values it was found that 

the retrieved and input values were in better agreement for the higher imaging rates. 

The other operational mode that was tested was the nod mode. It was shown that if the 

satellite is forced to nod (as is the case for Odin) the inversion technique is stilI effective 

provided that the nod range is not too large. A tangent altitude nod from 10 km to 60 km 

at a rate of I km/s did not impact the retrievals. However, a nod from 10 km to 1 10, km 

at the same rate, is unacceptable as there is too much missing data. 



The ultimate objective of this work is to determine a method that is suitable for the 

retrieval of two dimensional structure in the oxygen infrared atmosphenc band 

emissions that will be rneasured with the OSIRIS instrument on the Odin satellite. This 

satellite is now scheduled for launch early in the year 2000. These airglow emissions, 

which are related to the local ozone concentrations through atmospheric photo- 

chemistry, are self absorbed by ground state molecular oxygen. The necessary 

modifications to the more general tomographic technique to accommodate the OSIRIS 

specific measurements have k e n  developed and tested. It was shown that for realistic 

openting conditions the modified tornographic technique will yield the same high 

quality renievals as the generic technique with the same horizontal resolution. Indeed 

the tomographic approach is capable of detennining, with high spatial resolution in both 

the horizontal and vertical dimensions, accurate and computationally efficient volume 

emission profiles from the Odin/OSIRIS infrared channel measurements. 

1 1.2 Recommendations for Future Work 

As with al1 tomopphic problems the technique presented here has evolved as a 

solution to a specific problem. The motivation for this work is the forthcoming launch 

of the Odin/OSWS instrument and, for this reason, many of the simulations presented 

here are specific to the characteristics of the Odin platform and the OSIRIS imager. It is 

important that future work eliminate these constraints, although the presently available 

computational power severely limits the modifications that can be made to the sirnulated 

imager, or satellite platform. 

An obvious modification to the measurements would be to increase the vertical 

resolution of the observations. This could be done with an imager that has twice the 

number of pixels but with the sarne vertical field of view. Essentially this would double 

the number of measurements and allow the number of retrieved cells to increase, but 

still maintain an over-deterrnined set of linear equations. This work would determine if 

this simple modification is alone sufficient to decrease the fully resolvable scale size of 

the current technique. 



The tests results presented here were for low imaging rates and it was show that the 

faster irnaging rates afforded ôetter noise reduction. It would be useful to determine the 

extent of this noise reduction for arbitrarily fast imaging rates. It would ais0 be useful to 

determine if the imaging rate has an effect on the =ale size that c m  be fülly resolved. 

The current simulations were al1 limited to a single vertical imager that made 

measurements within the orbit plane of a single satellite platform. The idea of satellite 

clusters and multiple imagers al1 looking in different directions to produce tme three- 

dimensionai retrievals is intriguing and potentially promising. in addition the concept of 

satellite rollover maneuvers, that allow direct nadir looks with the shortest possible path 

length through the atmospheric grid cells, might improve the inversion results if the 

dbedo effects can be properly accommodated. Many different viewing geometries from 

a satellite platform can be imagined and should be examined. in the present work only a 

very limited set has k e n  studied. 

Even for the limited viewing geometry that is present with OdidOSIRIS many more 

tests can be made of the technique itseIf- The observational weighting filter was 

arbitrarily chosen to include the path length of an observation through a ce11 raised to an 

integral power. Other observation weighting filter shapes should be evaluated in order to 

determine the optimal weighting filter function. 

The final future work is perhaps the most obvious. The presented tomographic 

technique has been developed for the OdinlOSllUS instrument and now needs to be 

tested on real data! 



THE REQUIREMENT FOR TWO DIMENSIONAL 
TOMOGRAPHY 

For optical atmospheric remote sensing al1 measurements are an integration of the 

volume emission rate along a path or ray. This implies that the measurements d o  not 

correspond to a single point in the atmosphere but rather are a function of the optical 

path. For satellite borne observations this path is constrained to a plane, that can be the 

orbit plane, where both dimensions of the plane are required to describe its trajectory. 

A straight line path through a simulated atmospheric volume emission profile is s h o w  

in Figure A. 1. This line of sight appears curved due to the rectangular representation of 

the radial grid that is delimited by radial distance and angle along the satellite track. If 

the vertical extent of the volume emission profile ranges from the ground to 1 0 0  km the 

integration path can cover an extent of 20'. It is quite likely that the vertical volume 

emission profile will change over this angular range. In this case techniques such as the 

onion peei, that require the volume emission rate to be identical at the same altitude on 

both sides of the tangent point, are not appropriate. This is clearly not the case for the 

line of sisht drawn in Figure A. 1 where the asymmetric nature of the volume emission 

rate along the ray is as s h o w  in Figure A.2. 
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Figure A.1: A line of sight (ray) &awn on a volume emission grid thaî contains 
structure in the horriontal, or angulru, dimension. The line of sight 
appears curved due to the rectungular representation of the radhi 
volume emission grid. 
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Figure A.2: The volume emission rate along the line of sight shown in Figure A.I. 
The volume emission is not syrnmehic as there i s  no horizontal 
homogeneity. 

Any one dimensional technique that uses optical measurements made from a satellite 

platforrn with the atmospheric source function show in Figure A. 1 will not retrieve a 

m e  vertical profile. However, some one dimensional techniques c m  retrieve a single 



vertical profile that is a blumed average of the multiple vertical profiles seen in Figure 

A.1. 

To  further demonstrate the need for a routine that rebieves the two dimensional 

structure a simulated volume emission profile with structure along the satellite track 

(Figure A.3a) was sampled at 100 different tangent altitudes simultaneously at 700 

points, each separated by 0.1 2S0, along a satellite orbit. This results in 700 limb profiles, 

each with 100 measurements, that cover an angular range of over 100'. A separate 

vertical retrieval was performed for each of the limb profiles to detennine a vertical 

volume emission profile that could be considered valid for the angular range covered by 

the rays associated with that limb profile. The resulting 700 vertical profiles were then 

merged to produce the retrieved two dimensional profile shown in Figure A.3b. Clearly 

much of the structure that is apparent in the input profile is absent in the retrieved 

profile, although the large scale structure is identified. 

A m e  two dimensional recovery that used the technique described in this thesis was 

also pexforrned for the same set of measurements. The result of this retrieval is the two 

dimensional profile s h o w  in Figure A.3c. It is apparent that, except for the edges of the 

recovery grid, the two dimensional tomographie retrieval is far superior and recovers the 

stnictured volume emission profile. This is even more apparent in the radia1 shell cross 

sections shown in Figure A.4 where the two dimensional solution almost exactly 

matches the input profile while the one dimensional technique appears to act as a low 

pass filter and so fails to recover the high frequency structure. 



Figure A.3: An input two dimensional volume emission projle and two retrieved 
profiles. The frst retrîeval (b) used a senes of one dimensional 
retrievals to fonn the two dimensional profile wlrile the other reînèval 
(c) used the tomographie technique. 
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Figure A.4: Radiai cross sections for the hclo dimensionai plots shown in Figure A.3. 



APPENDIX B 

CALCULATION OF MODEL OBSERVATION 
PARAMETERS 

in Chapter 3 a method was developed to simulate mode1 observations. The method, 

summarized by equation 3.13b, requires a knowledge of the sarnpled grid cells and the 

path lengths through these grid cells for each of the lines of sight that make up a 

cornpiete observation. In this appendix the method used to determine this information is 

presented in some detail. 

B. 1 Location of Angle and Radial Distance at Points Along a Line of 
Sight 

The total field of view (Section 3.3.2) samples an atmospheric volume emission source 

function along a set of lines of sight. The discrete atmospheric source function is 

contained within grid cells defined in the ascending node coordinate system (Section 

3.2). The cell boundaries of this grid are defined by the angle along the satellite track 

and the radial distance from the centre of the Earth (Section 3.3.3). The method used to 

determine (in the ascending node coordinate system) the radial distance and the 

ascending node angle for any distance along a look direction vector l',(a )* (Section 

3.3.2) with origin at the satellite is as follows. 

The X. y, and z coordinates (in the satellite system) of any point at a distance s from the 

satellite, almg the unit vector Pa, (a ), . are given by equations B. 1. B.2 and 8.3, 

where Px, P, and Pz are the x, y and z components of (A )[ respectively. and R ,  is 

the satellite distance from the centre of the Earth. The radial distance r,, and the angle 



y,, dong the orbit track (in the satellite coordinate system) at any point (x, , y ,  ,z, ) 
are given by equations B.4 and B.5 respectively. 

Ir is a simple procedure to determine the corresponding values in the ascending node 

coordinate system. The radial distance frorn the centre of the earth remains constant 

while the angular distance along the satellite track is simply incremented by ar, Section 

3.3.2). Thus the final value of y,, in the ascending node system is given by equation 

B.6, 

In practice the angle y is first calculated in the satellite system and then translated to the 

ascending node system as this avoids any problems that occur when y,, exceeds 360". 

Once the angle y,, (equation 8.6) and the radial distance r,, = r,, (equation B.4) are 

known it is a simple matter to deterrnine which ce11 contains the point (Y,, . y , ,  z,, ) at 

distance S. The actual angle and shell numbers are given by equations B.7 and B.8, 

where the floor function truncates the argument to the next lowest integer. The actual 

ce11 number j is defined by equation 3.7. In this way it is possible to deterrnine the ce11 

number, in the ascending node coordinate system, frorn the distance along the look 

direction vector P,uf (a ), , in the satellite systern, and the spacecraft position values 



8.2 Intersection With Grid CeIl Hements 

Each relevant line of sight, or look direction unit vector, intersects at least two grid ce11 

boundaries. If al1 of the intersections with grid ce11 boundaries are known in increasing 

order, with respect to distance along the line of sight, then the distance between two 

consecutive intersections defines the geometric path length through a ceIl. The exact ceIl 

for this geornetric path length is defined by the radial distance and angle of any point, 

aIong the line of sight, between the consecutive intersections (equations B.7 and B.8). 

A line of sight can intersect the radial shell defined by equation B.9, 

Substitution from equations B. 10, B. 1 1 and B. 12, 

[B. IO] 

[B. 1 11 

[B. 121 

that represent the ascending node position of a point at a distance s along a look 

direction ouSc. into equation B.9 yields equation B. 13. This gives the distances, along 

the line of sight, to the intersections. It should be noted that S, and S= are the ascending 

node satellite coordinates. 

[B. 1 31 

Any line of sight intersects a radial shell either twice or not at al1 according to the sign 

of the term under the square mot in equation B. 13. No radial shells below the tangent 

radius of the line of sight (equation B. 14) 



[B. 141 

will be intersected while shells above ShellMax need not be considered. Thus the 

distances to al1 relevant shells within the grid c m  be easily calculated and saved. 

A line of sight will intersect the plane defined by equation B. 15, 

z = x tan y,, [B. 151 

where yuSc, defined in the ascending node coordinate system, is the angle of the plane 

along the orbit track. The distance to the oniy intersection is given by equation B. 16, 

[B. 161 

where Sec and S, are the satellite x and z coordinates respectively (in the ascending node 

coordinate systern) and Px and P,  are the look direction unit vector direction cosines in 

the ascending node coordinate system. 

The detemination of the angular boundaries associated with intersections within the 

grid is a more complicated process than for the intersections with radial shells. The 

angles at which the line of sight intersects the maximum radius shell of the defines 

the relevant total angular extent covered by that look direction. The distances to these 

in tersections are determined from equation B. 1 3. The maximum distance determines the 

last angular ce11 that is intersected. Similarly the minimum distance determines the fîrst 

angular ce11 that is intersected. Al1 angular divisions between these ce11 bounds must be 

evaluated using equation B.16 for intercept distance. This is illustrated in Figure 3.8 

where the line of sight enters the grid at AngleNumber = 2 and leaves the grid at 

AngieNuntber = 4. Only the angular boundaries 3 and 4 are intersected by this particular 

P @ ), look direction. - U.VC' 

The two sets of intercept distances, those for radial shells and angular planes, can be 



separately detennined and merged into a single set that increases with distance S. 

B. 3 Determination of the Parameters 

Once the intercept distances to the grid surfaces have been calculated and stored in 

increasing order it is a very simple process to determine the path length through each 

ce11 and the corresponding ce11 index. The distance between successive intercepts, in the 

set of intercepts (Section B.2). determines the path length L, ., [km] through any 
-4Y 

intersected cell. The index j is found according to the method outlined in Section B.1 for 

any point between the intercepts. Hence, al1 of the required parameters for the 

calculation of the observed brightness (equation 3.13b) can be readily determined, 



APPENDIX C 

ESTIMATE OF ACCURACY 

It is important to be able to determine the quality of the volume emission profile, 

recovered with the tomographie analysis technique. It can be determined from simple 

visual inspection that some data sets are either good or poor recoveries. Where this 

technique is applicable it is implemented. However, when visual analysis fails, it is 

important to have a mathematical representation of the quality of the recovery as the 

effectiveness of certain inversion parameters can be determined from such a 

mathematical representation. 

The chosen method. for this thesis, involves a histogram that represents the percentage 

error distribution of the recovered profile from the known input profile. The quality of 

the inversions have k e n  determined through both the Full Width at Half Maximum 

(FWHM) of a quadratic that is fit to this dismbution and the offset of the maximum of 

the quadratic fit from 0% error. This appendix contains a complete description of the 

error histogram method and a discussion of these two parameters. 

The upper plot of Figure C. 1 shows an input volume emission grid with a relatively high 

degree of structure. It was generated with equation 4.5 where A, the angular period. was 

equal to 30°. The final two plots of Figure C.l are the recovered volume emission grids 

for observations generated without noise and with a moderate signal to noise ratio (SIN) 

of 50: 1. There are some visible differences in the two solutions. The first solution, with 

no noise. is very smooth and almost exactly represents the input grid in the interior 

angles. The recovery, where noisy data was used as input, does not show the same 

smoothness and there is some visible fuzziness in the recovered solution. This solution 

does. however, closely resemble the input grid. The error histogram method is used to 

determine a figure of merit for the superiority of the first solution. 



Figure C.1: A moderately stnrctured input volume emission profSe and two 
totnographic recoveries for sim uloted observrdons that were generated 
without and wah meusurement noise. 



This method involves calculating the percentage error, between the input and the 

solution, at each point in the two dimensional grid. A percentage error histogram is then 

formed for all errors falling within +/- 20% of zero. The range of the histogram is 

limited to 40% in order to eliminate the effect of outlying points, especially those near 

the edges of the recovery grid. The histogram is made by counting those percentage 

errors that fa11 within a 0.1% bin interval with a given central percentage error. 

Therefore, the histograrn fiom -20% to +20% contains 40 1 of these O. 1% bins. 

The quadratic fitting procedure involves determining the bin with the maximum number 

of counts and fitting every bin that contains a count that is more than 40% of the 

maximum count. The limitation to bins that are greater than 40% of the maximum count 

is to eliminate the effects of outlying points and make the quadratic fit approach a 

Gaussian fit. 

Both the  FWHM and the offset of the maximum point of the parabla are used as the 

measure of the quality of the inversion. Examples of both the error distribution 

histograms and the quadratic fits are shown in Figure C.2. The FWHM of the fit for the 

inversion on noiseless data is 3.61 % and the offset of the peak from zero is -0.07%. The 

error histogram appears to be quite narrow and sharply peaked around 0%. 

The second plot in Figure C.2 corresponds to the error distribution and the quadratic fit 

for the data recovered fiom the same set of observations in the presence of 50:l S/N. 

This distribution is visibly wider, the FWHM for the quadratic fit is 12.05%. There is 

also a slight (- 1.02%) offset from 0%. These two distributions indicate, as expected, that 

recoveries for the noiseless data are superior to those when the observations contain 

noise. 
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Figure C.2: Errur distribution histograms and quadrutic fus for the two recoveries 
shown in Figure C.I. The distribution for the recovery with noisy thta is 
wider than that for the noiseless data. 



However, the error distribution histogram and quadratic fit method is not always 

applicable as illust~ted in Figure C.3. The input volume emission profile shown in the 

upper plot is highly structured. The recovery, shown in the bottom plot, is unable to 

resolve al1 of the structure that is present. This is even more apparent in the cross 

sections shown in Figure C.4. 

Figure C.3: A highly shucured input volume ernission profile and the tomographie 
recovery in the absence of observational noise. 
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Figure C.4: Radiai shell cross sections of the two volume ernission grids shown in 
Figure C.3. This plot illusîrates the inabil@ of the tomographic recoverg 
to fully resolve the smdl scale structures. 

The error distribution associated with the recovery in this case is not random. It results 

in a failure of the tomographic technique to resolve fully the input emission structure. 

The percentage error distribution histogram and quadratic fit cannot be used reliably in 

these czses. Figure C.5 shows the histogram for the recovery. The quadratic fit is quite 

mzaningless because the errors do not approach Gaussian. For recoveries of this nature a 

visual inspection of the solution is sufficient. 
- 
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Figure C.5: Ermr distribution histogram and quadfatic fil for the recovery shown in 
Figure C.3. The errors are not random and suggest a failure of the 
technique. 



APPENDIX D 

COMPUTATIONAL OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES 

The computer used for the present thesis work is a dual processor 200 MHz Pentium 

Pro machine with 128 MB of RAM. The operating system is Windows NT and the code 

was written in C using WIN32 API function calls. Although this computing power is not 

minimal many optimizations had to be made. The Lu path lengths, together with the fij 

weighting factors, that are used in each iteration require significant calculation time. 

Therefore, to savt: calculation time the storage requirements of these parameters must be 

optimized to facilitate the maximum number of images that can be processed 

simultaneously. Also, because only a limited set of images can be processed at any one 

time, there is a need for a technique to join successive inversions to form a larger data 

set. The computational techniques that are required for accurate and efficient inversions 

are discussed in this appendix. 

D. 1 The Pafh Length PrecIsion Required to Mode1 Observations 

S torage requirements and computational speed are critical for the tomographie 

technique. For a 700 image set of observations, where each image has one hundred 

pixels, 9.5 million cells, each 1 .O km by 0.20°, are sarnpled. This implies that almost 10 

million intersection path lengths and the ce11 to which they correspond are required in 

equation 5.15. The calculation of these values requires significant time and as these 

values are required multiple times throughout the iterative inversion it is prudent to 

make only a single calculation of these parameters and store them (in RAM) for timely 

access as required. 

It is not possible to store the vaiue of the ceIl index, for each path length, as anything 

other than a 32 bit integer. A 16 bit integer provides only 65536 unique ce11 

identification numbers. As an entire orbit of a grid with a resolution of 1 .O km by 0.20' 



consists of 1800 angles and 100 radial shells, or 180000 cells, there is no rnethod to 

limit the data size requirements for the storage of the ce11 index. 

However, the intersection path length is different. The maximum length path in the 

absence of angular divisions is less than 255 km. Ln the presence of angular divisions 

this maximum length becomes even less. Therefore, it is possible to store the path 

length, in km. in only one byte if the fractional or decimal part is ignored. This implies 

rounding but the storage requirements are minimal. It is also possible, for more precise 

path lengths. to store hem in 32 bit. or 4 byte, floating point representation. The storage 

requirements increase by a factor of 8/5 (4 bytes are always required for the ce11 index) 

but the precision is greater. A third method in which the integer part of the path length is 

stored in a single byte and the fractional part, multiplied by 255, is stored in another 

byte may also be used. This is caIled the modified floating point method and uses only 6 

bytes for each path length rather than 8 as in the floating point method. 

The three plots shown in Figure D. 1 illustrate the error distribution histograms and their 

respective quadratic fits for recoveries from observations generated using unstnictured 

input voIume ernission data. The first plot, with FWHM equal to 1.4796, suggests that 

the floating point precision accurately recovers the volume emission profile. Conversely 

the second plot suggests that the byte precision does not recover the data as well. The 

width of the quadratic fit in this plot is 3.10% and there is a suggestion. because the 

peak is offset 0.50%, of a nonrandom error that most Iikely originates from the round 

off associated with the single byte precision. The third plot shows results that are 

equally as accurate as the first. The modified floating point technique produces an error 

distribution histogram that has an identical width (1.47%) to that for the floating point 

precision histogram. This suggests that in the presence of slowly varying angular 

structure the accuracy of the modified floating point method is equal to that of the 

floating point method. 
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Figure D. I : Three error distribution and frt plots that illustrate the percentage errors 
associated with the recovery of an unstructured volume emission 
profle. Each plot i s  for a different path length precision. 

The values in Table D.l suggest that the modified floating point technique does not 

suffer in comparison with the floating point technique even in the presence of a high 

degree of angular structure. Additionai structure was imposed on the input volume 

emission grid and measurements were simulated. Each observation set consisted of 700 

images and the recoveries were made at the same 1.0 km by 0.20" resolution with 

identical inversion parameters. A comparison of the results contained in the table 

indicates that the byte precision method suffers with respect to accuracy and that there is 

no significant difference between the results produced by either the floating point or the 

modified floating point techniques. 



The storage and time requirements for these inversions are included in Table D. 1. It is 

interesting to note that the time required to compiete the inversion is minimum for the 

modified floating point method. This is probably due to the way that the Windows NT 

operating system stores the data intemally. It is quicker to access the two bytes used by 

the modified floating point scheme than either the single byte used in the byte methoci or 

the four bytes used in the floating point scheme. Because of the speed, the storage 

requirements and no apparent loss of accuracy the modified floating point methoci is 

used throughout this thesis. 

1 byte 1 NONE 1 3-10 1 0.55 1 192 1 47828685 1 
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float 

float 

float 

float 

Structure 

Scale Size 

("1 

N O h i  

30 

60 

180 

byte 

byte 

byte 

Table D.1: ErrorjÏt widths and offsets together with the calculation tintes and storage 
requirernents for diJferent path length precisions and different structure 
scale size. 
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0.2 Joining Inversions to Produce AtWtMly Largp Recoverd Profiles 

In Section D.l the limitations imposed by the available computational power was 

discussed. To invert more data than c m  be handled at a single tirne it is necessary to 

break the input data into sets and to invert these separately and then merge the results. 

This process is complicated by the poorly recovered data due to the edge effect (Section 

6.5). It is, however, a simple matter to accommodate this problern as the exact angular 

extent of the edge effect is well known from the geornetry. A technique for joining 

inversion sets is outlined in this section. 

The input and recovery grids shown in Figure D.2 each have an angular extent that 

covers almost an entire orbit. Except for the extreme edges the recovery appears to be 

quite good. The recovery grid was produced by inverting data sets that included only 

700 images, taken once every two seconds, and overlapping these sets to eliminate the 

intemediate edge effects. 

The third pIot in Figure 6.22 shows good recovery out to nearly 100°, excluding the far 

left of the cross section. This recovery is identical to the first inversion in the recovery 

shown in Figure D.2. A second recovery grid c m  be appended to the first only if it 

contains data that is good for angles greater than 100". The exact right hand extent of a 

700 image inversion, for images taken at 2 second intervals, is 120.1". If 22" on the 

right hand side of the grid is excluded, due to the edge effect, the data is considered 

good out to 98.1". The next or successive inversion will have a 22" edge effect on the 

left hand side of the grid so it will not contain good data at 98.1" unless the recovery 

starts at 76. 1°. This implies that 44" of images must overlap to eliminate the right hand 

edge effect from the first inversion and the left hand edge effect from the second 

recovery, in order to join the inversions at 98. Io. 

The 44" data range corresponds to approximately 350 images at an image rate of one 

every two seconds. Even though 350 images rnust be reused in the next inversion each 

inversion produces about 60" of good data if the images are taken at a rate of one every 



255 

two seconds. This means that seven separate inversions were needed, each on a 700 

image observation set, to produce the results shown in Figure D.2. 

Figure 0.2: Recovery for an entire orbit using 700 images per inversion and joining 
the individual recoven'es. 

The fïrst join in Figure D.2 occurs at 98.1". There are no visible discontinuities in the 

data in this tïgure. Cross sections, that are magnifieci around the 98.1" data point, of the 

orids shown in Figure D.2 are given in Figure D.3. These plots also indicate that there 
C 

are no obvious discontinuities. Three different radial shell cross sections are shown and 

each indicates that even for the different magnitudes of volume emission there are no 

obvious discontinuities in the merged solutions. This rnethod of joining inversions is 



clearly acceptable for appending the results of successive inversions to produce a 

continuous data set chat can cover as large an anguiar extent as required. 
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Cross Sections at Radial Shell75 lllustrating No 
Discontinuity at Inversion Join 

Figure 0.3: Three cross sections for difSereent magnitudes of the volume emission 
thaî illustrate no discontinuïty ai 98.1 * where the join occurred 

Computational speed is an underlying factor for the work in this thesis. Table D.2 shows 

the V ~ ~ O U S  calculation times and the detennined error values associated with the 

recovery of an entire orbit of data. The table is subdivided into two sections. The first 

section corresponds to an image rate of one every two seconds while the other section is 

for a one image per second rate. As the angular overlap of the images is constant, 

independent of the image rate and the number of images used, it is the largest image set 

and lowest imaging rate that produces the fastest inversion. Converseiy the smallest 

image set and the highest sampling rate results in the sfowest inversion. This table also 

indicates that the error widths associated with the inversions is independent of the 

number of images in the observation set and depends only on the imaging rate. For these 

reasons. and the lack of computational power to easily handle observation sets with 

more than 700 images. the standard image set size is 700 for al1 imaging rates. 



Table D.2: Inversion limes and accuracies for different numbers of images and 
imaging rates. 
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CALCULATION OF THE OXYGEN INFRARED 
ATMOSPHERIC BAND SPECTRUM 

A band spectrum is identified by the position of its lines and theu relative magnitudes 

and shapes. The calculation of these parameters (for both ernission and absorption 

spectra) requires a knowledge of the energy levels of both the upper and lower states, 

the seiection mles and the line broadening coefficients. The details of the calculations 

used to determine the synthetic emission and absorption spectra of the oxygen infrared 

atmospheric band are presented in this appendix. These synthetic spectra have been used 

to adapt the tomographic algorithm for use with the Odin/OISRIS measurements 

(Chapter 1 0).  

E. 1 Energy Levels for the States of the O? (a ' A,  - X L ; ) Spectra 

In order to calculate the synthetic spectrum for the oxygen infnred atmospheric band 

( a' A - X the rotational energy levels of both the ( o ' ~ ,  ) upper state and the 

(X 'z;) lower state must be known. The rotational energy of each level in the upper 

state is given by equation E. 1 [Herzberg, 19501, 

where v, = 7882.39 cm-' is the energy difference between the two electronic states in 

the absence of both rotational and vibrational contributions. The coefficients 

Bo = 1-41 783 m i - '  and Do = 4.86xI04 cm-' (Herzberg and Herzberg, 19471 are 

respectively the rotational constant for a rigid rotator and the correction term for 

centrifuga1 stretching in a non-rigid rotator. 

The energy levels for the (x3Xp) ground state of O2 are represented by a more 

complicated model. The triplet nature of the state means that the total angular 



momentum quantum number J" has values, J" = K" + 1 ,  K" and K" - l for every 

value of Ku. The interaction between the spin vector and the magnetic field produceci 

by the rotation of the nuclei, as well as a spin-spin interaction, causes a small energy 

separation between levels with the sarne K" and diffèrent values of J " . The equations 

for the three energy levels are [Herzberg, 19501, 

for J f ' =  Kt'+! 

for J" = K" 

F 2 ( K ) =  B , K ( K +  I ) - D , K ' ( K +  1)' 

for J " =  K u - l  

with Bo = 1.43777 cm", Do = 4.9 1 3xIOd cm'' , A = 1.984 cm-' and y = 4.00837 cm" 

[Babcock and Herzberg, 19481. The constants Bo and Do have the same rigid rotator 

and correction for centrifuga1 stretching relationship as those for the a ' ~ ,  upper state. 

The constants h and y are spin coupling constants that compensate for the spin-spin 

interaction. 



E.2 Selection Rulesforthe @(u'A, - X J X ; )  -rra 

The selection rules for the O, (a 'A, - x'L, ) transition are required to generate the 

synthetic spectra. The O? (='A, - X 'xi) specaum results from a spin forbidden 

magnetic dipole transition and the exact selection rules are AK - O, f 1, 2 2, AI = 0, 

+ 1 ,  and syrnmetric states go to syrnmetric states [Herzberg, 19501. The anti-symmetric 

to ami-symmetric transitions are allowed, for O? ( a ' ~ ,  - x3Z;) transitions, but none 

are present as O? has zero nuclear spin. The nine branches allowed by the selection rules 

are shown in Figure E. 1 [Herzberg, 19501. 

2 3 4 5 K" 1 

Figure E.1: The nine branches nllowed in the O (a' A , - X ' Z; ) spectrum. 

E.3 lntensities of the O, (a ' A ,  - x ' X; ) Emission and Absorption Spectra 

For the synthetic spectra the normalized intensity of each line is required. The Einstein 

A and B coefficients are only required to determine the effects of self absorption in the 

oxygen infrared atmospheric band. 

For a particular @ (a'h , + x ) ernission line (defined by E' and E" , the energy 

of the upper and lower states respectively, J "  and K" , the rotational quantum numbers 

of the lower state, the branch, and rotational temperature T) the intensity is given by 

[Herzberg, 1 9501, 



I,(E'.  ~ " . / " , ~ m n c h . ~ ) =  c,s,~,,(J")v,(E'.  le-""^^ E s ]  

where v, is the central wavenumber of the line, Cm is the emission constant, and 

SB,,, (J") is the line strength for the transition. The population of the excited upper 

state is considered to be in Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium (LE) because the 

lifetime of the upper state, on the order of one hour, is long enough to themally 

distribute the molecules. 

Sirnilady for an absorption line the intensity is det?ned as [Herzberg, 19501, 

Iub, ( E  ". J ". Branch, T )  = C,, SB,,, ( J ")e- E "hc kT 
rE.61 

where Cu,, is the absorption constant. The ground state population is also in thermal 

equilibrium. It should be noted that the equations for ernission and absorption intensities 

are both in photon units and not energies. 

The line strength factors SB,,,, (J ") are given in Table E. 1 [Van Vleck, 19341. Al1 J 

values in Table E.1 refer to J". the rotational quantum nurnber in the lower ( X ' Z ; )  

state. The superscript in the branch designation refers to the change in K. 

1 Branch 1 SJ Branch ' SJ Branch SJ 

P~ (J-ZWJ-1) 9 ( J - 2 X J - l ) ( J + l )  
3J 4J(W + 1 )  

-- 

Table E.1: Line strengths for a' A , - X ' I: ; transitions. 

The synthetic spectra included 135 separate lines; 15 lines frorn each of the 9 branches 

shown in Figure E. 1. Additional lines made a negligible contribution to the intensity of 

the normalized spectra. 



E.4 Une Shapes of the O2 (a' A A' - x ' X; ) specha 

Each of the individual lines in the oxygen infrared atmospheric band emission and 

absorption spectra are both Doppler and pressure broadened. In modeling the synthetic 

spectral lines, broadening must be done in a manner that properly considers the 

requirements of both precision and computational speed. 

A Doppler broadened line has a profile given by 

where the width of Doppler broadened lines is 

In equation E.8 vo is the centra! wavenumber of the line, rn is the mass of the Oz 

molecule and T is the rotational temperature. The crue Voigt line shape, which is the 

convolution of the Lorentz (pressure) and Doppler (temperature) broadened line shapes, 

is precisely represented by 

where 

[E. 1 O] 

W  2 Jz, y = L J I ~ Z  and w, is the pressure broadened with : = .u +iy . x =- 
0, W D  

halfwidth of the line. 

This true Voigt profile is computationally intensive as it requires the evaluation of 

\ r + ( ~ ) .  It has besn shown [Abramowitz and Stegun, 19721 that this evaluation can be 

approximated by different forms, for x and y contained in three separaie regions, with an 



error iess than lo4. These regions are : Region III where x z 6 or y > 6; Region II where 

.r > 3.9 or y > 3.0; and Region I which contains al1 other points in the x, y plane. 

The functional form of w(z) in Region 1 is 

[E. 1 11 

This is extremety computationalIy intensive due to the series expansion and the number 

of terms required for convergence. From a cornparison of calculated values with those 

tabulated in Abramowitz and Stegun it was found that n,, = 150 provided the 

necessary accuracy in Region 1. 

Approximations are also given by Abramowitz and Stegun that are accurate for Regions 

II and III. These are of the forrn, 

for Region II and 

[E. 1 21 

[E. 131 

for Region III. 

An improvement in computational speed over that for the method of Abramowitz and 

Stegun is possible if the two widths, the DoppIer and Lorentz, are combined into a 

representative line width given by the Voigt width, w,. , where 

a , :  + r 7  O;,+- 7j2. 
2 

[E. 1 41 

The entire Voigt profile c m  then be approximated by 



[E. 151 

This formulation was first used by Whiting [1968] and then by Evans et al. [1970]. 

Both equations E. 10 and E. 15 have k e n  included here for cornpleteness, although for 

the purpose of this thesis the less computationally intensive Voigt profile (equation 

E. 15) has been used for absorption lines. The computationally efficient Doppler profile 

has been used for emission lines as they originate where the pressure is low (Evans er 

cd., 1 970). 

The algorithms for generating the nonnalized synthetic emission and absorption spectra 

are identical except for the relative line intensities and the line profiles. The procedure 

for any @en temperature is: 

i) Calculate the central wavenumber for the first fifieen lines in each branch (1 35 

lines in total); the selection rules are indicated in Figure E.1. This requires 

subtraction of the lower state energy (given by equations E.2, E.3 or E.4) 

from the upper state energy (given by equation E. 1). 

ii) Calculate the nonnalized intensity of each line using either equation ES 

(emission) or equation E.6 (absorption) and the line strengths in Table E. 1. 

i i i )  Calculate the line shape for each line using equation E.7 or E.15. Each line is 

broken into 5 1 positions, 25 on either side of the central wavenumber. The 

wavenumber range covered by these 5 1 divisions is made sufficiently large 

to completely contain the line (Le. numerical integration of the broadened 

line gives the line intensity to within 0.001 5%). 



The final result is a synthetic spectrum that has intensities associated with 6885 (135 

lines x 51 divisions/line) wavenumber positions. The numencal precision is such that if 

each spectral line is integrated and the results from each line summed the corresponding 

total band intensity is accurate to within 0.01%. Two sampie spectra, both emission and 

absorption, for a rotational emission temperature of 300 K are shown in Figure E.2. The 

individual lines appear as delta functions as the resoiution is not sufficient to indicate 

their shapes (Figure 10.4)- 

Emission Spectrum Absorption Spectrum 

Tenperature = 300 K 

1.26 128 1-30 

Wavelength 
-A-.-.------ --- 

Figure E.2: Emission and absorption spectra for a 300 K rotational temperature. 
These two spectra are visually identical. 
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APPENDIX F 

ATTENUATION OF q (da, + x'z;)  THROUGH SELF 
ABSORPTION 

The O, (a'~, + X' Z; ) ernission spectrurn is attenuated by absorption of ground state 

O,. As oxygen comprises approximately 20% of the total atmosphenc number density 

seIf absorption can be significant in the lowest altitudes along a line of sight from the 

source region to the detector. 

The major source of the attenuation of the total band signal cornes from self absorption 

by the line with the same transition as the emission line. However, it is possible at lower 

altitudes, where there is significant pressure broadening, to have absorption by 

neighbounng lines. 

Thus to calculate the extinction of a line at any point in its Vo ie  profile the Einstein B 

value, the density of the absorbers and the normalized absorption spectnim (Appendix 

E), at the absorbing temperature and pressure must be known. This information and the 

knowledge of the path length in the homogeneous absorbing region determines the 

optical depth at each point in the emission line profile (Appendix E). in  this appendix 

the details of the calculation of the optical depths are presented. 

F. 1 Calculation of Extinction Coefficients Due to the O, (a ' A ,  c x z p ) 
Absorption Spectrum 

The attenuation of an incident beam due to a transition fiom molecular state n tostate rn 

can be expressed by [Herzberg, 

where I" is the total absorbed intensity, I" is the incident intensity/cm". N, is the 

number density of the molecular absorber, B, is the Einstein coefficient for absorption 



for the particular transition, h is the Planck constant, v, is the wavenumber of the 

incident radiation, and & is the differential thickness of the absorbing layer. 

This equation is well suited to the calculation of the self-absorption of an oxygen 

infrared amosphenc band emission line divided into small wavenumber intervals, 

where the intensity may be assumed constant over each division. Figure F.l is a 

representation of an emission line partitioned in this manner. The emitted intensity is 

assumed constant across each rectangular division- 

Figure F.1: Histogram representation of a line shape. Each bar represents a region 
of constant emission or absorption. 

The intensity per unit wavenumber within any interval is given by 

where Ir is the total integrated intensity of the line and &(v)- - [a-, - ] is uie iine 

profile such that 



For the O , ( a L ~ ,  + x'z,) ernission lines this distribution can be assumed Gaussian 

with no significant loss of precision [Evans et al., 19701. Thus, for a wavenumber 

interval, with central wavenumber v, shown in Figure F. 1 the incident intensity per unit 

wavenumber at al1 points in the rectangle can be expressed as 

w here 

and A v  is the wavenumber difference from the line centre. Equation F.4 is the incident 

intensity used in Equation F. 1 for self absorption. 

The total number of absorbas is the number of O3 molecules in the state m that can 

absorb photons in the wavenumber interval. The total number of molecules with 

A " = 0, Y " = O and J  " is [Herzberg, I 9501 

w here 

J "  

is the partition function for the J "  state, F ( J " )  is the energy of the state and [O2] is the 

atmosphenc number density. This assumes that al1 oxygen molecuIes in the atmosphere 

are in the electronic and vibrational ground States. 

The probability that molecules in the state J" can absorb photons of wavenumber v is 

distributed, about the central wavenumber v, , with a Voigt profile. The total number of 

molecules distributed in the wavenumber range is 



N m  = N,.4,(v)dv 

where ( v )  is the normalized Voigt profile such that 

and dv  is the wavenumber range. Substitution of equation F.8 into F.6 and the result 

into F. 1 gives 

where 

The Einstein coefficient B,, for a transition J " to J ' can be written as 

where A(0,O) is the Einstein A value for the vibrational 0-0 transition and v, is the 

wavenumber of the band origin. 

Substitution of equation F. 12 into F. 10 and rearranging the terms gives 

[F. 131 

di 
which is used to give a differential equation with respect to - and obtain the 

dx 

extinction value 



[F. 1 41 

If this value is multiplied by the absorption path through a homogeneous layer then the 

optical depth for that layer, for the fraction of the emission line, is obtained and 

1,. ( v )  = lO ( ~ ) e - ~ ( ' " ~  [F. 1 51 

is the intensity that remains, where Io(v) is the total intensity within the wavenurnber 

intenral. 

F.2 The Selection of Coefficients and Cornparison With Measured Values 

The Einstein A value for the @ (a'~, + x 'z, ) transition is a rnatter of considerable 

contention. In this work the widely accepted value of 2 . ~ 8 ~  lo4 s-' (Badger et al., 1965) 
-4 - 1  has been used. This value is slightly larger than a recently reported value, 2.237~10 s 

(Lafferty et al., 1998). The pressure broadening coefficient also has some uncertainty. 

The work of Lafferty et al. suggested the pressure broadening coefficient was dependent 

upon the quantum number N with an average value of 0.1024 cm'' atm-'. This is in 

disagreement with the previously accepted value, 0.08 cm" atm'' (Badger et al.. 1965), 

that has been used in this thesis. In this section the effects on the mode1 of the values 

used in this thesis and those deterrnined by Lafferty er al. are compared and are shown 

to give good general agreement. 

Figure F.2 contains three plots that relate the absorbance, on a In scale, to wavenumber 

for lines contained within the Q~ branch of the absorption specmirn. The first two plots 

are cahlated values while the third plot is the actual measurements made by Lafferty er 

al. for an O2 pressure of 104.3 kPa and an optical path length of 84.05 m. The 

rneasurements were made at 0.01 cm" resolution. although the calculations are for a 

higher resoiution. 



The first plot in Figure F.2 illustrates the calculated absorbance values for conditions 

identical to the measurements made by Lafferty et al. in this plot the Lafferty et al. 

Einstein A value and their average pressure broadening coefficients were used with the 

current model. There is excellent agreement between the calculated absorbance values 

and those measured by Lafferty et al. and show in the final plot of Figure F.2. The 

second plot contains the calculated absorbance values for the same expriment but the 

Einstein A value and pressure broadening coefficients are those that are used in this 

thesis. This plot, which contains line shapes that peak at marginally higher values, is 

expected because the Einstein A value is higher and the pressure broadening coefficient 

is lower. 

Ab-rbancm of Ground State Oxygen 
In The 00 Branch Of The Singlet Delta Spectrum 

(Laffmrîy e t  al. Einstein A Coefficient) 
020 - 

Absoibance of Ground Stata Oxygen 
In The 00 Branch Ot The Singlet Delta Spectrum 

(Badger Einstein A Coefficient) 



Figure F.2: Cornparison between the absorbance values used throughout this thesis 
wirh those measured by Lafferty et al. [1998]. The fust hvo plots are 
models whi'le the third is an actual measurement. 

The differences between the absorbance values used in this thesis and those measured 

by Lafferty et al. are small. For the purposes of the present work they may be considered 

insignificant. Small changes in the absorbance do not affect the total haction of the band 

that is attenuated through self absorption at altitudes where the pressure is significantly 

lower than that used in the Lafferty experiment. Thus, the line-by-line calculation of the 

self absorption of the oxygen infrared atmospheric band emissions used in this thesis is 

appropriate. 

F.3 Method Used to Calculate Absorption Correction Coefficients 

The absorption correction coefficients a, that refer to the fraction of the band from ce11 

j, that is seen by the detector along line of sight i, require a line-by-line absorption 

calculation that follows equations F. 14 and F. 15. As mentioned previously the oxygen 

infrared atmospheric band spectmm is divided into 135 lines and each of these lines is 

further subdivided into 5 1 partitions that totally cover the emission. The line-by-line 

calculation of the a, coefficients has k e n  made at this resolution. It was found that for 

any increase in either the number of spectral lines or the number of divisions for each 



line there is no significant gain in precision. Thus, this resolution was chosen for both 

computational speed and precision. 

The geometry used to calculate the line by line absorption, along a given line of sight, is 

shown in Figure F.3. A two dimensional grid, similar to the emission grids discussed in 

this thesis (Section 3.3.3), is used. At each grid cell, that has both angular and radial 

boundaries, both the atmospheric temperature and density are required. It is not 

sufficient to use a one dimensional mode1 as the Earth's oblateness would result in 

altitude errors. Using the geometry outlined in Figure F.3 it is a simple, although 

computationally extensive process, to determine a;, at any point along the line of sight. 

Figure F.3: The geomeîry used to calculate the remaining band signal from any 
position along any given line of sighd. 

At each point, along any given line of sight, the ce11 that contains this point can be 

determined with the method outlined in Appendix B. The atmospheric temperature c m  

be deterrnined for this point and a synthetic emission spectmm generated following the 



method outlined in Appendix E. Synthetic absorption spectra, and therefore optical 

depths. can be generated for al1 the points dong the line of sight fiom the point of 

interest through to the satellite. The extinction values are calculated at each of the S i  

points within each spectral lines according to equation F. 14 where neighbouring lines 

are allowed to overlap. The optical depths are then calculated by multiplication of the 

extinction by the path Iength through the grid cell. The spatial resolution of the step size 

between points is dependent on the grid ce11 resoiution. After the total optical depth, the 

sum of the depths for each grid ce11 between the point of interest and the satellite, has 

k e n  catculated equation F. 15 c m  be applied tu each point in the emission spectnirn to 

nive the attenuated spectrum, or the spectrum fiom the point of interest as seen by the s 

detector. Examples of both the emitted and absorkd spectra for a ce11 at 40 km above 

the surface of the Earth, viewed along a 40 km tangent altitude line of sight, are given in 

Figure F.4. 

Unabmrbed Spectrum From 40 
km Tangent Altitude 

0.040 - 
0.035 - 

Wavelength (microns) 

Absorbed Spectrum From 40 km 
Tangent Altitude 

0.040 - 
0.035 - 
0.030 - 
0.025 - 
0.020 - 
0.015 - 
0.010 - 
0.005 - 
0.000 - I l .  

Wavelength (microns) 

Figure F.4: O? (a 'A , + X ' Z ; ) emission spectrurn emiired af 40 km and the same 

spectrum as seen by a satellife borne instrument looking along a 40 km 
tangent altitude line of si& 

Integration of the attenuated line intensities in the second plot of Figure F.4 gives the 

fraction of the band that reaches the detector. As the Odin/OSiRIS instrument has an 

optical filter before the detector the total band is not measured by the detector. Figure 



F.5 illustrates the effect for the 1.266 pm filter, one of the OSIRIS channels, 

superimposed on the remaining band signal. It is clear from Figure F.5 that the entire 

band is not visible to the OSIRIS detector. The ai, value for this particular example is 

calculated by first multiplying each of the attenuated line intensities with the filter 

transmission at the appropriate wavelength and summing over the lines. For this 

example the a,,. value was found to be 0.19. 

Abaorbed Spectnim With 1.266 pm Filter 
Superimpo-d 

0.008 - 

1.24 125 1 2 6  1 2 7  1.28 1.29 1.30 1.31 

Wawlength (microns) 
-- 

Figure F.5: Remainittg band signal from the second plot of Figure F.4 with the 
Odin/OSIRIS 1.266 jmflIter superimposed upon LI. 

Using the method outlined above the attenuation coefficient, that includes the 

attenuation of the signal due to the filter, c m  be calculated for any point dong any line 

of sight. This was done, at high spatial resolution, for al1 lines of sight required by the 

tomographic recovery. Examples of the absorption correction factors are given in Figure 

10.6 and a cubic spline was used to interpolate the absorption correction coefficients at 

the required points along the lines of sight. 
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